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Our Goal: Justice for All

With the end of my term as 
president of the New York 
State Bar Association in 

sight, I will use my final President’s 
Message to reflect upon all that we 
have achieved together during the 
past year. At the beginning of my term 
we adopted “Justice for All” as our 
theme for the year, and we undertook 
several initiatives aimed at improving 
access to justice. We approached these 
matters from multiple perspectives, 
focusing on broader concerns such as 
court funding, judicial compensation 
and wrongful convictions, while also 
examining the unique challenges that 
affect specific populations, such as vet-
erans and respondents in immigration 
matters. At the same time, we worked 
to enhance the practice of law and 
reaffirmed our long-standing commit-
ment to improving diversity in our 
Association and the legal profession. 
This past year, we celebrated not only 
our 135th anniversary, but also many 
victories and a great deal of progress.

While I could easily fill an entire 
issue of this Journal with an overview of 
the accomplishments made possible by 
our hard-working and talented volun-
teer members, I would like to use these 
few pages to highlight several initia-
tives of which I am particularly proud.

The President’s Section 
Diversity Challenge
At the beginning of my term, we asked 
our sections to plan and execute addi-
tional initiatives to enhance the diver-
sity of their membership, leadership 
and programs, and to evaluate the 
results of their efforts. I am incred-
ibly impressed by the response we 
received, and the creative approaches 
taken by our sections. The President’s 
Section Diversity Challenge, ably coor-

dinated by co-chairs Glenn Lau-Kee 
and Sherry Levin-Wallach, will culmi-
nate with a  a final report, presented at 
the 2012 Section Leaders Conference. 
It is my hope that the initiative will 
serve as a framework for continuing 
efforts to foster diversity. I know that 
President-elect Seymour James, Jr., is 
strongly committed to diversity and 
will do a wonderful job building upon 
the State Bar’s efforts in this area.

Court Funding
In response to dramatic reductions in 
the state judiciary budget, the New 
York State Bar Association undertook 
a statewide examination of the impact 
of budget cuts upon New York state 
courts. Last fall, we reached out to 
our Judicial District Vice Presidents 
and asked them to gather information 
about the effects of court funding cuts. 
We asked them to consult with their 
local bar associations, administrative 
judges and practitioners to help deter-
mine what types of matters have been 
most seriously affected and to identify 
specific unmet areas of need in their 
regions. We also asked them to investi-
gate how court funding cutbacks have 
affected judges, court staff, parties to 
civil and criminal matters, attorneys 
and the public. 

Our vice presidents collected a 
wealth of compelling information 
about different experiences across the 
state. Important programs and resourc-
es are casualties of drastic budget cuts: 
courthouses have had to reduce their 
hours and staff; there is less adminis-
trative help for the many pro se par-
ties seeking assistance with filings and 
paperwork; library services have been 
limited; pro bono coordinators who 
would ease the burden have been laid 
off; child care resources have been cut. 

One particularly disturbing finding is 
that jury pools have been reduced; in 
some instances, courts have run out of 
potential jurors. These are just a few of 
the findings included in our “Report 
on the Impact of Recent Budget Cuts 
in New York State Court Funding,” 
which you can see by visiting www.
nysba.com/courtfundingreport. 

At the Presidential Summit held 
during the Association’s Annual Meet-
ing, we discussed the results of this 
report with an impressive panel of 
speakers from New York State and 
beyond. We were also fortunate to 
be joined by ABA President Wm. T. 
(Bill) Robinson III, who delivered an 
impassioned and energizing keynote 
address. We believe this report will 
be a valuable resource, and we will 
draw on its findings as we continue 
to advocate for adequate funding for 
our courts.

Judicial Compensation 
Appropriate judicial compensation has 
been a State Bar priority for near-
ly two decades, because we strongly 
believe that our democratic society 
depends upon the justice system, and 
that the justice system depends upon 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
VINCENT E. DOYLE III

VINCENT E. DOYLE III can be reached 
at vdoyle@nysba.org.
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We established a Special Commit-
tee on Veterans, co-chaired by Karen 
Hennigan and Michael Lancer, which 
aims to help veterans identify their 
legal problems and connect them with 
qualified attorneys. Committee mem-
bers have been working to gather 
information about services currently 
available and to make them more 
accessible to veterans seeking free or 
affordable legal assistance. The Com-
mittee is also working to bolster the 
quality of representation by identify-
ing areas where civilian lawyers may 
need specialized substantive training, 
or where they may need to be familiar-
ized with military culture. The Com-
mittee hosted a terrific CLE program 
at our Annual Meeting, offered free of 
charge to attorneys who agreed to take 
on a veteran’s civil case on a pro bono 
basis. The Committee is also work-
ing to facilitate the implementation 
of additional veterans courts. These 
courts recognize and deal with the 
presence of service-related issues such 
as traumatic brain injury, depression 
or other mental health concerns that 
may contribute to veterans’ involve-
ment in the criminal justice system 
and work to treat those underlying 
conditions to help participants get 
their lives back on track. 

Task Force on Non-Lawyer 
Ownership
Non-lawyer ownership of law firms 
recently re-emerged as a significant 
issue to practitioners in New York 
State and beyond. Last year, the Amer-
ican Bar Association’s Ethics 20/20 
Commission issued a discussion paper 
proposing amendments to Model Rule 
5.4 that would allow lawyers and law 
firms to share legal fees with non-
lawyers, who could hold a limited 
ownership interest in the practice, as 
long as certain conditions are met. 
Our Association had studied this issue 
over a decade ago and led the effort 
within the ABA to oppose multi-disci-
plinary practice. Those proposals were 
defeated. 

Special Committee on 
Immigration Representation
When I took office, I designated immi-
gration representation as a major pri-
ority for my term as president. To this 
end, we established a Special Com-
mittee on Immigration Representation, 
led by Joanne Macri and Jojo Annobil. 
The Committee is currently finaliz-
ing its report and recommendations 
to improve the quality and availability 
of representation in immigration pro-
ceedings. The report will include stan-
dards for immigration representation, 
proposals to enhance enforcement of 
existing laws against fraud and unau-
thorized practice of law and effec-
tive methods to educate immigrant 
communities about unscrupulous pro-
viders. The Committee has also been 
examining the Board of Immigration 
Appeals’s recognition of organizations 
through its accredited representative 
program, and exploring other strat-
egies to improve representation in 
underserved areas around the state, 
including the dissemination of pro se 
resources and a proposal for a pro 
bono program. The Committee plans 
to present its report for a vote by the 
House of Delegates at our June meet-
ing in Cooperstown.

Special Committee on Veterans
Veterans also face unique challenges 
in our justice system. With the influx 
of veterans returning home from 
multiple armed conflicts around the 
world, there is a heightened need 
for qualified attorneys willing to 
lend a hand. After sacrificing so 
much for our nation during active 
duty, many veterans confront a host 
of difficult issues as they re-enter 
civilian life. Some suffer from physical 
and psychological disabilities related 
to combat. Others face indirect 
consequences such as unemployment, 
consumer credit problems, stress in 
their family relationships, mental 
health issues, and even substance 
abuse or homelessness. And too many 
veterans have a difficult time with 
basic needs such as accessing their 
benefits. 

the judges who control it. Although the 
cost of living has increased more than 
40% since 1999, our judges have not 
received any increase in compensation 
during that time. Salary stagnation 
has made it more difficult to attract 
and retain the high quality judges for 
which New York State is renowned. 

Last summer, we formed a working 
group and retained a private econ-
omist to study the issue of judicial 
compensation. The Bar Association 
approved the working group’s report 
and recommendations, including an 
adjustment of judicial pay to a level of 
at least $192,000 per year for trial judg-
es, with increases for appellate judges, 
and the implementation of regular 
adjustments to allow salaries to keep 
up with the cost of living. In July 2011, 
I testified before the Special Commis-
sion on Judicial Compensation to share 
our findings and state our position. We 
were disappointed when the Commis-
sion recommended a less substantial 
salary increase, to be phased in over 
three years, but we are pleased that it 
was approved without further reduc-
tions, and we will continue to work on 
this important issue.

Civil Legal Services
As we fight for adequate court funding 
and judicial compensation, we are also 
working to ensure that the providers 
of important civil legal services receive 
appropriate funding. Every year, mil-
lions of New Yorkers navigate the civil 
legal justice system without an attor-
ney. Many are involved in matters 
related to basic necessities or sensitive 
family law cases. This year, the State 
Bar was once again honored to take 
part in hearings held by Chief Judge 
Jonathan Lippman’s Task Force to 
Expand Access to Civil Legal Services. 
The Task Force found there continues 
to be a significant unmet need for civil 
legal services – only approximately 
20% of that need is currently being 
met. We will continue to urge policy-
makers to provide stable, adequate 
sources of funding for civil legal ser-
vice providers.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
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Ethical Issues and 
Alternative Fee 
Arrangements: 
What to 
Do and 
What Not 
to Do



Few topics in the practice of law have generated 
as much discussion over the last few years as 
alternative fee arrangements (AFAs). Most of 

those discussions focus on clients – their desire to gain 
some level of control over costs. And, when properly 
implemented, AFAs not only can benefit clients, but 
can also improve the overall quality of legal services 
rendered and, as a result, lawyers enhance relationships 
with their clients. 

AFAs’ most obvious benefit is predictability – clients 
can more accurately budget and plan for legal costs. 
This, in turn, encourages practitioners to provide legal 
services more efficiently. AFAs also encourage lawyers to 
increasingly focus on value-driven client services. Finally, 
AFAs reinforce the sense of shared commitment towards 
a client’s goals and shared financial risk in obtaining 
those goals.1 

While the potential benefits of AFAs are readily 
apparent, the potential risks are often less obvious. 

Financial risks aside, practitioners face a plethora of 
potential ethical pitfalls when implementing AFAs. 

Fortunately, effective practices, from a business 
standpoint, can serve to resolve the ethics issues. 

Outside counsel who adopt certain of the 
practices discussed below will be better able 

to incorporate AFAs in their practice and 
be better positioned to grow their practice 

in the future. In-house counselors who 
understand the ethical issues that arise 
with respect to AFAs will be better 
equipped to implement arrangements 

that are successful from their employer’s 
perspective. 

Defining the Playing Field
AFAs have become more prevalent as attorneys and their 
clients have collaborated to construct creative solutions 
for managing legal costs. There are numerous types of 
AFAs, so first we will define the relevant terms and the 
types of AFAs being considered. 

Generally speaking, an AFA is a fee arrangement 
based on factors other than solely on hourly rates.2 The 
most effective AFAs are customized to the needs of the 
particular client and matter. As a result, AFAs can come 
in countless shapes and sizes. Among the most popular 
ones are the following:3 

Flat or fixed fee – a set fee for an entire matter or 
specified portion of a matter (e.g., $500 for the drafting 
of a simple will).

Blended rate – a fee where the same hourly rate is 
charged for all timekeepers or the same hourly rate is 
charged for all partners and a different rate is charged for 
all associates. 

Success fee – a result-oriented arrangement where a fee 
in addition to the agreed-upon hourly rates is assessed 
upon occurrence of a specified result.

Collar fee – the coupling of a targeted budget number 
for a particular matter with an hourly rate; the client 
and attorney periodically review fees against a budgeted 
amount and make necessary adjustments if fees are 
outside a predetermined range (e.g., attorneys bill hourly 
fees, but if the actual fees are more or less than the 
budgeted total by a certain amount (e.g., 10%) (i.e., the 
“collar”), the firm and the client share savings below or 
additional costs above the collar).

Retainer – a fixed fee per month (or some other 
agreed-upon period of time) for predetermined services 
regardless of how much time attorneys devote to the 
matter. 

Capped fee – a fee arrangement based on standard 
hourly rates with a cap on the total amount that can be 
billed during a particular period of time or on a particular 
matter. 

Portfolio fixed fee – a fixed fee for a number of matters 
(e.g., all real estate closings or all patent prosecutions). 

Performance-based hold back – a fee arrangement based 
on standard hourly rates where a client pays only 
an agreed-upon percentage of those rates (e.g., 80%) 
and then pays additional amounts at certain intervals 
based either on its own assessment of the attorneys’ 
performance or certain agreed-upon criteria. 

Hybrid hourly rate/success arrangement – blending an 
agreed-upon hourly rate with an additional success fee 
upon the achievement of certain defined goals. 

Ethical Considerations
As with any fee arrangement, AFAs present certain ethical 
issues. One general ethical concern is whether the financial 
and business considerations inherent in operating a law 
firm will interfere with attorneys’ ethical obligations 
to their clients. Other concerns include preserving the 
client’s absolute right to terminate the relationship at 
any time without penalty and the attorney’s rights and 
obligations regarding flat fees or other fees paid in 
advance. 

Fee agreements that fix or cap the client’s fees at a 
specified amount can tempt an unethical attorney to 
curtail work after the cap has been reached. For example: 
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more extensive services probably will be required, 
unless the situation is adequately explained to the 
client.10 

Comment 5 imposes a high standard on attorneys 
using any type of capped fee arrangement because 
it prohibits any fee agreement that “might induce the 
lawyer improperly to curtail services for the client or 
perform them in a way contrary to the client’s interest.”11 
On its face, this is a high standard because, arguably, any 
type of fixed or capped fee arrangement might induce any 
attorney to curtail his or her services after the specified cap 
has been reached. The Comment goes further, prohibiting 
such an agreement if it is merely foreseeable that additional 
services will be needed – unless the attorney adequately 
explains the situation to the client. 

The Model Rules contain additional relevant guidance. 
Model Rule 1.3 requires a lawyer to “act with reasonable 
diligence and promptness in representing a client.”12 
Comment 1 states in relevant part as follows:

A lawyer should pursue a matter on behalf of a 
client despite opposition, obstruction or personal 
inconvenience to the lawyer, and take whatever lawful 
and ethical measures are required to vindicate a 
client’s cause or endeavor. A lawyer must also act with 
commitment and dedication to the interests of the 
client with zeal in advocacy upon the client’s behalf.13

In addition, Comment 10 to Model Rule 1.7 states that 
“[t]he lawyer’s own interests should not be permitted to 
have an adverse effect on representation of a client.”14 
These Rules prohibit lawyers from allowing their financial 
interests to interfere with or supersede their obligations 
to their clients. This has implications for AFAs. For 
example, these Rules govern a lawyer’s conduct where a 
flat or fixed fee, retainer, or capped fee has been earned in 
full, but necessary work remains on the client’s matter(s). 

Then there is Model Rule 1.1, which requires a lawyer 
to “provide competent representation to a client.”15 
Comment 1 provides the following non-exclusive list of 
factors for determining whether a lawyer is “competent” 
to handle a particular matter: 

• “the relative complexity and specialized nature of 
the matter”;

• “the lawyer’s general experience”;
• “the lawyer’s training and experience in the field in 

question”; and
• “the preparation and study the lawyer is able to 

give the matter and whether it is feasible to refer the 
matter to, or associate or consult with, a lawyer of 
established competence in the field in question.”16

a law firm and its commercial real estate client implement 
a portfolio fee arrangement pursuant to which the client 
pays the firm $400,000 per year for the firm’s legal 
services related to all the client’s real estate closings. 
The standard hourly rate for the attorneys on the file 
is $400, meaning that it would take 1,000 total hours at 
the attorneys’ standard rate to reach the $400,000 annual 
fee. A potential issue arises when the firm reaches or 
exceeds those 1,000 hours prior to the end of the year and 
additional work on the client’s files is required. 

Because of hypothetical situations such as the forego-
ing, some clients have become leery of “low-ball” flat fee 
proposals knowing that the actual cost for the quality of 
work they expect exceeds the amount proposed.4 Clients 
considering a flat fee arrangement may fear that the firm 
will “under work” the matter.5 On the flip side, some 
attorneys refuse flat fee work imposed by clients because 
they fear they will not get paid if additional work is 
required.6

Another ethical issue related to fixed fees is whether 
a fixed fee payment immediately becomes the property 
of the attorney or remains the property of the client 
until earned by the attorney’s performance of legal 
services.7 This issue has generated much discussion 
since the District of Columbia Court of Appeals wisely 
held that a flat fee is not earned upon receipt but upon 
the performance of legal services.8 The answer to this 
question affects attorneys’ obligations in handling flat 
fees. 

Model Rules 
The ABA’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct provide 
guidance on many issues of AFAs. Perhaps most 
important is Rule 1.5 of the ABA Model Code, which 
establishes a reasonableness standard for assessing legal 
fees: “A lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, 
or collect an unreasonable fee or an unreasonable amount 
for expenses.”9 This general rule applies to all types of fee 
agreements. 

Comment 5 to Rule 1.5 is especially relevant to any 
type of fee agreement that caps the client’s payment at 
a specified amount (including fixed or flat fees, capped 
fees, retainers, and portfolio fees):

An agreement may not be made whose terms might 
induce the lawyer improperly to curtail services for the 
client or perform them in a way contrary to the client’s 
interest. For example, a lawyer should not enter into 
an agreement whereby services are to be provided 
only up to a stated amount when it is foreseeable that 

At the risk of stating the obvious, AFAs must work for both 
the client and the attorney or law firm to be successful. 
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But being fluent in the various AFAs is not enough. 
Even if an attorney has an advanced knowledge of AFAs, 
he or she will not be able to implement an effective AFA 
without also obtaining an adequate understanding of 
the client’s business, its legal needs, and how the two 
fit together. The practitioner should then work with the 
client’s in-house counsel or other personnel to select 
and craft a fee agreement that best addresses the client’s 
needs.17 

The client, too, must be knowledgeable about its fee 
options. It is incumbent upon in-house counsel to learn 
various AFA options. Outside counsel should be able to 
advise the client on the pros and cons of each option for 
the particular matter at hand. All of this should go hand-
in-hand with the attorney’s knowledge of the client’s 
business and legal objectives. 

Experience 
AFAs that effectively meet the client’s business and legal 
needs while balancing the practitioner’s need to run a 
profitable practice should be based, in part, upon the 
attorney’s or law firm’s experience in handling similar 
matters. It is difficult to implement an effective AFA for 
matters with which the attorney or law firm has little 
experience.18

Of course, an attorney who has experience handling 
similar matters or projects will be better equipped to 
predict the fees and costs associated with a matter, and 
to suggest appropriate terms and parameters for the fee 
agreement. The experienced attorney should look at data 
collected over time, which includes the number of hours 
necessary for completing specific tasks, the associated 
tasks, and the necessary staffing. Experience and data 
will put the attorney in a better position to implement a 
fee arrangement that meets the needs and expectations 
of both the client and the attorney while simultaneously 
decreasing ethical risks. 

Trust
Trust between the attorney and client is essential for an 
AFA to work. For this reason, AFAs work best for matters 
where there is a pre-existing attorney-client or other 
relationship which has allowed the parties to develop a 
trust in one another. However, a pre-existing relationship 
is not a prerequisite ethically or otherwise for a successful 
AFA. Trust is often intertwined with experience. A client 
is more likely to trust an attorney who has handled 
similar matters and has experience and expertise in the 
relevant area. 

Collaboration (Pre-Engagement)
Practitioners should decide upon and implement an AFA 
in close collaboration with the client. The first step is to 
work with the client to determine whether an AFA would 
be effective for the particular matter(s), and which AFAs 
might work best. This type of collaboration provides an 

Model Rule 1.1 has implications for a lawyer tempted 
to “push work down” to less experienced attorneys 
when a blended rate is used. The supervising attorney 
must ensure that all work is assigned to attorneys with 
sufficient skill and experience to handle the particular 
project. 

Of course, outside counsel implementing AFAs must 
adhere to these Rules (and any other governing rules 
or precedent). The challenge for these attorneys is to 
provide legal services as efficiently as possible without in 
any way sacrificing effectiveness or compromising their 
obligations to the client. The Model Rules provide a good 
starting point for learning to strike this balance. 

Implement Best Practices for Addressing the 
Potential Ethical Issues Associated With AFAs 
The use of AFAs is still relatively new in most practice 
areas. As a result, some practitioners are undoubtedly 
attempting to implement AFAs without much, if any, 
experience doing so. This can make navigating the 
potential ethical and legal issues difficult. It is critical, 
therefore, that law firm lawyers contemplating the use of 
AFAs consider the applicable ethical issues and develop 
systems and best practices to avoid the potential risks. 
Outside counsel who embrace and effectively address 
these challenges will almost certainly reap the benefits, 
given the nature of today’s legal marketplace. 

Best Practices – General Considerations 
At the risk of stating the obvious, AFAs must work for both 
the client and the attorney or law firm to be successful. 
AFAs must succeed from a business standpoint and 
must avoid the associated ethical issues. Effective AFA 
practices that further the purposes and benefits of AFAs 
while minimizing the ethical, professional, and legal risks 
should be predicated upon the following: knowledge, 
experience, trust, collaboration, and communication. 
Implementing these concepts will assist outside counsel 
in avoiding the ethical and legal pitfalls associated with 
AFAs and help attorneys foster a closer relationship with 
their clients. 

Knowledge
In-house and outside counsel considering implementing 
AFAs should first take time to educate themselves 
about the various types of AFAs, how each works, their 
respective benefits and risks, and the types of matters for 
which each AFA is best matched. 

Of course, it is also critical that attorneys considering 
AFAs understand the unique ethical and legal issues 
they present. This should include, at the very least, 
consideration of the governing rules of professional 
conduct and other bar- or jurisdiction-specific rules. This 
will help practitioners implement AFAs that meet their 
clients’ needs while avoiding the ethical and legal issues 
that these arrangements can present. 
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Conclusion
Alternative fee arrangements are important tools in 
the current legal services marketplace. Although AFAs 
can present unique ethical issues, outside counsel who 
embrace the solutions to those issues are more likely to 
succeed in this environment. And in-house counsel who 
familiarize themselves with various kinds of AFAs and 
understand the ethical issues confronting outside counsel 
will be better equipped to structure such arrangements 
that benefit their employers in the long term.  ■
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opportunity to develop the client’s trust regardless of 
whether an AFA is eventually implemented: the attorney 
has the opportunity to listen to the client and learn about 
his or her business and legal needs and to educate and 
advise the client on various fee agreement options. 

The second step is for the outside counsel to carefully 
draft a fee agreement in collaboration with the client. The 
agreement should address the client’s needs and goals. It 
should also clearly define the scope of the representation, 
the details of the fee and how it is to be determined, and 
how the matter will be staffed. 

Communication (Post-Engagement)
After the representation has begun, the attorney 
should keep the client informed on the status and the 
budget.19 Attorneys should consider a provision in the 
fee agreement that allows the parties to reassess the 
agreement at specified points during the representation 
and to allow for alterations in certain specified instances. 
This provides both the practitioner and the client with a 
“safety net” should the matter and the billing not play out 
as anticipated. 

Specific Tips
In addition to the general principles discussed above, 
the following specific issues should be considered when 
implementing AFAs:

• For blended rate agreements, consider a tiered 
system in which there is one rate for partners and 
one for associates. Some blended rate agreements 
contain even more narrow tiers, applying a separate 
rate for senior partners, junior partners, senior 
associates, and junior associates. 

• For blended rate agreements, the attorney and client 
should agree upon and understand how the matter 
will be staffed and how work will be delegated to 
junior attorneys. 

• For flat or fixed fees, consider a “collar fee” or 
“true-up” provision that would provide partial 
compensation in the event the actual fees are 
significantly above or below the agreed-upon fee. 

• The fee agreement must allow the client to terminate 
the representation at any point without any penalty. 

Trust between the attorney 
and client is essential 
for an AFA to work.
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Introduction
The May 2010 Burden of Proof column 
addressed the question of which party 
was responsible for the cost for the 
production of electronic data – the 
party demanding the disclosure, or 
the party responding to the demand? 
Titled “The Producers,”1 the column 
attempted to draw the reader in with a 
discussion of the plot of the 1968 film 
of the same name, and then segued 
(seamlessly, I hope) into an analysis of 
the cost of production issue. Hoping to 
once again lure the reader into a col-
umn about this rather dry procedural 
issue, I return to a discussion of the film 
The Producers.2

The Producers (Film Version)
In the original film version from 1968, 
Zero Mostel played Max Bialystock, 
a scheming, washed-up Broadway 
producer, while Gene Wilder played 
Leo Bloom, an innocent accountant 
who is corrupted into becoming Max’s 
partner in a scheme to deliberately 
engineer a Broadway flop, titled 
Springtime for Hitler.3 The film opened 
to mixed reviews, but over time 
secured a top spot in the comedic 
pantheon. Roger Ebert, long after the 
film’s release, called it “one of the 
funniest movies ever made.”4 Ebert 
also related the following story:

I remember finding myself in an 
elevator with Brooks and his wife, 
actress Anne Bancroft, in New York 
City a few months after The Pro-
ducers was released. A woman got 
onto the elevator, recognized him 
and said, “I have to tell you, Mr. 
Brooks, that your movie is vul-

gar.” Brooks smiled benevolently. 
“Lady,” he said, “it rose below 
vulgarity.”5

Not content to rest on that cinematic 
record, fast forward to 2005, and a 
remake of the film was released, with 
Nathan Lane in the role of Max, and 
Matthew Broderick in the role of Leo.6 
In short, “The Producers, Redux.”

“The Producers” (ESI Version) 
In the world of electronic disclosure 
there are also producers, “producing 
parties,” that are called upon to 
exchange electronic data, often 
referred to as “ESI.”7 As the column 
two years ago pointed out, the long-
standing and prevailing view in New 
York state court practice has been that 
the party requesting the disclosure, 
the “requesting party,” must agree in 
advance to bear the costs incurred 
by the producing party in producing 
the requested electronic disclosure.8 
Only when this preliminary monetary 
issue is resolved by the requesting 
party agreeing to bear the cost is the 
producing party’s obligation to furnish 
ESI triggered.9

Over the course of five months, 
starting in September 2011, the First 
Department issued three critical 
decisions addressing ESI. The first, 
Tener v. Cremer,10 addressed issues 
involving the production of ESI by 
a non-party, and the second, Voom 
HD Holdings, LLC v. Echostar Satellite 
LLC,11 addressed the issues of ESI 
preservation and litigation holds. The 
February 2012 decision of the First 
Department in U.S. Bank National 
Association v. GreenPoint Mortgage 

Funding, Inc.,12 revisited the question 
of which party, the demanding or 
producing party, was responsible for 
the cost of production. Together, these 
three decisions provide clear appellate 
guidance for most ESI issues in New 
York state courts.

In U.S. Bank, the First Department 
concluded:

We disagree with the motion 
court’s conclusion that the request-
ing party bears the cost of discov-
ery that is responsive to its docu-
ment requests. Rather, it is the pro-
ducing party that is to bear the cost 
of the searching for, retrieving, and 
producing documents, including 
electronically stored information.13

Again, “The Producers, Redux.” 
Only this time, the end of the story 
does a 180-degree turn.

2010’s MBIA Decision
The earlier column profiled a decision 
by Justice Eileen Bransten of the Com-
mercial Division, Supreme Court, New 
York County, MBIA Insurance Corp. 
v. Countrywide Home Loans,14 which 
took aim at the prevailing view gov-
erning the allocation of costs associ-
ated with electronic disclosure and, 
indeed, disclosure of any matter in any 
medium.15 The decision pointed out 
that this “rule” may “stand[] on more 
precarious footing”16 than the cases 
citing, and cited for, the rule, suggest. 
After reconciling two First Department 
cases seemingly reaching contrary con-
clusions,17 Justice Bransten decided 
the motion seeking a determination of 
which party, producing or demanding, 
was responsible, in the first instance, 
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ESI component, was Response Person-
nel, Inc. v. Aschenbrenner.20 The plain-
tiff moved for a protective order in 
response to the defendant’s demand 
for the plaintiff’s tax returns and other 
documents. The trial court denied 
the motion for a protective order, and 
directed the plaintiff to produce, at its 
own expense, the requested discov-
ery. The holding? Producer pays. The 
judge? The Hon. Eileen Bransten. 

Agreeing that the trial court prop-
erly denied the motion for a protective 
order, the First Department reversed 
Justice Bransten’s determination that 
the producing party shoulder the cost 
of producing the requested discovery 
in the form of electronic documents:

Under these circumstances, direct-
ing plaintiff to produce docu-
ments in electronic form may be 
an appropriate response to defen-
dants’ argument that they have 
insufficient office space in which 
to review voluminous papers, 

for the costs associated with produc-
ing the ESI at issue.18 She concluded 
that the producing party was required 
to bear the cost of production, and that 
nothing in the record provided a basis 
for deviating from “the rule”:

Countrywide [producing party] 
urges that Clarendon Natl. Ins. Co. 
should be viewed as an anoma-
ly. Far from being an anomaly, it 
is consistent with Waltzer in that 
application of the relevant rule 
in both resulted in cost allocation 
determinations only when the 
electronically-stored information 
to be produced was not readily 
available. While producing read-
ily-available electronically-stored 
information (Clarendon – all of an 
insurance company’s claims files; 
Waltzer – data stored on 2 com-
pact discs) will not warrant cost-
allocation, the retrieval of archived 
or deleted electronic information 
has been held to require such addi-
tional effort as to warrant cost allo-
cation. Furthermore, under CPLR 
3101(a), the lodestar in granting a 
protective order granting alloca-
tion of discovery costs is the pre-
vention of “unreasonable annoy-
ance, expense, embarrassment, 
disadvantage, or other prejudice to 
any person or the courts.” Hewing 
to this principle and the applicable 
case law, it is eminently reasonable 
to refrain from allocating discovery 
costs at this juncture.

Countrywide fails to show that it is 
settled law that the party request-
ing discovery must bear the cost 
of its production or that cost allo-
cation is here warranted. Accord-
ingly, Countrywide’s motion for 
a protective order allocating the 
costs of discovery is denied.19

2010’s Response Personnel 
Decision
There is no record of an appeal from 
MBIA, so Justice Bransten’s decision 
was the final word for the parties in 
that case on the issue of cost-allocation. 
Post-MBIA, the next First Department 
decision addressing the issue of cost-
allocation of disclosure, including an 

but requiring plaintiff to bear the 
cost of the production imposes an 
undue burden on it, since, gener-
ally, the cost of production is borne 
by the party requesting the pro-
duction, and the cost of creating 
electronic documents here would 
not have been inconsequential (cit-
ing Waltzer).21

2012’s U.S. Bank Decision
The next, and most recent, First 
Department decision addressing the 
issue of the cost of production of ESI 
dates from the end of February this 
year. In U.S. Bank National Association 
v. GreenPoint Mortgage Funding, Inc.,22 
the First Department neatly framed the 
issue and its holding:

This case requires us to determine 
which party is to incur the cost of 
searching for, retrieving and pro-
ducing both electronically stored 
information and physical docu-
ments that have been requested 
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under article 31 of the CPLR, may 
follow the seven factors set forth in 
Zubulake:
“(1) [t]he extent to which the 
request is specifically tailored to 
discover relevant information;

(2) [t]he availability of such infor-
mation from other sources;
(3) [t]he total cost of production, 
compared to the amount in con-
troversy;
(4) [t]he total cost of production, 
compared to the resources avail-
able to each party;
(5) [t]he relative ability of each 
party to control costs and its incen-
tive to do so;
(6) [t]he importance of the issues at 
stake in the litigation; and,
(7) [t]he relative benefits to the par-
ties of obtaining the information.”
The motion courts should not fol-
low these factors as a checklist, but 
rather, should use them as a guide 
to the exercise of their discretion 
in determining whether or not the 
request constitutes an undue bur-
den or expense on the responding 
party.25

The First Department rejected 
the defendant’s arguments against 
adopting the Zubulake standard, noting 
that “requiring the producing party to 
bear its own cost of discovery, including 
the searching, retrieving and producing 
of ESI, supports ‘the strong public 
policy favoring resolving disputes on 
their merits.’”26 Furthermore, “having 
the requestor pay ‘may ultimately deter 
the filing of potentially meritorious 
claims’ particularly in circumstances 
where the requesting party is an 
individual.”27 “Finally, the adoption 
of the Zubulake standard is consistent 
with the long-standing rule in New 
York that the expenses incurred in 

party should bear the entire cost 
of searching for, retrieving and 
producing discovery that includ-
ed ESI. This Court has previously 
acknowledged the requestor’s 
obligation to pay for discovery 

and ESI costs, but has allowed for 
an exception requiring the pro-
ducer to pay where the cost of 
ESI production is less significant, 
such as where the ESI is readily 
available.

By contrast, there has been a move-
ment among other courts, where 
the cost of discovery production is 
significant, to adopt the standards 
articulated by the United States 
District Court in [Zubulake], and to 
place the cost of discovery, includ-
ing searching for, retrieving and 
producing ESI, at least initially, on 
the producing party ([the general 
rule is that “during the course of 
the action, each party should bear 
the expenses it incurs in respond-
ing to discovery requests”]).

We are now persuaded that the 
courts adopting the Zubulake stan-
dard are moving discovery, in all 
contexts, in the proper direction. 
Zubulake presents the most practi-
cal framework for allocating all 
costs in discovery, including docu-
ment production and searching for, 
retrieving and producing ESI. As 
noted, Zubulake requires, consis-
tent with the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, the producing party 
to bear the initial cost of search-
ing for, retrieving and producing 
discovery, but permits the shifting 
of costs between the parties. When 
evaluating whether costs should 
be shifted, the IAS courts, in the 
exercise of their broad discretion 

as part of the discovery process. 
Consistent with this Court’s recent 
decision in [Voom], which adopted 
the standards articulated by [Zubu-
lake] in the context of preservation 
and spoliation, we are persuaded 

that Zubulake should be the rule 
in this Department, requiring the 
producing party to bear the cost of 
production to be modified by the 
IAS court in the exercise of its dis-
cretion on a proper motion by the 
producing party. Accordingly, the 
matter is remanded to the motion 
court for further proceedings.23

Citing Justice Bransten’s MBIA deci-
sion, the First Department acknowl-
edged that “we note, with some con-
cern, that commentators and courts 
have called into question the under-
pinning of the requestor pays rule.”24 
The First Department proceeded to 
explain its adoption of the producer 
pays rule:

The question of which party is 
responsible for the cost of search-
ing for, retrieving and producing 
discovery has become unsettled 
because of the high cost of locat-
ing and producing electroni-
cally stored information (ESI). 
The CPLR is silent on the topic. 
Moreover, while our courts have 
attempted to provide working 
guidelines directing how parties 
and counsel should prepare for 
discovery, including ESI, these 
guidelines generally abstain from 
recommendations concerning the 
issue of cost allocation. 

* * *
Indeed, the courts that have spo-
ken on the issue of cost alloca-
tion have not done so with one 
voice. For example, at least one 
court has held that the requesting 

Requiring the producing party to bear its own cost 
of discovery, including the searching, retrieving and producing 

of ESI, supports the strong public policy favoring resolving 
disputes on their merits.
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18. “Countrywide and MBIA dispute whom 
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electronically-stored information. Countrywide 
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the requesting party, while MBIA argues the 
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MBIA, 27 Misc. 3d at 1074.
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20. 77 A.D.3d 518 (1st Dep’t 2010).

21. Id. at 519.

22. 939 N.Y.S.2d 395 (1st Dep’t 2012). Reminiscent 
of Six Degrees of Separation, there is a family 
connection between MBIA and U.S. Bank. 
Shepardizing MBIA yields a “related proceeding” 
in Syncora Guarantee Inc. v. Countrywide Home Loans, 
Inc., 935 N.Y.S.2d 858 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co. 2012). 
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24. Id. at 400 (citations omitted).

25. Id. at 398–99 (citations omitted).

26. Id. at 399–400 (citation omitted).

27. Id. at 400 (citation omitted).

28. Id. (citation omitted).
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31. See, e.g., Mountain View Coach Lines, Inc. v. 
Storms, 102 A.D.2d 663 (2d Dep’t 1984) (“The 
Appellate Division is a single State-wide court 
divided into departments for administrative 
convenience and, therefore, the doctrine of stare 
decisis requires trial courts in this department to 
follow precedents set by the Appellate Division 
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underlying the decision of the First 
Department, there is clarity going 
forward in First Department cases 
on the issue. Third, since it can be 
argued that there is no other appellate 
authority directly on point, the decision 
may be binding on trial courts in the 
other appellate divisions.31 Finally, 
having state court practice mirror 
federal practice offers consistency 
and uniformity to practitioners who 
navigate back and forth between state 
and federal court.

Next issue’s column will discuss 
the First Department’s decisions in 
Tener and Voom.  ■

1. David Paul Horowitz, The Producers, N.Y. St. 
B.J. (May 2010) p. 20.

2. For those familiar only with the 2001 
Broadway musical, The Producers did not originate 
on Broadway but in the 1968 Mel Brooks film 
of the same name. Closing the circle, the 2001 
Broadway musical in turn inspired the 2005 film 
remake, directed by Susan Stroman.

3. If you have never seen the film, see it. Now.

4. Wikipedia, The Producers, http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Producers_(1968_
movie).

5. Id.

6. If you have never seen the remake, see it. After 
you see the 1968 version.

7. Electronically stored information.

8. See, e.g., Lipco Elec. Corp. v. ASG Consulting 
Corp., 798 N.Y.S.2d 345 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 2004).

9. Id.

10. 89 A.D.3d 75 (1st Dep’t 2011).

11. 93 A.D.3d 33 (1st Dep’t 2012).

12. 939 N.Y.S.2d 395 (1st Dep’t 2012).

13. Id. at 398.

connection with disclosure are to be 
paid by the respective producing 
parties and said expenses may be taxed 
as disbursements by the prevailing 
litigant.”28

The First Department remanded the 
case to the trial court:

Applying these standards to the 
instant motion for a protective order, 
we find that the motion by defen-
dant was premature. The more pru-
dent course of action would have 
been for defendant to first make 
a motion to limit or strike the dis-
covery requests initiated by plain-
tiff that it found to be overbroad, 
irrelevant, or unduly burdensome. 
If, following the resolution of that 
motion, defendant still believed the 
costs associated with searching for, 
retrieving, and producing ESI to be 
prohibitive, defendant could then 
file a motion for the costs to be 
shifted to plaintiff.29

The First Department flagged the 
shortcomings in the moving papers as 
guidance for the trial court on remand:

There is no occasion, however, for 
us to opine on the propriety of 
shifting costs in this matter. There 
is simply no evidence in the record 
supporting the fee structure pro-
posed by defendant. There is no 
indication, for example, as to what 
experts, if any, will be used to 
restore deleted or missing docu-
ments, or even if there are deleted 
or missing documents that need to 
be restored. Indeed, it is unclear 
how defendant arrived at the 
retrieval costs it cited. While it may 
be, as the motion court noted, that 
defendant demonstrates a reason 
for either limiting or narrowing 
plaintiff’s discovery requests and 
shifting some or all of the cost to 
plaintiff, it has simply not done so 
on the record to date.30

Conclusion
It is difficult to understate the 
importance of U.S. Bank. First, there 
is nothing in the opinion that limits 
application of the producer pays 
rule to ESI disclosure issues. Second, 
whether one agrees with the reasoning 
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With the proliferation of electronic communica-
tions, it is increasingly common for a lawyer 
(the Receiving Lawyer), during the representa-

tion of a client, to gain access to confidential communi-
cations between an opposing counsel and the opposing 
party that neither of them intended the Receiving Lawyer 
to see. The most common situation is when the Receiving 
Lawyer comes into possession of confidential informa-
tion1 through an inadvertent disclosure. 

But, besides that, there are at least three other 
situations when a Receiving Lawyer may confront 
confidential information of another lawyer’s client. 
First, the Receiving Lawyer may receive an intentional 
transmittal of such confidential information from 
someone without authority to make such transmittal 
(an “unauthorized disclosure”). Second, the Receiving 
Lawyer may intentionally search for and uncover such 
confidential communications embedded in the initially 
invisible metadata of an electronic document sent by 
opposing counsel or the opposing party (metadata 
mining). Third, an organizational client may retrieve 
from the organization’s computer system and deliver 
to the Receiving Lawyer an employee’s electronic 
communications with personal counsel about a personal 
legal matter (an “employer disclosure”).

When confronting an inadvertent disclosure of 
confidential information, the ethical obligations of a 
Receiving Lawyer admitted in New York are prescribed 
by Rule 4.4(b). The sole ethical duty is to notify the sender 
promptly of the receipt of the confidential information.2 
The Receiving Lawyer no longer has the obligation 
to stop examining the information or to follow the 
sender’s instructions as to its disposition.3 But, what are 
the Receiving Lawyer’s ethical obligations, if any, with 
respect to the situations of (1) unauthorized disclosure, 
(2) metadata mining, and (3) employer disclosure? Does 
Rule 4.4(b) govern those situations as well? And, if not, 
what is the impact, if any, of Rule 4.4(b) on the ethical 
obligations prescribed by ethics committees in New York 
regarding those situations before Rule 4.4(b) became 
effective on April 1, 2009?

These questions have not yet been answered by the 
courts or ethics committees in New York. But, unfor-
tunately, the answers provided by the American Bar 
Association Standing Committee on Ethics and Profes-
sional Responsibility (the ABA Committee) to analogous 
questions regarding the scope and impact of Model Rule 
4.4(b) (MR 4.4(b)) have subordinated the importance of 
preserving someone else’s confidential information to 
other considerations. Over the past six years, that ABA 

JAMES M. ALTMAN (jmaltman@bryancave.com), a litigation partner in the 
New York office of Bryan Cave LLP, is a member and the former chair of 
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A lawyer who receives on an unauthorized basis 
materials of an adverse party that she knows to be 
privileged or confidential should, upon recognizing 
the privileged or confidential nature of the materials, 
either refrain from reviewing such materials or review 
them only to the extent required to determine how 
appropriately to proceed; she should notify her 
adversary’s lawyer that she has such materials and 
should either follow instructions of the adversary’s 
lawyer with respect to the disposition of the materials, 
or refrain from using the materials until a definitive 
resolution of the proper disposition of the materials is 
obtained from a court.10

When the ABA Committee issued both opinions, there 
was no rule or statement in the Model Rules directly 
addressing the situation of either inadvertent disclosure 
or unauthorized disclosure. The ABA Committee based 
its opinions on a medley of legal and ethics principles, 
including recognition that a Receiving Lawyer’s 
ethical duty “to maximize the advantage his client will 
gain from careful scrutiny of the missent materials” 
“pales in comparison to the importance of maintaining 
confidentiality.”11 

Some commentators and state bar association ethics 
committees criticized those opinions because, among 
other reasons, the ABA Committee was not interpreting 
a particular Model Rule.12 Consequently, in February 
2002, the ABA adopted a new rule specifically addressing 
inadvertent disclosure – MR 4.4(b).13 Compared to 
Opinion 92-368, MR 4.4(b) dramatically reduces the ethical 
obligations of a Receiving Lawyer with respect to the 
protection of confidential information.14 It requires the 
Receiving Lawyer only to “promptly notify the [S]ender.”15 
It does not require the Receiving Lawyer to refrain from 
examining or using the document (“to Refrain”), or to 
return, destroy or sequester the document, as the Sender 
might request (“to Return”).

New York’s Different Ethics Jurisprudence
No ethics committee in New York directly addressed the 
issue of inadvertent disclosure until the second half of 
2002, after MR 4.4(b) had been adopted. In 2002 and 2003, 
the NYCLA Committee and then the Association of the 
Bar of the City of New York’s Committee on Professional 
and Judicial Ethics (City Bar Committee) opined, with 
certain qualifications, that a Receiving Lawyer who 
receives an inadvertently disclosed document has the 
same three ethical obligations prescribed in ABA Formal 
Opinion 92-368 – to Notify, to Refrain, and to Return.

Committee has viewed the adoption of MR 4.4(b) as 
the basis, in part or in whole, for (1) withdrawing ABA 
Opinion 94-382, the ABA Committee’s prior ethical guid-
ance protecting confidential information in the context 
of unauthorized disclosure;4 (2) permitting metadata 
mining,5 which both the New York State Bar Associa-
tion Committee on Professional Ethics (NYSBA Com-
mittee) and the New York County Lawyers’ Association 
Committee on Professional Ethics (NYCLA Committee) 
have viewed as unethical;6 and (3) allowing a Receiv-
ing Lawyer to examine and use confidential commu-
nications between an employee and the employee’s 
personal counsel about a personal legal issue that have 
been recovered from the employer’s computer system, 
without notification to the employee or the employee’s 
personal counsel.7 

Rule 4.4(b) contains language identical to MR 4.4(b). If, 
based on an interest in uniformity, the ethics committees 
in New York reflexively mimic the ABA Committee’s 
recent opinions regarding MR 4.4(b)’s impact in those 
situations, they will undermine New York’s separate 
tradition of giving great deference to a broad view of the 
principle of client confidentiality under Rule 8.4(d) and 
its predecessor, DR 1-102(A)(5).8 Instead, based upon 
Rule 8.4(d), the ethics committees in New York should (1) 
continue to require prompt notice to the opposing party 
or its counsel when a Receiving Lawyer gains access 
to confidential information through an unauthorized 
disclosure, (2) continue to prohibit metadata mining, 
and (3) require prompt notice to the opposing party or 
its counsel when a Receiving Lawyer gains access to 
confidential information through a good-faith review of 
metadata or an employer disclosure.

Two Different Traditions of Legal Ethics
In order to understand the choice that New York ethics 
committees face about the scope and impact of Rule 
4.4(b), it is fruitful to view the distinct histories of MR 
4.4(b) and Rule 4.4(b).

MR 4.4(b)
The history of MR 4.4(b) begins with the problem of the 
errant fax. Facing what in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
was a burgeoning problem, the ABA Committee, in 
Formal Opinion 92-368, opined that the Receiving Lawyer 
confronting an inadvertently disclosed document that 
appears on its face to contain confidential information has 
three ethical obligations: first, to refrain from examining 
the document after receiving notice or realizing that the 
document had been inadvertently sent; second, to notify 
the person who had sent the document (the Sender) of 
its receipt; and, third, to abide by the instructions of the 
Sender as to the disposition of the document.9 Two years 
later, in Formal Opinion 94-382, that Committee reached 
a similar conclusion with respect to an unauthorized 
disclosure of confidential information: 

With respect to the situations of 
unauthorized disclosure, metadata 
mining, and employer disclosure, 

does Rule 4.4(b) govern?
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lawyer.” Failing to notify the sender of an inadvertent 
disclosure would deprive the sending attorney of 
the opportunity to seek appropriate protection for 
the disclosed information and thereby prejudice the 
administration of justice. Likewise, reading beyond 
the point where the lawyer knows or reasonably 
should know that the communication is an inadvertent 
disclosure of confidences or secrets undermines the 
duty incumbent on all attorneys pursuant to DR 
1-102(A)(5) to respect the foundations on which our 
legal system is based.23 

In relying upon DR 1-102(A)(5), the Committee drew 
support from other New York ethics opinions construing 
that provision in similar contexts, as when a Receiving 
Lawyer has gained access to an opposing party’s 
confidential information without the opposing party’s 
knowledge or intent.24 

In short, despite certain limited exceptions,25 NYCLA 
Opinion 738 and N.Y. City Opinion 2003-04 imposed 
on New York lawyers the same threefold duty as ABA 
Formal Opinion 92-368: to Notify, to Refrain, and to 
Return. In the course of adopting much of the reasoning, 
and preferring the conclusion of ABA Formal Opinion 
92-368 over the more limited approach of MR 4.4(b), 
the NYCLA Committee and the City Bar Committee 
distinguished New York’s ethics jurisprudence from the 
ABA’s ethics jurisprudence in two important respects: 

1.   Both Committees agreed that the principle of client 
confidentiality is broader than the duty to preserve 
the confidential information of one’s own client; 
that principle protects the confidential information 
of other lawyers’ clients as well, because protection 
of the principle of client confidentially for all 
clients is fundamental to the proper functioning 
of our legal system. 

2.   Because that protection is so fundamental, the 
failure to respect and support it, at least in the 
circumstance of inadvertent disclosure, prejudices 
the administration of justice and, therefore, violates 
DR 1-102(A)(5).

In 2005, the NYSBA Committee on Standards of 
Attorney Conduct (COSAC) commenced the process of 
revising New York’s Code to make it, in both form and 
substance, more like the ABA’s Model Rules. There is no 
indication, however, that when the NYSBA proposed a 
new rule specifically addressing inadvertent disclosure 
or when the Appellate Divisions adopted Rule 4.4(b) 
that the bar or the bench intended to repudiate either of 
these two distinguishing features of New York’s ethics 
jurisprudence.26 

When COSAC proposed Rule 4.4(b) to the House 
of Delegates, the Reporters’ Notes explained that “the 
provision is needed to guard against breaches of confi-

NYCLA Opinion 730 deals expressly with the conflict 
between the principles of client confidentiality and 
zealous representation posed by an inadvertent disclosure 
of confidential information, ultimately concluding, like 
the ABA Committee in ABA Formal Opinion 92-368, that 
the principle of client confidentiality trumps the principle 
of zealous representation.16 In reaching that conclusion, 
the NYCLA Committee articulated an expansive view of 
the principle of client confidentiality: “[A]ll lawyers share 
responsibility for ensuring that the fundamental principle 
that client confidences be preserved – the most basic 
tenet of the attorney-client relationship – is respected 
when privileged information belonging to a client [i.e., 
any client, whether one’s own or another lawyer’s] 
is inadvertently disclosed.”17 “[T]he Disciplinary Rule 
prohibiting lawyers from knowingly revealing the 
confidences and [secrets] of their own clients [i.e., DR 4-101] 
does incomplete justice to the fundamental principle that 
client confidences and secrets be preserved,” because 
lawyers have broader ethical obligations to preserve 
the confidential information of all clients, even those 
of other lawyers.18 “Recognizing that lawyers have an 
ethical obligation upon receipt of inadvertently disclosed 
privileged information supplements and enhances the 
Code’s existing requirement that lawyers preserve the 
confidences and secrets of their own clients.”19 Despite 
the ABA’s adoption of MR 4.4(b), the ethical obligation, 
in the view of the NYCLA Committee, is to comply with 
the Receiving Lawyer’s three duties recognized in ABA 
Formal Opinion 92-368.

The NYCLA Committee did not anchor in any 
particular rule of attorney conduct its view that all 
lawyers, as part of their professional obligations, share 
responsibility for preserving confidential information, 
even confidential information of clients not their own.20 
Indeed, it specifically rejected the need to do so.21 

But, in Opinion 2003-04, the City Bar Committee 
“focus[ed] the issues presented by inadvertent disclosure 
through the lens of DR 1-102(A)(5),” which prohibits 
“engag[ing] in conduct that is prejudicial to the 
administration of justice.”22 It concluded that a failure to 
protect the principle of client confidentiality incumbent 
on all attorneys in the context of inadvertent disclosure 
was prejudicial to the administration of justice and, 
therefore, a violation of DR 1-102(A)(5):

Obligations of a receiving attorney with respect to a 
misdirected communication containing confidences or 
secrets cannot rest squarely on the duties imposed by DR 
4-101. After all, the receiving attorney has no attorney-
client relationship with the client whose information 
is exposed. The Code nevertheless recognizes that 
preservation of client confidences and secrets is crucial 
to stability of the legal system. As EC 4-1 states, “the 
proper functioning of the legal system require[s] the 
preservation by the lawyer of confidences and secrets 
of one who has employed or sought to employ the 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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an incentive to make senders of confidential information 
more careful, and there is no basis to penalize the party 
whose confidential information it is, since that party did 
nothing wrong.

Third, when confidential information is disclosed 
without authorization, there is no issue of a privilege 
waiver. Thus, there is no basis for arguing that the Receiv-
ing Lawyer may review such confidential information 
because it is no longer privileged.

Before MR 4.4(b) was adopted, the ABA Committee 
had opined in Formal Opinion 94-382 that a Receiving 
Lawyer confronting an opposing party’s confidential 
information that had been disclosed without authoriza-
tion should (1) Notify; (2) Refrain; and (3) Return, or, in 
the case of a dispute, refrain from using the information 
until the court resolves the dispute.30 In Formal Opinion 
06-440, the ABA Committee withdrew that opinion, hold-
ing, in essence, that no Model Rule provided a basis for 
that prescription absent special facts indicating criminal 
conduct or dishonesty or deceit. Although it viewed MR 
4.4(b) as inapplicable to unauthorized (as opposed to 
inadvertent) disclosure, the ABA Committee pointed out 
that MR 4.4(b) imposed only a notice requirement, but no 
requirement limiting examination or use of inadvertently 
disclosed confidential information and, therefore, those 
two additional ethical requirements were not supported 
by MR 4.4(b).31 In effect, the Model Rules impose no ethi-
cal obligations or limitations upon a Receiving Lawyer 
being offered or gaining access to an unauthorized dis-
closure of confidential information.

The ABA Committee’s withdrawal of ABA Formal 
Opinion 94-382 in light of MR 4.4(b) indirectly raises a 
question for New York lawyers: Are the ethics opinions 
in New York regarding unauthorized disclosure still valid 
after Rule 4.4(b)? The answer is yes.

In N.Y. City Opinion 1989-01, the City Bar Com-
mittee considered, among other things, what a lawyer 
representing a spouse in a matrimonial action should 
do when the client provides copies of documents reflect-
ing communications between the other spouse and that 
spouse’s counsel in the lawsuit. Based on DR 1-102(A)(5), 
the Committee opined that the Receiving Lawyer should 
notify opposing counsel of receipt of the documents and 
the circumstances under which they were obtained and 
return the documents or copies to opposing counsel.

The inquirer and his client are privy to communications 
between the opposing party and counsel that are likely 
to be privileged and that, whether or not privileged, 
were obtained otherwise than through normal discovery 
procedures. Having such information gives the inquirer 
and his client an advantage that, however slight, they 
are not entitled to have, and to permit them to retain 
that advantage, of which the opposing party and 
counsel are unaware, would in the Committee’s opinion 
be prejudicial to the administration of justice and, 
therefore, ethically impermissible. DR 1-102(A)(5).32 

dentiality and other harms to clients that inevitably arise, 
even among careful and conscientious lawyers, with the 
proliferation of email, faxes and other electronic means 
of communication.”27 There was nothing indicating that 
Rule 4.4(b) curtailed the previously understood ethical 
obligations of Receiving Lawyers, except with respect 
to the particular situation of inadvertent disclosure, and 

nothing indicating that the principle of client confiden-
tiality was no longer a fundamental element of our legal 
system or that, except for inadvertent disclosure, the 
previously understood balance between the principle of 
client confidentiality and the duty of zealous representa-
tion had been altered. Given the ABA Committee’s inter-
pretation of MR 4.4(b), it might be asked why the adop-
tion of Rule 4.4(b) does not imply a change in view of the 
relative importance of the principle of client confiden-
tiality. But, the Reporter’s Note that “[a] more detailed 
rule . . . would likely be difficult to apply and enforce, 
and could not possibly anticipate all of the situations”28 
explains that Rule 4.4(b)’s limited notification obligation 
was due to drafting and enforcement concerns, rather 
than a changed evaluation about the role or significance 
of the broadly conceived principle of client confidenti-
ality. Not surprisingly, then, Rule 4.4(b) was not even 
one of the Rules identified by the courts as marking an 
important change in New York’s ethical jurisprudence.29 

The Three Other Situations
Given these two different bodies of ethics jurisprudence, 
what do the recent ABA Committee opinions mean 
for New York attorneys who confront someone else’s 
confidential information in the three situations other 
than inadvertent disclosure?

Situation 1: Unauthorized Disclosure
Unauthorized disclosure of confidential information is 
different from inadvertent disclosure. Unlike inadvertent 
disclosure, an unauthorized disclosure is not the result of 
a mistaken transmission of confidential information by 
an adversary or an opposing party. With an unauthorized 
disclosure, someone – but not the party whose confiden-
tial information it is – intends to send or provide the 
confidential information to the Receiving Lawyer.

Second, because an unauthorized disclosure is not 
caused by carelessness, there is no justification for 
allowing the Receiving Lawyer to exploit the disclosure as 
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no indication that either COSAC, which proposed the 
Rules, or the courts, which adopted them, intended 
to lessen the importance of the principle of client con-
fidentiality in itself or relative to the duty of zealous 
representation.34 

Indeed, if any change in the relative values of the 
principle of client confidentiality and the duty of zealous 
representation were intended, it is likely that the relative 
strength of the principle of client confidentiality was 
increased, because the Rules eliminated “zealousness” 
or “zeal” as the standard for ethical representation of a 
client.35 Moreover, if the principle of client confidentiality 
demands prompt notice with respect to an inadvertent 
disclosure, that principle has even greater weight in 
the context of an unauthorized disclosure. There, the 

opposing party and opposing counsel are not responsible 
for the transmittal of confidential information, so there is 
no basis for penalizing them for the transmittal (i.e., it’s 
not their mistake) and no justification that allowing the 
Receiving Lawyer to exploit the unauthorized disclosure 
will act as a general deterrent against attorney carelessness 
in handling confidential information.

In short, even though ABA Formal Opinion 94-382 has 
been withdrawn, the ethical response to an unauthorized 
disclosure of confidential information under New York’s 
ethical jurisprudence should remain the same under the 
Rules as it was under the Code. The adoption of Rule 
4.4(b), which by its terms concerns only inadvertent 
disclosure, does not conflict with the reasons supporting 
a more stringent ethical response to unauthorized 
disclosure than is required by the Model Rules.

Situation 2: Metadata Mining
“Metadata” is information about other information, often 
initially invisible, that is embedded in electronic docu-
ments.36 Metadata can be as harmless as information 
indicating the last date and time that an electronic docu-
ment was edited, or saved, or printed, but it also can be 
as consequential as “tracked changes” that can reveal, 
among other things, the confidential communications 
between a client and its counsel about an ultimate settle-
ment number or a strategy regarding changes to an agree-
ment being negotiated with opposing counsel.37 Metada-
ta can just “pop up” when a cursor passes over it or it can 
be searched for and found using sophisticated forensic 
tools. A lawyer deliberately searching through metadata 
with the goal of unearthing someone else’s confidential 
information is engaged in “metadata mining.”

However, because the client-spouse’s interception and 
copying of the attorney-client communication constituted 
a fraud upon the other spouse, the disclosure of which 
would be embarrassing or detrimental to the client-
spouse, the Committee explained that the Receiving 
Lawyer could not notify opposing counsel about the 
circumstances of the disclosure without getting the client-
spouse’s permission; absent that consent, the Receiving 
Lawyer would have to withdraw from the representation 
because of the conflicting duties to notify and not to 
notify opposing counsel.

In NYSBA Opinion 700 (1998), a government 
lawyer responsible for prosecuting an administrative 
proceeding received an unsolicited phone call from a 
former non-lawyer employee of a law firm representing 

the respondent in the proceeding, who informed the 
government lawyer that certain documents submitted 
by the respondent in discovery had been materially 
altered. Based on DR 1-102(A)(5) and DR 1-102(A)(4), 
the NYSBA Committee opined that the government 
lawyer should refrain from seeking further information 
from opposing counsel’s former employee. In support, 
the Committee relied, among other things, on N.Y. 
City Opinion 1989-01, ABA Formal Opinions 92-368 
and 94-382, and “the strong public policy in favor 
of confidentiality, which . . . outweigh heavily the 
competing principles of zealous representation.”33 The 
Committee also concluded that the government lawyer 
should seek judicial guidance regarding the use, if any, 
that can be made of the information learned from the 
former law firm employee.

Thus, by the time Rule 4.4(b) was adopted, a Receiving 
Attorney was ethically obligated to notify opposing 
counsel of confidential information that is disclosed 
without authorization and not to use such information 
prior to such notice. Those ethical requirements conflict 
with the ABA’s current views, which, after Formal 
Opinion 06-440, do not mandate such notice and place no 
restrictions on the use of such confidential information.

The adoption of Rule 4.4(b) should not undermine 
those requirements, because N.Y. City Opinion 1989-01 
and NYSBA Opinion 700 were based on DR 1-102(A)(5)
and New York’s strong public policy in favor of the 
principle of client confidentiality, even when that prin-
ciple conflicts with the duty of zealous representation. 
In April 2009, when New York adopted the new Rules 
of Professional Conduct, the language of DR 1-102(A)(5)
was carried over verbatim in Rule 8.4(d), and there is 

A lawyer deliberately searching through metadata with 
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Two years later, in 2008, the NYCLA Committee 
considered both NYSBA Opinion 749 and ABA Formal 
Opinion 06-442 and agreed with the former. Based on 
its own prior opinion regarding inadvertent disclosure 
and the more general ethical proscriptions against 
attorney conduct that is dishonest and deceitful or 
prejudicial to the administration of justice, the NYCLA 
Committee concluded that a “receiving attorney may 
not ethically search the metadata in . . . electronic docu-
ments with the intent to find privileged material or if 
finding privileged material is likely to occur from the 
search.”43 

Both NYSBA Opinion 749 and NYCLA Opinion 738 
pre-date the adoption of Rule 4.4(b). Did New York’s 
adoption of Rule 4.4(b) undermine the continuing valid-
ity of those opinions?

No. Both NYSBA Opinion 749 and NYCLA Opinion 
738 concur with the prevailing view in New York’s eth-
ics jurisprudence that client confidentiality takes prece-
dence over the duty of competent client representation. 
The adoption of Rule 4.4(b) did not change that.

Moreover, if that principle holds in the case of unau-
thorized disclosure, it is even stronger in the situation 
of metadata mining, because the Receiving Lawyer had 
no access to that confidential information until he or 
she deliberately searched the metadata in the electronic 
document with the intent of uncovering any confiden-
tial information therein. Such action is not dissimilar to 
a lawyer’s deliberately questioning an employee of a 
represented opposing party about that party’s confiden-
tial information during an informal interview – clearly 
an unethical act in the eyes of the New York Court of 
Appeals and the NYSBA Committee.44 New York’s eth-
ics jurisprudence has long recognized that lawyers rep-
resenting a client sometimes have to restrain their zeal 
when confronting conflicting ethical principles. Rule 
4.4(b) did not change that either.

A related, but different, question concerns a Receiving 
Lawyer’s ethical obligation if, while reviewing “track 
changes” or some other metadata on the good-faith 
belief that the Sender intended the Receiving Lawyer to 
review that metadata, the Receiving Lawyer comes upon 
the opposing party’s confidential information. What 
should the Receiving Lawyer do?

No New York case or ethics opinion has confronted 
that question. But, in the more than 10 years since 
NYSBA Opinion 749, there has been virtual unanimity 
among ethics committees across the country, including 
the NYSBA Committee and the NYCLA Committee, that 
lawyers have an ethical duty to scrub the confidential 
information out of metadata before they send emails 
and other electronic documents to non-clients.45 That 
unanimity provides the basis for a presumption that 
if metadata transmitted by opposing counsel contains 
their client’s confidential information, that confidential 
information was sent by mistake – that is, inadvertently.

Promulgated in 2001, before the ABA adopted MR 
4.4(b), NYSBA Opinion 749 was the first ethics opinion 
anywhere to discuss metadata mining. Even apart from 
any concerns of illegal conduct under state or federal laws 
prohibiting the unauthorized interception of electronic 
communications, NYSBA Opinion 749 prohibits metadata 
mining because such conduct is dishonest and deceitful 
and prejudices the administration of justice.

NYSBA Opinion 749 rests upon an analogy between 
metadata mining and less-technologically-sophisticated 
means of invading someone else’s attorney-client rela-
tionship, such as using inadvertent disclosures of con-

fidential information and soliciting and then exploiting 
disclosure of unauthorized communications. The Com-
mittee viewed the relationship between metadata mining 
and inadvertent disclosure as follows: 

[A]lthough counsel for the other party intends the law-
yer to receive the “visible” document, absent an explicit 
direction to the contrary counsel plainly does not intend 
the lawyer to receive the “hidden” material or informa-
tion . . . . To some extent, therefore, the “inadvertent” 
and “unauthorized” disclosure cases provide guidance 
in the present inquiry.38 

Five years later, when the ABA Committee addressed 
the issue of metadata mining in Opinion 06-442, the 
ABA had already adopted MR 4.4(b), and that Rule 
figured prominently in the ABA Committee’s rejection 
of the conclusion and analysis in NYSBA Opinion 749. 
The ABA Committee started its analysis with the literal-
ist’s observation that the Model Rules “do not contain 
any specific prohibition against a lawyer’s reviewing 
and using embedded information in electronic docu-
ments.”39 The ABA Committee did not take a position 
on whether the transmittal of metadata was inadvertent 
or not, viewing that as dependent upon the facts.40 But it 
pointed out that even if the transmittal of metadata was 
considered inadvertent and, therefore, within the scope 
of MR 4.4(b), that Rule itself “is . . . silent as to the ethical 
propriety of a lawyer’s review or use of such informa-
tion.”41 Thus, the ABA Committee said, even if MR 4.4(b) 
applied, it would not prohibit a lawyer’s review or use 
of confidential information obtained through metadata 
mining. Moreover, without even an explanation, the ABA 
Committee expressly rejected NYSBA Opinion 749’s con-
clusion that metadata mining violated the more general 
ethical requirements that lawyers should not engage in 
dishonest or deceitful conduct or conduct prejudicial to 
the administration of justice.42 

Rule 4.4(b) also governs 
documents that were “otherwise 

made available” by opposing 
parties or their lawyers.
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Rule 4.4(b) with that additional language in Comment 2, it 
intended Rule 4.4(b) to cover situations when documents 
are mistakenly made available on an employer’s computer 
or other electronic device.

In sum, despite their identical language, by virtue of 
their different histories MR 4.4(b) and Rule 4.4(b) provide 
different answers to the question of a Receiving Lawyer’s 
ethical obligation regarding confidential information made 
available on an employer’s computer system. Under Rule 
4.4(b), private communications between an employee and 
private counsel that reside on the employer’s computer 
systems are inadvertently made available to the employer 
and its counsel if the employee reasonably believed that 
they were protected from review by the employer and its 
counsel. Indeed, in at least one New York case – Forward v. 
Foschi53 in 2010 – a court has held that Rule 4.4(b) requires 
a Receiving Lawyer to notify the employee’s personal 
counsel of receipt of such emails.

Conclusion
For years, New York’s ethics jurisprudence has recognized 
that the principle of client confidentiality is fundamental 
to the proper functioning of our legal system. There 
is no evidence that when Rule 4.4(b) was adopted, it 
was intended to narrow the broad construction of that 
principle in New York’s ethics jurisprudence or diminish 
that principle’s value relative to the duty of competent 
client representation. Accordingly, Rule 4.4(b) gives no 
reason to retreat from the greater protection afforded 
confidential information under New York’s existing 
ethics jurisprudence than under the ABA Committee’s 
recent construction of the Model Rules.

This is no small point. One very significant purpose of 
enforceable ethical rules is to give voice and support to 
the fundamental underpinnings of our legal system, such 
as the principle of client confidentiality.54 If New York’s 
ethics rules do not sufficiently protect the principle of 
client confidentiality in situations such as unauthorized 
disclosure, metadata mining, and employer disclosure, 
then whenever those conflicts arise, that keystone 
principle will be sacrificed to the particular, short-term 
interests of partisan clients. ■

1. “Confidential information” is defined in Rule 1.6(a) of the New York 
Rules of Professional Conduct (the Rules), which has been effective since April 
1, 2009. In the parlance of the New York Code of Professional Responsibility 
(the Code), which was effective from January 1, 1970, through March 31, 2009, 
“confidential information” consists of “confidences” – that is, information 
protected by the attorney-client privilege – and certain non-privileged 
information called “secrets.” See Disciplinary Rule 4-101(A) (DR).

2. Rule 4.4(b) simply states: “A lawyer who receives a document relating 
to the representation of the lawyer’s client and knows or reasonably should 
know that the document was inadvertently sent shall promptly notify the 
sender.” Because the word “document” in that Rule includes “email and other 
electronically stored information subject to being read or put into readable 
form,” Rule 4.4(b), Comment 2, covers the errant email as well as the errant fax. 

3. See James M. Altman, Inadvertent Disclosure and Rule 4.4(b)’s Erosion 
of Attorney Professionalism, N.Y. St. B.J., Nov./Dec. 2010, p. 20 (Altman, 
Inadvertent Disclosure).

That presumption has been expressly adopted by a 
few bar association ethics committees in other states.46 
If that presumption were recognized in New York – 
and it should be – then New York lawyers who come 
upon confidential information when properly reviewing 
metadata contained in an electronic document sent 
by opposing counsel or the opposing party would be 
obligated to comply with Rule 4.4(b)’s direction to notify 
opposing counsel of the receipt of such information.47 

Situation 3: Employer Disclosure
As more and more employees make greater use of their 
employer’s computer systems, there have been more 
cases regarding the legal and ethical issues posed when 
a lawyer is provided by an organizational client with 
copies of employees’ emails to their personal counsel 
about personal legal problems. Depending primarily 
on whether an employee had a reasonable expectation 
of confidentiality in sending and receiving such email 
communications, such email communications may be 
protected by the attorney-client privilege.48 Regardless 
of their privileged status, however, what are a lawyer’s 
ethical obligations when provided such emails?

No ethics committee in New York has considered this 
issue, but the ABA Committee did so in Formal Opin-
ion 11-460. Once again, it concluded that MR 4.4(b) did 
not address the situation, either expressly or implicitly, 
because MR 4.4(b) concerns a document that is “inad-
vertently sent,” and the emails between the employee 
and personal counsel were not “inadvertently sent.” “A 
‘document [is] inadvertently sent’ to someone when it 
is accidentally transmitted to an unintended recipient, 
as occurs when an email or letter is misaddressed or 
when a document is accidentally attached to an email or 
accidentally included among other documents produced 
in discovery.”49 In the ABA Committee’s view, “a docu-
ment is not ‘inadvertently sent’ when it is retrieved by a 
third person from a public or private place where it is stored 
or left.”50 

But Rule 4.4(b) is not so limited in scope. The NYSBA’s 
House of Delegates approved Comments to Rule 4.4 
that differ from the ABA’s comments to MR 4.4. Unlike 
Comment 2 to MR 4.4, NYSBA’s Comment 2 includes 
language indicating that the scope of Rule 4.4(b) is not 
restricted to documents that were mistakenly sent or 
produced, it also governs documents that were “otherwise 
made available” by opposing parties or their lawyers.

This language was added because of a proposal 
made by NYCLA during NYSBA’s drafting and approval 
process regarding Rule 4.4(b). NYCLA believed that 
Rule 4.4(b) “should include all situations where a lawyer 
inadvertently comes into possession of a document, not 
only where a document was mistakenly ‘sent’ to the 
lawyer.”51 As examples, NYCLA specifically referred to 
“documents inadvertently left in court or in a conference 
room.”52 Thus, when the House of Delegates adopted 
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■ Claim against indenture trustees for not making appropriate claims in bankruptcy of major airline, resulting 
in loss of $75 million.

■ Dispute between two hedge funds and Russian mathematicians concerning codes and models involving 
statistical arbitrage.

■ Alleged breach of fiduciary duty by lawyers hired to represent former finance minister of oil-rich country.

■ Accounting malpractice claim by high-income clients based on tax shelter recommendations made by 
national accounting firm. 

■ Dispute between satellite company and giant entertainment network about appropriate charges for 
television channels.

■ Commercial libel and tortious interference claim on media personality’s contract covering his on-air statements.

■ Dispute concerning control of a magazine between popular television host and publishing company.

■ Dispute between prominent film maker and financial backer concerning allocation of costs and profits on
 a series of six movies.

■ Dispute between a landowner and a municipality regarding road construction and drainage easement.

■ Dispute about quality of manuscript submitted by popular author and book publisher.

■ Brokerage fee dispute involving properties sold for over of $20 million.

■ Fraud involving the sale of real estate.

■ Breach of an agreement to insure against the criminal acts of Bernard Madoff in his capacity of financial 
advisor/security broker which resulted in an investor loss in excess of $20 million.

■ Fraud and breach of contract involving the construction of a large condominium.

■ 50 claims resulting from a warehouse fire.

■ Prevailing wage rate cases.

■ Civil rights action involving malicious prosecution of the plaintiff who served 17 years in prison.
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The Land Bank Act (LBA)
The LBA gives local taxing jurisdictions (called 
Foreclosing Governmental Units or FGUs) the authority 
to legislatively establish Land Banks with broad powers 
“to facilitate the return of vacant, abandoned, and tax 
delinquent properties to productive use” by acquiring 
such properties and eliminating “the harms and liabilities 
caused by such properties.” The law authorizes only 10 
Land Banks to exist at any given time, with the Urban 
Development Corporation (UDC) (otherwise known as 
Empire State Development) given the power to review 
and approve or disapprove Land Bank resolutions or 
local laws enacted by local legislatures.4

This article will address three issues with significant 
implications for local government finance and 
economic development. These issues also have 

major environmental implications because they involve, 
directly or indirectly, vacant, abandoned, tax-delinquent, 
or otherwise underutilized, real estate, which is often 
environmentally impaired.

The three issues are (1) Land Banking, which the New 
York State Legislature approved in the spring of 2011;1 (2) 
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) amendments, which the 
Legislature failed to enact this year for the fourth or fifth 
time in a row;2 and (3) Tax Cap legislation, passed by the 
Legislature after strong prodding by the Governor.3

Land Banking, TIF 
Amendments, and the Tax 
Cap: What the Heck Do 
They Have in Common?
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and/or resold (especially when done pursuant to 
a well-considered “redevelopment plan”), rather 
than selling such properties piecemeal at auction for 
pennies on the dollar.12

• Land Banks that bid at tax auctions are given 
priority over other bidders, as long as they pay 
any overdue taxes and certain other costs to the 
foreclosing municipality (i.e., the municipality is at 
least assured of being paid what it is owed).13

• The Land Bank, in acquiring properties from the 
FGU (or directly from localities), will negotiate 
a division of the proceeds (of rentals or resales) 
between the Land Bank and the FGU (or locality); 
the returns to the taxing jurisdictions involved will 
be far higher (although less immediate) than under 
the current tax auction system.

• When Land Banks acquire properties at a judicial 
sale, they acquire them with clear title, which 
greatly facilitates resale and redevelopment.

• Land Banks can issue revenue bonds, which are 
repaid strictly out of Land Bank assets (with no 
recourse against the FGU or locality), with no 
impact on constitutional debt limits.

• Land Banks concentrate their efforts on restoring 
value to under-performing properties; by doing 
so, they not only enhance the taxable value of the 
rehabilitated properties, they also boost the assessed 
value of nearby properties, the values of which are 
significantly depressed by the mere proximity of 
vacant, abandoned, and deteriorating land.

Land Banks have very broad powers (“all powers 
necessary”) to effectuate the purposes and provisions 
of the LBA, and they are to be “construed liberally.” 
Indeed, in the exercise of its powers and duties, a Land 
Bank “shall not be subject to restrictions imposed by 
the charter, ordinances, or resolutions of a local unit of 
government.” However, it is subject to local zoning laws 
and building codes, and it is expressly denied the power 
of eminent domain.

Revenue bonds issued by a Land Bank are tax-exempt, 
and the Land Bank’s real property, and its income and 
operations, are exempt from all taxation by the State and 
its political subdivisions.

Land Banks are to be structured, similar to Local 
Development Corporations, as Type C not-for-profit 
corporations,5 but they do possess some attributes of 
state or local agencies.

They are treated as state agencies for the limited 
purposes of promoting employment and business 
opportunities for minority and women-owned business 
enterprises (M/WBEs). 

They are treated as “local authorities” under the Public 
Authorities Accountability Act of 2009 (including review 
by the Authorities Budget Office6) and are considered 
an “agency” for purposes of compliance with the State 
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA). They are 
also subject to the Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) 
and the Open Meetings Law.7 

Although not specifically addressed in the LBA, 
it would appear that Land Banks qualify for the 
municipal liability exemption under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) and the New York State Brownfield Cleanup 
Program (BCP) law as a “public corporation” (which 
includes a “local public authority” and, presumably, a 
land bank corporation).8

Municipalities may convey environmentally 
impaired properties to Land Banks without giving up 
their own municipal liability exemption; at the same 
time, municipalities add a layer of insulation (the Land 
Bank, as current owner9) between themselves and a 
subsequent transferee. This is a valuable benefit to local 
governments reluctant to subject themselves to potential 
environmental liability by taking title to tax-delinquent 
properties and retaining them for prolonged periods. 
This reluctance is understandable given the limitations 
of the municipal liability exemption.10 While Land Banks 
may have the same reluctance, their vulnerable assets 
will at least generally be more limited than those of the 
FGU or municipality contributing the suspect real estate. 
The Land Bank’s board of directors will need to decide 
whether to reject environmentally suspect properties 
entirely, or – if they do choose to accept them – to accept 
them only in accordance with strict procedures that ensure 
adherence to the limitations of the municipal liability 
exemption or other applicable CERCLA exemptions, such 
as the “bona fide prospective purchaser” exemption. 

While a Land Bank may be able to extinguish 
liens, including environmental liens, if the property is 
contaminated, the underlying liability will remain. The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (and the State) 
may consider Land Banks, given their role in revitalizing 
underutilized properties, as preferential recipients of 
environmental assessment and cleanup grants.11

Other benefits to turning underutilized properties 
over to a Land Bank include:

• The ability to maximize potential returns (shared 
between the Land Bank and the FGU) on land 
assemblages that are rehabilitated, redeveloped, 

Municipalities may 
convey environmentally 

impaired properties to Land 
Banks without giving up 

their own municipal 
liability exemption.
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TIF is a self-sustaining financing mechanism used to 
fund infrastructure improvements in blighted areas, which 
stimulate economic development in accordance with a 
redevelopment plan. TIF bonds, like Land Bank bonds, 
are tax-exempt revenue bonds. In the case of TIF, the 
bonds are repaid by increased property tax revenues 
resulting from the new economic activity spurred by the 
initial TIF infrastructure investment. In the case of Land 
Banks, the bonds are repaid by the increased value of 
the Land Banks’ real property holdings resulting from 
selective rehabilitation, redevelopment, and resale of 

portfolios of those holdings, along with rental incomes 
and other proceeds of property management. Both TIF 
and Land Banks promote economic development and 
revitalization of underutilized or blighted property by 
enhancing the value of urban real estate.

In other states where Land Banks are operational,16 
effective TIF laws also exist and are used to good 
advantage in supplementing other sources of revenues to 
carry out land banking objectives.

TIF and Land Banks are rare examples in New York 
of self-help programs, which give local governments the 
opportunity to steer their own destinies, by partnering 
with private sector investors and developers to expand 
their tax bases and promote economic development 
– without financing from the State or increasing the 
burden on taxpayers. Although the LBA was enacted in 
New York on the third try (it was vetoed once by then-
Governor David Paterson), TIF reform legislation has had 
more difficulty gaining traction.17

After the New York State Constitution was amended 
in 198318 to allow a municipality to contract indebtedness 
for eligible redevelopment projects by issuing bonds 
backed, not by full faith and credit, but by “the payment 
. . . [of] that portion of the taxes raised by it on real 
estate in such area which, in any year, is attributed to the 
increase in value of taxable real estate resulting from such 
redevelopment,” the Legislature enacted a TIF law the 
next year as part of the Municipal Redevelopment Law.19 
The 1984 TIF law, however, had a major defect that has 
resulted in its being very rarely used.20 Unlike TIF laws in 
the vast majority of other states, New York’s TIF law does 
not authorize the use of incremental school tax revenues to 
repay TIF debt. In most parts of the State, school property 
tax revenues exceed municipal property tax revenues 
by up to two-to-one, or more, so the unavailability of 
the incremental revenues resulting from the enhanced 
value of benefiting-school-district real estate in the TIF-

Although Land Banks may acquire all kinds of proper-
ty from political jurisdictions, they may only acquire prop-
erty from other entities if the property is tax delinquent, 
tax foreclosed, vacant or abandoned – unless the agree-
ment to purchase is made consistent with an approved 
redevelopment plan. For example, the Land Bank could 
approve a redevelopment plan authorizing the acquisi-
tion of all available real estate within the boundaries of an 
approved Brownfield Opportunity Area (BOA) under the 
General Municipal Law,14 where such acquisition would 
help effectuate the objectives of the BOA plan.

Local land bank enabling legislation may establish 
a “hierarchical ranking” of priorities for the use of 
real property conveyed by a Land Bank. Such uses 
might include: public spaces; affordable housing; retail, 
commercial and industrial activities; and wildlife 
conservation.

The authors of the LBA placed a premium on 
public accountability and transparency, including 
the requirement that Land Banks maintain complete 
inventories of all property received and all real property 
dispositions. The Land Bank must, in addition, keep 
minutes and a record of all its proceedings. And, as 
noted, it will generally be subject to the Open Meetings 
Law and FOIL. The Land Bank must hold a public 
hearing prior to financing or issuing bonds and consider 
the comments received. And, the Bank’s chairperson 
must deliver, orally and in writing, an annual report to 
the FGU/municipality, describing in detail the projects 
undertaken, monies spent, and administrative activities. 
Strict conflict-of-interest rules also apply to any member 
or employee of a Land Bank.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Land Banks, although they may require some initial 
infusions of funds or property at the outset, if they 
function properly, should become self-sustaining, 
supporting future real estate acquisitions from the sale 
and rent of ongoing real estate holdings. They can also 
raise capital by issuing tax-exempt revenue bonds that 
are repaid from Land Bank assets. Land Banks are also 
about revitalizing underutilized land and assembling and 
redeveloping real estate in furtherance of an approved 
redevelopment plan.

These characteristics of Land Banks are somewhat 
similar to how Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is designed 
to operate.15 Instead of sustaining itself and repaying 
investors with the proceeds of real estate transactions, 

Land Banks should become self-sustaining, supporting 
future real estate acquisitions from the sale and rent 

of ongoing real estate holdings.
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Mechanics 
The sponsoring municipality establishes a TIF area, 
with specified boundaries and duration, and dedicates 
the increase in property taxes from the area, from the 
establishment date forward, to the support of one or 
more eligible development projects within the TIF 
area. The locality then issues bonds to pay for certain 
designated allowable uses and purposes. Alternatively, 
the municipality can issue a promissory note, or TIF 
bond anticipation note, to reimburse a developer for 
advancing these funds initially. After the redevelopment 
project is complete, until the TIF area terminates, the 
municipality uses the incremental tax revenue to pay off 
the debt. Once the debt is paid, or when the TIF district 
otherwise terminates, the municipality reaps the benefits 
of increased tax revenues, a larger tax base, and increased 
economic activity.

The process requires that the TIF area meet certain 
statutory requirements, such as being “blighted” and 
being suitable for economic development. The project 
must meet a “but for” test – that is, it must be one 
which would be unlikely to occur without municipal 
participation.

The municipality, often with the aid of an involved 
developer, must establish a TIF area redevelopment plan, 
which addresses economic feasibility, land use impacts, 
and estimated costs and benefits.

The municipality must then hold a public hearing and 
receive inputs from other taxing districts and the public 
within the TIF area.

Then, the municipality must enact a local law 
empowering it, or a redevelopment agency, to take the 
steps necessary to move the redevelopment forward. It 
establishes the base year against which the tax increment 
will be measured. It then selects a developer with whom 
to enter into a redevelopment agreement. A TIF bond or 
note is issued to incur long-term debt – usually for 15 

supported redevelopment area makes investing in TIF 
bonds far riskier than it ought to be.21

TIF reform legislation, over the years, has sought 
to rectify this deficiency. In recent sessions of the 
Legislature, the Schimminger-Young proposal (2011) and 
the identical Schimminger-Stachowski bills (2009–2010), 
as well as prior versions of the Schimminger bill, would 
all authorize, but not require, school districts within a 
proposed redevelopment area (TIF district) to opt in to 
the TIF project, after full review and public process. On 
this basis, the New York State School Boards Association 
enthusiastically supported the Schimminger bill in 2008.22 

What Are the Basic Structure and Mechanics 
of New York’s Current TIF Law?
Structure 
The concept of TIF is simple but powerful. Municipalities 
are empowered to issue TIF bonds or notes for certain 
allowed public purposes to stimulate private sector 
economic development in blighted and underutilized 
areas. Instead of using new taxes to repay the bonds, the 
bonds are repaid by the increased revenues generated 
by the new development and tax base enabled by the 
TIF financing. TIF bonds are “revenue bonds” backed 
by the earmarked revenue stream, and not “general 
obligation” bonds backed by the municipality’s full faith 
and credit. They don’t count against a municipality’s 
constitutional debt limit. That is a good thing for upstate 
municipalities like Rochester and Binghamton that are 
rapidly approaching that limit. Under the revenue bond 
mechanism, if the expected revenue growth fails to occur, 
the loss is borne by the investor and/or the developer – 
not the municipality or its taxpayers.

TIF instruments may only be issued in support of 
locally approved redevelopment plans in defined project 
areas (sometimes known as “TIF districts”) which are 
defined by a predominance of “blight.” 

TIF financing is authorized for a limited number of 
specified public uses and purposes to remedy conditions 
of obsolescence, deterioration and disuse “in order to 
facilitate commercial and industrial development, to 
promote low- and moderate-income housing, and to 
maintain and expand employment opportunities for 
jobless, unemployed and low income persons.” And it 
may only be utilized when such redevelopment “cannot 
be accomplished by private enterprise alone without 
public participation and assistance.”

Allowed TIF objects and purposes include:
• Acquisition of land and site preparation and, most 

likely, cleanup of contaminated sites or brownfields.
• Installation, construction or reconstruction of public 

utilities (including streets, walkways, parking 
facilities, and water and sewer systems), parks and 
playgrounds.

• Other public improvements or services integral to 
the redevelopment plan.
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(undesirable) and taxes generated by attracting new 
residents and businesses, thereby expanding the tax base 
(very desirable).25

The problem with this initial approach was that it 
would have rewarded inefficient, stagnant municipali-
ties while penalizing forward-looking municipalities that 
were trying to reduce the tax burden on their taxpayers 
by broadening the tax base. If it had not been subsequent-
ly corrected, it would have provided a strong negative 
incentive against blight-fighting, development-stimulat-
ing growth of the sort promoted by programs like Land 
Banking and TIF.

Fortunately, legislation subsequently passed by the 
Assembly (A.7916), ultimately approved by the Senate 
and the Governor and enacted into law, included a 
“carve-out” to avoid this anomaly. As described in a 
June 20, 2011, letter to those who had expressed support 
for tax cap legislation, Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver 
described this carve-out as “includ[ing] a tax base growth 
factor to account for any increase in the full value of 
taxable real property.” Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli, 
in a more recent summary of the tax cap legislation, 
described this as 

[a]n adjustment for certain tax base growth, such 
as new construction (i.e., “tax base growth factor”). 
This is driven by a “quantity change factor” which is 
calculated by the Department of Taxation and Finance 
[DTF] and is used in determining the tax base growth 
factor, if any, for each local government and school 
district.

In DTF’s Publication 1000 (10/11),26 the Tax 
Department further clarifies that the “Quantity Change 
Factor” provides an adjustment only to reflect “an 
increase in the full value of taxable [ ] property . . . due 
to physical or quantity change – i.e., new growth or 
significant additions to existing properties.” It does not 
cover:

• “[i]ncreases in full value due to changes in 
assessment only,”

• a change in full value due to the splitting or 
merging of parcels or

• property returning to the tax rolls after the 
expiration of a PILOT.

Publication 1000 indicates that the DTF Commissioner 
“will issue a Quantity Change Factor for all local 
governments that have experienced an increase in the 
full value of taxable real property due to a physical or 
quantity change.” Thus, it will evidently not be left to 
individual municipalities or their assessors to make the 
case that a Quantity Change carve-out is appropriate. 
But, at least, such a carve-out was included in the law. 
Without it, serious anomalies would proliferate.

Unaddressed Issues
The law, unfortunately, left two other, somewhat related 
issues unaddressed.

or 20 years. If successful, the TIF district will produce 
sufficient incremental tax revenue and the debt is paid 
off. After the TIF district terminates, the municipality and 
the region receive the revenue.

TIF financing works best when several adjacent 
projects are combined into a larger development in order 
to produce the diversity and economies of scale necessary 
to generate sufficient incremental revenues.

As of 2004–2005, TIF was the economic development 
tool most widely used by U.S. municipalities of 10,000 
or more and counties of 50,000 or more,23 second only 
to general fund revenues. Between 2005 and 2010, seven 
states generated more than $500 million apiece in revenues 
from TIF bonds.24 Ten additional states generated more 
than $100 million apiece. TIF bond sales nationwide have 
grown from about $1.7 billion a year in 1990–1995 to $3.3 
billion a year in 2005–2010. 

The Schimminger-Young TIF reform legislation, or its 
similar predecessors, have been endorsed or supported 
by more than 50 organizations, associations, individuals 
and other entities in all parts of the State and of every 
political persuasion. They include major business groups, 
environmental organizations and other non-profits, local 
governments and government associations, and school 
districts and associations. It has also been endorsed by 
the Environmental Law Section of the New York State 
Bar Association.

Tax Cap Legislation
The local “tax cap” legislation initially proposed by the 
Governor and passed by the State Senate (S.2706) would 
cap increases in new property tax impositions by local 
governments and school districts. However, it purported 
to cap “the amount of the real property taxes” that may 
be levied. The amount of these taxes “shall not exceed” a 
specified “tax levy limitation” defined as “the amount of 
taxes a local government is authorized to levy” in relation 
to the previous year’s amount of taxes levied.

This language had some unintended consequences. 
By basing the tax cap on the previous year’s tax levy 
amounts, rather than on tax rates or total assessed value 
(or a combination of the two), the legislation did not 
distinguish between taxes generated by increasing 
the tax burden on existing residents and businesses 

The tax cap law could 
force municipalities to choose 

between supporting 
operations and investing 

in infrastructure.



It doesn’t exclude from the computation of the 
previous year’s tax levy amount, repayment of principal 
and interest on previously issued general obligation 
municipal bonds. This is seemingly a problem because 
the New York State Constitution bars the Legislature 
from restricting the power to levy taxes on real estate 
to pay interest or principal on previously contracted 
indebtedness.27 The tax cap law could force municipalities 
to choose between supporting operations and investing 
in infrastructure. It could also potentially disrupt the 
municipal bond market. Twenty-seven county attorneys 
have, reportedly, submitted requests28 for an opinion 
from the State Attorney General’s office as to the 
constitutionality of GML § 3-C. Specifically, they have 
asked whether, in light of this constitutional limitation, a 
municipality may exclude its debt payments from the tax 
levy limitation calculation. 

It also doesn’t exclude from the computation of the 
previous fiscal year’s tax levy amount, repayment of 
principal and interest on previously issued revenue 
bonds, including TIF bonds and bonds issued by Land 
Banks. This is seemingly an even more serious substantive 
problem because these kinds of revenue bonds rely for 
their repayment on growth in the value of real estate.29

Instead of viewing Land Banks and TIF as ways to 
expand their tax bases and to carve out safe harbors from 
the rigid application of a tax cap, municipalities are likely 
to view revenue bond repayments as competing with 
other budgetary priorities.

Still, the tax cap can be overridden by a 60% vote.30

And, in any given year, municipal bonded indebtedness 
(whether of general obligation or revenue bonds) is likely 
to be a small proportion of annual property tax revenues. 
So, hopefully, the “constitutional imperative” that debts 
must be paid will prevail for all types of bonds – whether 
or not bonded indebtedness is deemed to be an extra-
statutory (imputed) carve-out from the general tax cap.

With or without an imputed carve-out for debt service, 
as explained above, there is an explicit carve-out in GML 
§ 3-C for “quantity growth” associated with expansion 
of the tax base by increasing the full value of taxable 
real property. From this vantage point, as I wrote to 
the Lieutenant Governor, “[i]f properly explained, TIF 
could be presented as a powerful tool for enabling 
municipalities to attract economic development (without 
raising taxes) and expand their tax bases, which would 
help to offset what they see as the negative impacts of a 
Tax Cap.”31

Conclusions
The Land Bank Act (as enacted) and Tax Increment 
Financing (if enhanced) both provide useful tools, which 
could reinforce one another, for local governments to 
revitalize blighted and underutilized land, to further 
economic development, and to expand their tax bases. 
They could also operate in conjunction with the New York 

Land Bank Approval 
Guidelines

In November 2011, Empire State Development 
issued “Land Bank Approval Guidelines,” 
http://www.esd.ny.gov/BusinessPrograms/
Data/LandBankPrograms112111/
LandBankProgramGuidelines.pdf, which appear 
to go beyond the authority given to UDC/ESD 
in several respects:

• Instead of reviewing and approving land bank 
resolutions on a first-come, first-served basis, ESD 
“anticipates approving applications in [multiple 
rounds],” with recommendations to “not exceed 
five” in the first round to ensure that municipalities 
will be able to seek approval for their land banks 
in later application rounds if they are not prepared 
to submit an application in March [2012].

• The extra-statutory decision to “approve land 
bank applications in a geographic proportional 
manner across the state” and to “have the discre-
tion to consider additional factors in determining 
the relative merits of any land bank application.”

• Extra-statutory reporting requirements, calling 
for annual reporting to ESD on or before March 
15 (this is in addition to statutory audit by the 
Authorities Budget Office and the State Comptroller 
and potential oversight by the Charities Bureau 
of the State Attorney General’s office).

• Extra-statutory criteria for assessment of 
applications, including: “the aggregate inventory 
of vacant, abandoned, tax-delinquent and tax 
foreclosed properties within the jurisdiction of the 
FGU”; the “capacity of the participating FGUs and 
municipalities to undertake acquisition, manage-
ment and disposition of land bank real property”; 
the “diversity in the socio-economic characteristics 
of the FGUs submitting proposals . . . in order that 
maximum benefit can be achieved across the state 
from utilization of this new tool”; the “diversity in 
the nature of the inventory that is to be the focus 
of the work of a land bank”; the “diversity in the 
extent of intergovernmental collaboration and 
cooperation reflected in the land bank proposals”; 
the “diversity in the stated mission of the land 
banks (i.e., blight elimination, affordable housing 
development, market rationalization/stabilization, 
greening, etc.)”; and “[t]he extent that the geo-
graphic area of a land bank includes or is part 
of a distressed community.”
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law or in furtherance of site safety. The exemption is also voided if the public 
corporation that has taken possession of the site fails to notify NYSDEC of 
any hazardous waste release within 10 days of obtaining actual knowledge of 
such release.

11. Dan Kildee, President and CEO of the DC-based Center for Community 
Progress, has stated (Binghamton Land Bank forum, Sept. 13, 2011) that 
EPA frequently awarded brownfield assessment grants to land banks with 
which he was associated in Michigan. At the state level, New York Governor 
Andrew Cuomo noted in his News Release (July 29, 2011), announcing he 
had signed the LBA, that the regional economic development councils that 
will compete for state economic development funding would “benefit from 
the creation of land banks” because they would “create an inventory of land 
that the councils can use when developing their plans.”

12. Land, when treated like real estate (i.e., bought and sold on the open 
market), tends to realize a greater return than when treated like a commodity 
(i.e., when sold at auction).

13. In some counties, such as Broome, the county pays outstanding tax liens 
to municipalities in return for taking title to tax delinquent properties.

14. GML § 970-r.

15. Another, albeit less exact, similarity is that the LBA authorizes a 
municipality, school district or any taxing district, to allocate to a Land Bank, 
by lawfully adopted local law or resolution, in accordance with regulations 
adopted by the Department of Taxation and Finance, 50% of the real property 
taxes collected “on any specific parcel of real property” for a period of five 
years. (One wonders how often taxing jurisdictions will elect to turn over 
such revenues to the Land Bank, even though the turnover is limited as to 
extent and duration.) In the case of TIF, all incremental property tax revenues 
attributable to TIF-stimulated increases in property values in the TIF district 
must be set aside for repayment of TIF bonds, until the bonds are paid off or 
the term of the bonds has expired.

16. According to Dan Kildee (Binghamton Land Bank forum, Sept. 13, 2011), 
there are currently 79 known Land Banks throughout the United States.

17. Prospects for TIF reform may be more favorable in 2012 for several 
reasons: several natural disasters in New York in 2011 and the depressed 
general economy have put a strain on local and state infrastructure and the 
ability to keep pace with replacement and maintenance needs; the new tax 
cap legislation has placed stringent new restrictions on the ability of localities 
to raise money by increasing property taxes; and a majority of Upstate 
regional councils have reportedly (personal communications) cited an 
effective TIF law as a key economic development tool.

18. N.Y. Const. Art. XVI, § 6.

19. GML §§ 970-a–970-r (Municipal Redevelopment Law).

20. It was successfully used only twice – in 1987, in connection with the 
Route 9A Corridor project (a $1.2 million TIF district) in the Village of 
Elmsford, Westchester County, and in 1994, in the Town of Victor, Ontario 
County, to fund $8 million in infrastructure improvements to support a $53 
million addition to the Eastview Mall. 

21. The Governor and legislative leaders included a long-awaited and 
much-needed TIF amendment in their final budget agreement on March 
28 (approved March 30). This action corrects the most glaring defect in the 
original TIF law, by authorizing school districts to opt-in to TIF-funded 
redevelopment plans, and to allocate incremental school tax revenues toward 
repayment of TIF debt. See Part U of the Education, Labor and Family 
Assistance budget bill.

22. In addition to providing school district opt-in authority, recent TIF reform 
legislation has included four other desirable enhancements:

• A “brownfield” enhancement, which allows TIF bond proceeds to 
be used for environmental remediation and brownfield redevelopment – 
including Brownfield Opportunity Area (BOA) projects.

• An incremental “sales tax” enhancement, which allows incremental sales 
taxes, if any, to be pledged if necessary toward repayment of TIF debt.

• A “special use district” enhancement, which allows a special assessment 
to be imposed on a TIF district if, but only if, necessary to repay TIF debt.

• And an annual “good faith estimate” enhancement that requires 
municipalities to keep track of changes in assessed value during the TIF 
period. This good faith estimate has two objectives – first, to ensure that 

Brownfield Cleanup Program law, and other federal and 
state environmental programs, to promote the assessment, 
cleanup, and redevelopment of environmentally impaired 
land, including Brownfield Opportunity Areas (BOAs).

These authorities are especially useful to municipalities 
as direct and indirect sources of funding, and in promoting 
economic development, in the wake and aftermath 
of natural disasters, economic recession, and tax cap 
legislation (which is regarded by some as the worst of 
the three). The carve-out in the enacted tax cap for new 
economic growth makes TIF and Land Banks especially 
valuable in helping municipalities balance their budgets 
in these difficult times. ■

1. The Land Bank Act (LBA) was added to the Not-for-Profit Corporation 
Law as §§ 1600–1617. It also amended § 2 of the Public Authorities Law. It 
was signed by the Governor on July 29, 2011.

2. TIF legislation was initially enacted in New York in 1984 as part of the 
General Municipal Law art.18-C, §§ 970-a et seq. (GML). In 2011, the Senate 
TIF reform bill, S.2446, was sponsored by Sen. Catharine Young. It passed the 
Senate overwhelmingly, 61 to 1. Identical legislation was also incorporated 
as “Part E” in a Senate omnibus bill, S.5758, introduced by Senate Majority 
Leader Dean Skelos (to address a tax cap, mandate relief, rent control, and 
several other issues). The Assembly TIF reform bill, A.5296, sponsored 
by Assemblyman Robin Schimminger, was reported out of the Local 
Governments Committee; but subsequently languished in Ways and Means to 
which it was sequentially referred but never voted on.

3. The tax cap legislation, passed by the Assembly as A.7916 and by the 
Senate as S.5856, Chapter 97 of the Laws of 2011, was codified in GML § 3-C 
and Education Law § 2023-A. 

4. The LBA doesn’t specify the criteria on which the Urban Development 
Corporation is to base its yea or nay decisions – other than the statute’s 
requirements for the contents of Land Bank local laws and the makeup of its 
Board of Directors. It would not appear that the UDC has the authority to 
disapprove a Land Bank on the basis of geographic distribution, or any other 
factor not contained in the LBA, and must approve complete submittals as 
received, on a first-come, first-served basis.

5. In addition to being subject to audit by the Authorities Budget Office, 
Land Banks may also be audited by the State Comptroller.

6. Under N.Y. Executive Law § 172(1), Land Banks, as “charitable 
organizations” (i.e., not-for-profit corporations), would appear to be subject 
to registering and filing annual reports with the Charities Bureau of the NYS 
Attorney General’s office. Given the oversight of Land Banks by both the 
Comptroller and the ABO, this additional requirement would appear to be 
redundant and superfluous – but may still be legally required.

7. It would not appear that Land Banks are subject to the prevailing 
wage law because the LBA specifies that a Land Bank is to be “deemed 
a state agency” for purposes of promoting minority- and women-owned 
business enterprises “only.” Other than state agencies, the prevailing wage 
law only applies to public benefit corporations, municipal corporations, 
or commissions appointed pursuant to law. The LBA adds “land bank 
corporations” to the definition of a “local authority,” but distinguishes it 
from other enumerated local authorities such as a public authority or a public 
benefit corporation.

8. See Environmental Conservation Law § 27-1323(2).

9. The “current owner” bears strict, joint and several liability for non-
exempt ownership of contaminated property under CERCLA, while a prior 
owner or operator who did not cause or contribute to the contamination has 
no such liability.

10. The municipal liability exemption covers involuntary acquisition 
of real property by a public corporation acting in its sovereign capacity. 
While this includes tax foreclosures and their equivalents, it does not cover 
assumption of ownership or control primarily for investment purposes, or 
participation in the rehabilitation or development of the site – except for 
improvements carried out as part of a site remedial program under the BCP 
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or principal on previously contracted indebtedness) in conjunction with Art. 
VIII, § 2 (which requires issuers of public debt to pledge their “faith and 
credit” to repayment of bonds) to “express a constitutional imperative: debt 
obligations must be paid, even if tax limits be exceeded.” Id. at 737.

 A subsequent case, Quirk v. Mun. Assistance Corp. for City of N.Y., 41 N.Y.2d 
644 (1977), held that the state’s diversion of the proceeds of the tax on stock 
transfers from general City revenues to the Municipal Assistance Corporation 
does not impair any contractual obligations under the U.S. Constitution (Art. 
I, § 10) merely because “fewer tax revenues will be available for repayment of 
principal and interest on city bonds.” Id. at 646. Neither the bonds themselves 
(despite a “first lien” on the city’s revenues), nor the state constitution, require 
that the collection of particular taxes be continued. “In no way was the city 
ever committed to maintain . . . stock transfer tax revenues for the benefit of 
its bondholders.” Id. at 646–47. The Court held (citing Flushing Nat’l Bank, 40 
N.Y.2d 731) that what is important “is that city bondholders are protected by 
the State Constitution which obligates the city to appropriate moneys for the 
repayment of city bonds, and to exceed normal real estate tax limitations in 
order to raise the necessary moneys.” Id. at 647. The diversion or diminution 
of a tax does not alleviate the issuer’s liability to raise revenues from any 
source to pay debt service on debt.

 However, in the case of tax increment financing, where the issuers of 
TIF bonds are not required (or allowed?) to pledge their “faith and credit” to 
repay the bonds (see N.Y. Const. Art. XVI, § 6), but must specifically pledge 
incremental property tax revenues, a cap on property tax revenues would 
seem to have a much more direct impact on the bondholder’s assurance of 
being repaid. The logic of the Flushing Bank case would appear to apply with 
special force to revenue bonds which rely on property tax increments and are 
not backstopped by other sources of municipal revenues. 

30. Sixty percent of the members of the governing body of a county, city, 
town or village. Or, 60% of the voters in a school district.

31. Letter of June 6, 2011, to Lieutenant Governor Robert J. Duffy.

incremental property values are keeping pace with initial projections, to ensure 
that sufficient revenues continue to be generated to repay TIF principal and 
interest; and, second, to ensure that only property value increments attributable 
to the TIF investment are siphoned off a municipality’s revenue stream to repay 
TIF debt, and not incidental inflation or appreciation unrelated to TIF. 

23. As of 2005, more than 28% of medium and large counties and 
municipalities used TIF bonds to fund economic development.

24. California – $12.7 billion; Colorado – $846 million; Missouri – $722 
million; Pennsylvania – $637 million; Minnesota – $558 million; Georgia – 
$554 million; and Connecticut – $544 million.

25. The rationale for basing the cap on levy amounts rather than rates 
was probably to avoid evasion of a rate-based cap simply by raising the 
assessment on properties.

26. The Property Tax Cap: Guidelines for Implementation, N.Y. State Dep’t of 
Taxation & Finance (Oct. 2011).

27. Article VIII, § 12 of the N.Y. State Constitution provides: “Nothing in this 
article shall be construed to prevent the legislature from further restricting the 
powers herein specified in any county, city, town, village or school district to 
contract indebtedness or to levy taxes on real estate. The legislature shall not, 
however, restrict the power to levy taxes on real estate for the payment of interest on 
or principal of indebtedness theretofore contracted” (emphasis added).

28. These requests were, reportedly, submitted during the week of 
September 5, 2011. Posted to the MuniLaw ListServ by Richard J. Graham, 
Esq., Lewis County Attorney.

29. Flushing Nat’l Bank v. Mun. Assistance Corp. for City of N.Y., 40 N.Y.2d 
731 (1976), which overturned the state’s attempt to impose a moratorium 
on repayment of New York City bonds, held that debt service payments 
were not subject to an existing 2.5% cap on New York City property taxes. 
It read Article VIII, § 12 of the state Constitution (which bars the state from 
restricting the power to levy taxes on real estate for the payment of interest 
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Residents
In Waldron v. New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,4 the 
court held that the 22-year-old injured party was a resident 
of her parents’ household at the time of the accident. 
Although she was renting an apartment off campus 
while attending college, she maintained a bedroom 
in her parents’ house, where she kept her clothing, 
visited on weekends and lived on school holidays and 
semester breaks. Moreover, her college considered her 
parents’ address to be her permanent address, and she 
retained her parents’ address for voting and tax purposes. 
Accordingly, she was entitled to make a claim for SUM 
benefits under her father’s policy. 

In Farm Family Casualty Ins. Co. v. Nason,5 the court 
found that 

“[t]he term household has been characterized as 
ambiguous or devoid of any fixed meaning in similar 
contexts . . . and, as such, its interpretation requires 
an inquiry into the intent of the parties . . . . The 
interpretation must reflect the reasonable expectation 
and purpose of the ordinary business [person] when 
making an insurance contract . . . and the meaning 
which would be given to it by the average [person] 
. . . . Moreover, the circumstances particular to each 
case must be considered in construing the meaning 
of the term.” In addition, “the term should . . . be 
interpreted in a manner favoring coverage, as should 
any ambiguous language in an insurance policy.”6

In this case, which involved a policy covering a parcel 
of property upon which the insured maintained his 
residence and a dairy business, the insured’s son did not 
reside exclusively on the property where the accident 
took place, but, rather, also resided with his girlfriend at 
another location. The insurer established that the insured 
did not consider his son to be a member of his household, 
nor would he have anticipated that the son would be 
afforded coverage under his insurance policy inasmuch 
as he lived separately from the insured, either in a trailer 
on the subject property or with a girlfriend. Moreover, 
members of the insured’s family testified that the son did 
not reside with the other members of the family, either, 
and, indeed, was not welcome in the family home. Thus, 
the court held that the insurer established as a matter 
of law that the son was not a member of the insured’s 
household and, therefore, not entitled to coverage under 
the policy.

Exclusion – Owned Vehicles
The SUM endorsement contains an exclusion for “bodily 
injury to an insured incurred while occupying a motor 
vehicle owned by that insured, if such motor vehicle is 
not insured for SUM coverage by the policy under which 
a claim is made.”7 

In USAA Casualty Ins. Co. v. Cook, the claimant’s 
decedent was riding a motorcycle he owned when he 
was involved in a fatal accident with a motor vehicle. 

Consistent with recent history, 2011 was another 
busy and important year in the ever-changing 
and highly complex areas of uninsured motorist 

(UM), underinsured motorist (UIM), and supplementary 
uninsured motorist (SUM) law.

PART I. GENERAL ISSUES

Insured Persons
The definition of an “insured” under the SUM 
endorsement (and many liability policies) includes a 
relative of the named insured, and, while residents of the 
same household, the spouse and relatives of either the 
named insured or spouse. 

“Named Insured”
In Roebuck v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co.,1 the 
court held that the plaintiff, a sole shareholder (with his 
wife) of a corporation that owned and insured a dump 
truck, could not make a claim for SUM benefits under 
the dump truck’s policy for injuries he sustained while 
working as a Deputy Sheriff and driving a county-owned 
patrol car. As stated by the court:

Where an automobile insurance policy contains a SUM 
provision and is issued to an individual, that individual 
and others in his or her family may be afforded SUM 
coverage under the policy when such person is injured 
in any vehicle, including a vehicle owned and insured 
by a third party. Where such a policy is issued to a 
corporation, however, the SUM provision does not 
follow any particular individual, but instead “covers 
any person [injured] while occupying an automobile 
owned by the corporation or while being operated on 
behalf of the corporation” (Buckner v. Motor Veh. Acc. 
Indem. Corp., 66 N.Y.2d 211, 215 [1985]). The policy 
language is not rendered ambiguous by the inclusion 
of words such as “you” or “spouse” and “relatives” 
when a corporation is the named insured, because it is 
obvious to the average reader, construing the language 
according to common speech, that a corporation 
cannot have family members; those portions of the 
mandatory policy language are merely inapplicable to 
the corporate insured.2

In American Alternative Ins. Corp. v. Pelszynski,3 the 
court held that a volunteer fireman injured in an accident 
while en route to a fire emergency in his own vehicle 
(equipped with blue light and two-way radio provided by 
the Volunteer Fire Department) was not an insured under 
the Volunteer Fire Department’s SUM Endorsement and, 
therefore, not entitled to make an SUM claim thereunder. 
The court explained, “‘You’ in the definition refers 
to the Fire Company, which cannot have a spouse or 
relative.” The court did not address Pelszynski’s second 
argument, that is, he was covered under the Volunteer 
Fire Department’s policy because he was occupying a 
vehicle which was being operated by the Fire Department 
and for its benefit.
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make a claim. Although the mandatory UM endorsement 
requires such notice to be given “within ninety days 
or as soon as practicable,” Regulation 35-D’s SUM 
endorsement requires simply that notice be given “as 
soon as practicable.” As numerous recent cases have 
again held, a failure to satisfy the notice requirement 
vitiates the policy.11 

In Spentrev Realty Corp. v. United National Specialty 
Ins. Co.,12 the court observed that “[w]here an insurance 
policy . . . requires an insured to provide notice of an 
accident or loss as soon as practicable, such notice must 
be provided within a reasonable time in view of all of 
the facts and circumstances.” Providing an insurer with 
timely notice of a potential claim is a condition precedent, 
and thus “[a]bsent a valid excuse, a failure to satisfy the 
notice requirement vitiates the policy.”13

It is well-settled that where an insurance policy 
requires that notice of an occurrence be given “as soon 
as practicable,” notice must be given within a reasonable 
period of time under all the circumstances. An insured’s 
failure to satisfy the notice requirement constitutes a 
failure to comply with a condition precedent which, as 
a matter of law, vitiates the contract. Numerous cases in 
2011 reaffirmed this basic principle of insurance law.14

In Waldron v. New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,15 the 
court observed that “[g]enerally, notice to an insurance 
broker is not necessarily considered notice to the carrier, 
whereas notice to an agent of the insurer typically 
constitutes notice to the insurer.”16

In Spentrev Realty Corp.,17 the court noted that

Insurance Law § 3420(a)(3) gives the injured party an 
independent right to give notice of the accident and to 
satisfy the notice requirement of the policy. However, 
the injured party has the burden of proving that he 
or she, or counsel, acted diligently in attempting to 
ascertain the identity of the insurer, and thereafter 
expeditiously notified the insurer. “In determining the 
reasonableness of an injured party’s notice, the notice 
required is measured less rigidly than that required 
of the insured.” “The injured person’s rights must be 
judged by the prospects for giving notice that were 
afforded to him, not by those available to the insured. 
What is reasonably possible for the insured may not 
be reasonably possible for the person he has injured. 
The passage of time does not of itself make delay 
unreasonable.”18

The Second Department, in Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. New 
Wok Hing Trading, Inc.,19 found that the injured parties 
failed to provide any explanation for their more than 
five-month delay in ascertaining the tortfeasor’s insurer’s 
identity and notifying that insurer of the accident, and 
failed to raise a triable issue of fact as to whether they 
diligently attempted to identify that insurer. Accordingly, 
summary judgment was granted to the insurer, declaring 
that it was not obligated to defend or indemnify those 
insured.

The motorcycle was insured under a policy issued by 
the proposed additional respondent, Pacific Specialty 
Insurance Co. At the time of the accident, the decedent 
was married to the appellant, Lisa Cook, who owned 
a Toyota motor vehicle, which was insured by the 
petitioner-respondent, USAA. In response to Ms. Cook’s 
attorney’s letter advising of “my client’s intention to 
make a claim under the Uninsured and Underinsured 
provision of the [USAA] policy,” USAA responded 28 
days later with a disclaimer letter, relying upon the 
exclusion for “bodily injury incurred while occupying 
a motor vehicle owned by that insured if such motor 
vehicle is not insured for at least the minimum bodily 
injury liability limits and UM limits required by law by 
the policy under which a claim is made . . . .” In granting 
USAA’s petition to stay arbitration of Ms. Cook’s SUM 
claim, the court held that “the disclaimer notice and ‘the 
policy language in question was not ambiguous and 
[USAA] is entitled to have the provisions it relied on to 
disclaim coverage enforced.’”8

Insured Events
The UM/SUM endorsements provide for benefits 
to “insured persons” who sustain injury caused by 
“accidents” “arising out of the ownership, maintenance 
or use” of an uninsured or underinsured motor vehicle.

“Accidents”
On March 29, 2011, the New York Court of Appeals 
rendered a decision that quite unexpectedly overturned 
the commonly accepted view that the Uninsured/
Underinsured Motorist (UM) endorsement does not 
provide coverage for injuries and/or death intention-
ally caused by the tortfeasor since such injuries are 
not caused by an “accident.” In State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Ins. Co. v. Langan,9 a case involving a claim-
ant/decedent who was one of numerous people struck 
by the offending vehicle, the driver of which pleaded 
guilty to second degree murder and admitted that he 
intentionally drove his vehicle into several pedestrians, 
including the claimant/decedent, the Court of Appeals 
held that “consistent with the reasonable expectation 
of the insured under the policy and the stated purpose 
of the UM endorsement (to provide coverage against 
damage caused by uninsured motorists), the intentional 
assault of an innocent insured is an accident within the 
meaning of his or her own policy. The occurrence at 
issue was clearly an accident from the insured’s point of 
view,” and, thus, the claimant was entitled to benefits 
under the UM endorsement.10 

Claimant/Insured’s Duty to 
Provide Timely Notice of Claim
UM, UIM and SUM endorsements require the claimant, 
as a condition precedent to the right to apply for benefits, 
to give timely notice to the insurer of an intention to 
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In Travco Ins. Co. v. Schwartz,23 the court held that the 
respondents met their burden of establishing that they 
complied with their obligation under the policy to give 
the SUM carrier notice of the claim “as soon as practi-
cable” by submitting the uncontroverted affirmation of 
their counsel stating that the respondents were unaware 
of the seriousness of their injuries until such time as one 
of the respondents underwent knee surgery. (It is not at 
all clear why the affirmation of counsel – a person with-
out personal knowledge of the facts – was deemed suffi-
cient for this purpose.) Nevertheless, the insurer, upon a 
motion to renew, submitted evidence in the form of medi-

cal records obtained in discovery, which raised a triable 
issue of fact as to whether the respondent knew or should 
have known of the severity of the injuries at an earlier 
date and, whether, in fact, their notice was untimely.

The Third Department, in Waldron v. New York Central 
Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,24 noted that the recent legislation that 
requires an insurer to show prejudice25 does not apply to 
cases in which the pertinent policy was issued before the 
effective date of the statute. However, “even prior to the 
statutory amendment, when an insurer received notice 
of an accident in a timely fashion, the insurer could not 
properly disclaim a late SUM claim absent a showing of 
prejudice.”26

In Vernet v. Eveready Ins. Co.,27 

the court said that with respect to policies issued before 
January 17, 2009 (see Insurance Law §3420[c][2][A]), 
as the subject policy was, an insurer could disclaim 
coverage when the insured failed to satisfy the notice 
condition, without regard to whether the insurer was 
prejudiced by the insured’s failure to satisfy the condi-
tion. Thus, the absence of timely notice of litigation is 
a failure to comply with a condition precedent which, 
as a matter of law, vitiates the contract. Where there is 
no excuse or mitigating factor for the failure to give 
notice, the question of reasonable notice is a legal 
determination.28 

In this case, however, despite the no-prejudice rule, 
the insurance policy provided, inter alia, that a person 
seeking coverage must “‘send [the defendant] copies of 
any notices or legal papers received in connection with 
the accident or loss as soon as reasonably possible,’ and 
further, that the defendant had no duty to provide cover-
age ‘if the failure to comply [with the policy] is prejudi-
cial to [the defendant].’” Thus, based upon this specific 
policy language, the court held that the defendant was 
required, on its motion for summary judgment, to show 

In determining whether notice was timely, factors 
to consider include, inter alia, whether the claimant/
insured has offered a reasonable excuse for any delay, 
such as latency of his or her injuries, and evidence of 
the claimant’s due diligence in attempting to establish 
the insurance status of the other vehicles involved in the 
accident. 

In NGM Ins. Co. v. Haak,20 the court observed that 
“in the SUM [/UM] context, the phrase ‘as soon as 
practicable’ means that ‘the insured must give notice 
with reasonable promptness after the insured knew or 
should reasonably have known that the tortfeasor was 

underinsured.’ Whether an insured has given notice 
as soon as practicable should be determined on a case-
by-case basis, taking into account all of the relevant 
circumstances. Factors to consider include the seriousness 
and nature of the insured’s injuries, and the extent of the 
tortfeasor’s coverage, as well as the time within which an 
insured’s injuries manifest themselves.’”21

Therein, the court held that the respondent’s notice of a 
potential claim, given almost two years after the accident, 
was untimely, as “[i]t was obvious from the outset that 
respondent had sustained a serious injury within the 
meaning of Insurance Law § 5104 (see § 5102[d]), and 
respondent knew or should have known shortly after the 
accident that [the tortfeasor] was uninsured.” Notably, 
the court rejected the respondent’s argument to the effect 
that he was not required to provide notice of the claim 
until the court in the underlying personal injury action 
had granted the motion by the owner of the offending 
vehicle for summary judgment dismissing the complaint 
against it based upon the Graves Amendment (49 U.S.C. 
§ 30106) (which generally exempts rental car companies 
from the vicarious liability provisions of Vehicle & Traffic 
Law § 388) because, until then, he did not know that the 
offending vehicle was uninsured or underinsured. As the 
court said, 

[t]he Graves Amendment unequivocally applies to 
[the owner] unless Davis’s use of the vehicle was 
not “during the period of the rental or lease” (49 
USC § 30106[a]). In our view, that information could 
have been ascertained by respondents well before the 
court granted the [owner’s] motion in the underlying 
action and, in any event, there is no indication in 
the record before us that respondents made any 
efforts to obtain such information. We thus conclude 
that respondents failed to meet their burden “of 
establishing a reasonable excuse for the [almost] two-
year delay in giving notice.”22

The New York Court of Appeals rendered a decision that quite unexpectedly 
overturned the commonly accepted view that the Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist 
(UM) endorsement does not provide coverage for injuries and/or death intentionally 

caused by the tortfeasor since such injuries are not caused by an “accident.” 
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the issue is not ‘whether the insured believes he will 
ultimately be found liable for the injury, but whether he 
has a reasonable basis for a belief that no claim will be 
asserted against him.’”33 In numerous cases decided last 
year,34 the courts analyzed the reasonableness of this type 
of excuse for delayed notice of claim, in several contexts, 
and with differing results. These cases are very fact 
specific and should be analyzed carefully.

Discovery 
The UM and SUM endorsements contain provisions 
requiring, upon request, a statement under oath, 
examination under oath, physical examinations, 
authorizations, and medical reports and records. The 
provision of each type of discovery, if requested, is a 
condition precedent to recovery.

In Progressive Specialty Ins. Co. v . Alexis,35 the court 
denied the petitioner’s request for disclosure in aid 
of arbitration pursuant to CPLR 3102(c) because “the 
petitioner failed to demonstrate that ‘extraordinary 
circumstances’ existed ‘such that relief would be 
absolutely necessary for the protection of its rights.’”36

Petitions to Stay Arbitration
Filing and Service 
CPLR 7503(c) provides, in pertinent part, that “[a]n 
application to stay arbitration must be made by the 
party served within twenty days after service upon him 
of the notice [of intention to arbitrate] or demand [for 
arbitration], or he shall be so precluded.” The 20-day time 
limit is jurisdictional and, absent special circumstances, 
courts have no jurisdiction to consider an untimely 
application. 

In Auto One Ins. Co. v. Lopez,37 the court reminded 
that “CPLR 7503(c) requires that an application to stay 
arbitration be made within 20 days after service of a notice 
of intention to arbitrate,” but noted that “‘[t]he timeliness 
of a proceeding to stay arbitration is measured with 
respect to the earlier filing of the petition, not with respect 
to the later service.’”38 Thus, where the respondents served 
their notice of intention to arbitrate on April 20, 2010, and 
the petitioner filed its petition to stay arbitration on May 
3, 2010, the action was commenced within the 20-day 
limitation period and was, thus, timely.

In GEICO v. Morris,39 the court held that “the 
timeliness of a proceeding for a stay of arbitration 
is measured with respect to the earlier filing of the 
petition, not with respect to its later service.” Thus, the 
petition in this case, filed within 20 days of receipt of 
the demand for arbitration (but served after the 20-day 
period expired) was timely.

In Maya Assurance Co. v. Hussain,40 the court held 
that “[a]lthough service of the notice of petition to stay 
arbitration by registered or certified mail (return receipt 
requested) is sufficient to confer jurisdiction over a party 
to the proposed arbitration (see CPLR 7503[c]), it was 

that it was provided untimely notice and that it was preju-
diced as a result of the untimely notice. The court further 
held that the defendant met its burden by demonstrating 
that it was first informed of the commencement of an 
action against the insured more than two years after the 
commencement of the action, and that the failure of the 
insured to provide notice until after a default judgment 
had been entered prejudiced it because it lost its right 
to appear and interpose an answer, “thus requiring it to 
shoulder the burden of moving to vacate the default.”

The interpretation of the phrase “as soon as practicable” 
continued, as always, to be a hot topic.

In Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. NHT Owners LLC,29 the court 
observed that “[a] liability policy that requires an insured 
to provide notice of an occurrence to its insurer ‘as soon 
as practicable’ obligates the insured to give notice of the 
occurrence within a reasonable period of time.” In this 
case, however, the court was not required to reach the 
question of whether, under all of the circumstances, the 
insured’s notice of claim, 62 days after the occurrence, 
was timely, where they conducted an inquiry into the 
underlying accident and believed that there was no liabil-
ity because the insurer did not disclaim on the ground of 
late notice in a timely fashion (see discussion below).

The Third Department, in Waldron v. New York Central 
Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,30 held that a factual issue existed as 
to whether a delay of two months in giving notice under 
a liability policy that required such notice to be given 
“as soon as reasonably practicable, but in no event more 
than 30 days after the accident” was sufficiently justified 
under the circumstances, where the insured’s daughter 
had sustained very serious injuries in the accident and he 
had immediately left New York to be with his daughter 
in Florida, and even at the time notice was given, his 
daughter was still hospitalized and there was continuing 
concern that she might lose a leg as a result of her injuries.

In Nabutovsky v. Burlington Ins. Co.,31 the court held 
that the insured’s failure to give notice of the plaintiff’s 
personal injury claims until more than three months after 
the incident occurred, despite the insured’s knowledge of 
the incident at the time it occurred, constituted a failure 
to give notice within a reasonable time.

In Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. Classon Heights, LLC,32 the 
court observed that “an insured bears the burden of 
proving under all the circumstances, the reasonableness 
of the belief [that they had a good faith belief in non-
liability].” “Where, as here, the policy requires prompt 
notice of an ‘occurrence’ that ‘may result in a claim,’ 

The interpretation of the 
phrase “as soon as practicable” 

continued, as always, 
to be a hot topic.
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The petitioner insurance company denied in its petition 
that it ever received notice of the SUM claim, despite the 
fact that it had signed a “green card” acknowledging 
receipt, and its internal log indicated such receipt.

Arbitration Awards: Scope of Review
In Miro Leisure Corp. v. Prudence Orla, Inc.,49 the court 
stated, 

Courts are bound by an arbitrator’s factual findings, 
interpretation of the contract and judgment concerning 
remedies. A court reviewing an arbitration award 
may not “re-weigh or reexamine the evidence,” or 
otherwise “examine the merits of an arbitration award 
and substitute its judgment for that of the arbitrator 
simply because it believes its interpretation would 
be the better one.” The Court of Appeals has “stated 
time and again that an arbitrator’s award should not 
be vacated for errors of law and fact committed by the 
arbitrator and the courts should not assume the role of 
overseers to mold the award to conform to their sense 
of justice.” “An arbitration award can be vacated by a 
court pursuant to CPLR 7511(b)[(1)(iii)] on only three 
narrow grounds: if it is clearly violative of a strong 
public policy, if it is totally or completely irrational, 
or if it manifestly exceeds a specific, enumerated 
limitation on the arbitrator’s power.”50

The Second Department, in New York Central Lines, 
LLC v. Vitale,51 stated, “An award is irrational if there is 
‘no proof whatsoever to justify the award.’ Even if the 
arbitrator misapplies substantive rules of law or makes 
an error of fact, unless one of the three narrow grounds 
applies in the particular case, the award will not be 
vacated pursuant to CPLR 7511(b)(1)(iii) as exceeding the 
arbitrator’s power. ‘An arbitrator is not bound by prin-
ciples of substantive law or rules of evidence, and may do 
justice and apply his or her own sense of law and equity 
to the facts as he or she finds them to be.’”52

Res Judicata/Collateral Estoppel
In Mose v. Sangiovanni,53 the court held that the doctrine 
of collateral estoppel was not applicable to the holding 
by the Supreme Court in the context of a petition to stay 
a UM arbitration that the statute of limitations on an 
action against the tortfeasor was tolled during the pen-
dency of the Petition to Stay proceeding, because that 
finding was “a gratuitous finding that was not material 
to a determination of the CPLR Article 75 proceeding.” 
Furthermore, neither the driver of the alleged offending 
vehicle, who was not a party to the Article 75 proceeding, 
nor the owner of the alleged offending vehicle “had a full 
and fair opportunity to litigate the statute of limitations 
issue.”54 The court went on to hold that there was no toll, 
and, thus, that the action against the tortfeasor was time-
barred.

insufficient to confer jurisdiction over [the other insurer] 
since it was not a party to the proposed arbitration.”41

In Travelers Indemnity Co. v. Armstead,42 the court 
reversed the grant of the petitioner’s petition for a 
permanent stay of arbitration because the court lacked 
jurisdiction over the alleged insurer for the offending 
vehicle, which had not yet been formally joined as an 
additional respondent and had not yet been served 
with a supplemental notice of petition and petition. 
The court, therefore, ordered such formal addition of 
that insurer, and a hearing on the issue of its purported 
cancellation of its policy.

Burden of Proof 
Based upon a police report that showed that the offend-
ing vehicle might have been insured at the time of the 
accident, and the affirmation of the respondent’s attorney 
in which he acknowledged that the offending vehicle had 
been insured up until a few hours before the accident, the 
court, in GEICO v. Morris,43 held that the petitioner made 
a sufficient showing that the offending vehicle might 
have been insured at the time of the accident to warrant 
a framed issue hearing, to which the proposed additional 
respondents (including the alleged insurer for the offend-
ing vehicle) would be joined as a necessary party.

In Victoria Select Ins. Co. v. Munar,44 the court held that 
the documents submitted by the parties raised issues of 
fact as to whether the purported insurer of the offending 
vehicle properly disclaimed coverage for the subject acci-
dent. Accordingly, it was error to determine, without the 
joinder of the purported insurer and the tortfeasors, and 
without conducting a hearing, that the disclaimer was 
improper or invalid.

The court in Allstate Ins. Co. v. Tae Hong Ji45 observed 
that “[w]here, as here, a case is determined after a hear-
ing held before a justice, this Court’s power to review the 
evidence is as broad as that of the hearing court, taking 
into account in a close case the fact that the hearing judge 
had the advantage of seeing the witness.” In that case, 
the court declined to disturb the Supreme Court’s find-
ing that there was no physical contact with an alleged 
hit-and-run vehicle.46 

In Travelers Ins. Co. v. Rogers,47 the court reversed 
an order that had denied vacatur of an order granting 
the SUM insurer’s petition to stay arbitration upon the 
respondent’s failure to appear at the hearing or to submit 
opposition papers. As stated by the court, 

[v]acatur should have been granted on the ground 
of “fraud, misrepresentation, or other misconduct of 
an adverse party” (CPLR 5015[a][3]). A review of the 
record in this case reveals several potential instances 
of intentional and material misrepresentations of fact 
by petitioner, which, at least in part, may have formed 
the basis of Supreme Court’s decision and order to 
permanently stay arbitration.48
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defaulting insurer, and the injured party is precluded 
from proceeding against his or her own insurer pursu-
ant to the UM endorsement of the relevant automobile 
insurance policy until the PMV Fund disclaims liability 
or denies coverage.”58 Thus, the UM claim did not accrue 
until the PMV denial, which was within six years prior to 
the petition to compel, which was, therefore, timely.

The court noted the distinction between a claim for 
(basic) UM coverage, which this case involved, and a 
claim for optional SUM coverage, which the injured 
party chose not to pursue. In the latter type of claim, 
only, the injured party is entitled to seek benefits upon the 
insolvency of the alleged tortfeasor’s insurer, and need 
not proceed against the PMV Fund.59

PART II. UNINSURED MOTORIST ISSUES

Self-Insurance
In Elrac, Inc. v. Exum,60 the Appellate Division rejected 
the contention of the UM carrier that since the accident 
occurred while the claimant was operating a motor vehi-
cle owned by his employer, a self-insured company, and 
was in the regular course of his employment, the exclu-
sivity provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Law 
precluded the claimant from arbitrating a claim against 
his employer. The court noted that “although petitioner 
is self-insured, it is required to provide uninsured motor-
ist benefits pursuant to Insurance Law § 3420(f)(1).” 
Thus, the court held that “[g]iven the public policy of 
this State requiring insurance against injury caused 
by an uninsured motorist, we find that a self-insured 
employer is required to provide mandatory uninsured 
motorist benefits to employees and that the Worker’s 
Compensation Law does not preclude the employee from 
filing such a claim against the employer.”61 

In affirming the First Department Decision and 
Order, the Court of Appeals held that “[a] self-insured 
employer whose employee is involved in an automo-
bile accident may be liable to that employee for unin-
sured motorist benefits, notwithstanding the exclusivity 
provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Law.”62 As 
explained by the Court, 

Workers’ Compensation Law § 11 says: “The liability of 
an employer [for workers’ compensation benefits] . . . 
shall be exclusive and in place of any other liabil-
ity whatsoever, to such employee, his or her personal 
representatives, spouses, parents, dependents, dis-
tributees, or any person otherwise entitled to recover 
damages, contribution or indemnity, at common law 
or otherwise, on account of such injury or death or 
liability arising therefrom.” Although the words “any 
other liability whatsoever” seem all-inclusive, there 
are cases – of which this is one – in which they cannot 
be taken literally. Specifically, the statute cannot be 
read to bar all suits to enforce contractual liabilities. 
If an employer agrees, as part of a contract with an 
employee, to provide life insurance or medical insur-

Direct Actions Against Insurers
The Third Department, in Symonds v. Progressive Ins. Co.,55 
held that Progressive, the plaintiff’s SUM carrier, lacked 
standing under New York law to seek a judgment, by 
way of a third-party action in the context of the plaintiff’s 
breach of contract action against it, against the purported 
insurer for the offending vehicle, declaring that its policy 
was in effect at the time of the accident. As explained by 
the court, 

[u]nder Insurance Law §3420(a)(2), a declaratory 
judgment action seeking a judgment declaring 
that the at-fault party’s insurance company was 
obligated to defend and indemnify its insured can 
only be commenced after the third party seeking the 
declaration obtains a judgment against the at-fault 
insured, and it has gone unpaid for 30 days (see Lang 
v. Hanover Ins. Co., 3 N.Y.3d 350, 354–355 [2004]; 
Sabatino v. Capco Trading, Inc., 27 A.D.3d 1019, 1021 
[2006]). Likewise, since defendant [Progressive], as 
plaintiffs’ subrogee, stands in the shoes of its subrogor 
and “is subject to any claims or defenses which may 
be raised against the subrogor” (Peerless Ins. Co. v. 
Michael Beshara, Inc., 75 A.D.3d 733, 735-736 [2010] 
[internal quotation marks and citation omitted]; See 
United States Fed. & Guar. Co. v. Smith Co., 46 N.Y.2d 
498, 504 [1979]), and since plaintiffs have not obtained 
a judgment against [the offending driver], defendant 
does not have standing to seek a declaratory judgment 
against [the offending driver’s] carrier. . . .56

Statute of Limitations
In Progressive Northeastern Ins. Co. v. Rogers,57 the insurer 
for the offending vehicle (Legion Insurance Company) 
was declared insolvent after the accident, and all claims 
against it were assumed by the New York Public Motor 
Vehicle Liability Security Fund (PMV Fund). After the 
injured party’s claim was denied by the PMV Fund, 
the injured party filed a claim for uninsured motorist 
benefits under the UM endorsement of her policy with 
Progressive. That claim was filed 12 years after the 
accident. 

While the parties agreed that the six-year statute of 
limitations for contract claims governed the proceeding 
to compel arbitration of the UM claim, they disagreed on 
the date on which the limitations period began to run.

The court noted that a claim under the UM endorse-
ment of an automobile insurance policy “accrues either 
when the accident occurred or when the allegedly offend-
ing vehicle thereafter becomes uninsured.” Where, as in 
this case, there was a 12-year period between the accident 
and the filing of the petition to compel arbitration, the 
burden was on the injured party to establish an accrual 
date later than the date of the accident. Here, the injured 
party met that burden with evidence that the PMV Fund 
did not deny coverage within the meaning of Ins. Law § 
3420(f)(1) until December 30, 2009. As explained by the 
court, “[w]here the alleged tortfeasor’s insurer becomes 
insolvent, the PMV Fund assumes the obligations of the 
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is not readily apparent, the insurer has a duty to 
promptly and diligently investigate the claim.68 

Similarly, in Fish King Enterprises v. Countrywide Ins. 
Co.,69 the court noted that “[t]he timeliness of an insurer’s 
disclaimer is measured from the point in time when the 
insurer first learns of the grounds for disclaimer of liability 
or denial of coverage,” and that “[a]n insurer who delays 
in giving written notice of disclaimer bears the burden 
of justifying the delay.”70 In this case, the insurer argued 
that after its receipt of the summons and complaint in 

the underlying action, an investigation was required to 
evaluate the full extent of the actions and the identity of 
all relevant parties. However, the proffered basis for the 
disclaimer was that the plaintiff in the underlying action 
was an employee of Fish King – a fact that was readily 
ascertainable from the face of the underlying complaint. 
Under these circumstances, the disclaimer, issued 49 days 
after receipt of that complaint, was held to be untimely as 
a matter of law.

In George Campbell Painting v. National Union Fire Ins. 
Co. of Pittsburgh, PA,71 the First Department declined to 
follow and expressly overruled its prior long-standing 
rule, set forth in DiGuglielmo v. Travelers Property Casualty,72 
wherein it had previously held that, notwithstanding the 
statutory language in Ins. Law § 3420(d) requiring a 
liability insurer to give written notice of disclaimer “as 
soon as is reasonably possible,” an insurer “is not required 
to disclaim on timeliness grounds before conducting 
a prompt, reasonable investigation into other possible 
grounds for disclaimer.”73 Based upon its reassessment 
of the statutory language and the decisions of the Court 
of Appeals interpreting it, and “dictated by fidelity to the 
plain language chosen by the Legislature, the teachings 
of our State’s highest court, and the policy considerations 
embodied in the law,”74 the court held – in agreement 
with prior decisions/law in the Second Department75 
– that “§ 3420(d) precludes an insurer from delaying 
issuance of a disclaimer on a ground that the insurer 
knows to be valid – here, late notice of the claim – while 
investigating other possible grounds for disclaiming.”76 
Thus, because the insurer in this case had sufficient 
information to disclaim coverage on the ground of late 
notice but did not issue a disclaimer on that ground until 
nearly four months later, that disclaimer was ineffective 
as a matter of law. The court further noted that once 
the insurer possessed all of the information it needed to 
determine that the plaintiffs, which sought coverage as 

ance, and breaches that contract, an action to recover 
damages for the breach would not be barred, though 
the action might literally be “on account of . . . injury 
or death.” An action against a self-insurer to enforce 
the liability recognized in [Allstate Ins. Co. v. ] Shaw 
[i.e., the liability of providing UM coverage] is, in 
our view, essentially contractual. The situation is as 
though the employer had written an insurance policy 
to itself, including the statutorily-required provision 
for uninsured motorist coverage. This action is there-
fore not barred by Workers’ Compensation Law § 11.63

Insurer’s Duty to Provide Prompt Written Notice 
of Denial or Disclaimer: Ins. Law § 3420(d) 
A vehicle is considered “uninsured” where it was, in 
fact, covered by an insurance policy at the time of the 
accident, but the insurer subsequently disclaimed or 
denied coverage.

In Loeffler v. Sirius America Ins. Co.,64 the court noted 
that “when an insurer disclaims coverage, the notice 
of disclaimer must promptly apprise the claimant with 
a high degree of specificity of the ground or grounds 
on which the disclaimer is predicated (Hazen v. Otsego 
Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 286 A.D.2d 708, 709, quoting General 
Accident Ins. Group v. Cirucci, 46 N.Y.2d 862, 864).”65 Since 
the disclaimer was based only on its insured’s failure 
to notify it of the claim, it was not effective against the 
injured party, who gave notice of the claim.

Moreover, the court rejected the defendant’s conten-
tion that the notice provided by the injured party did not 
need to be addressed in the disclaimer because it was ren-
dered superfluous by notice provided by certain entities 
claiming to be additional insureds under the policy. “The 
notice provided to the [insurer] by those entities of the 
plaintiff’s claim against them, arising out of the subject 
accident, did not operate to provide the defendant with 
notice of the plaintiff’s claim against [the insured].”66

In GPH Partners, LLC v. American Home Assurance Co.,67 
the court stated that 

timeliness of an insurer’s disclaimer is measured from 
the time when the insurer first learns of the grounds 
for disclaimer of liability or denial of coverage. Thus, 
where an insurer “becomes sufficiently aware of 
facts which would support a disclaimer,” the time 
to disclaim begins to run, and the insurer bears 
the burden of explaining any delay in disclaiming 
coverage. Where the basis for the disclaimer was, or 
should have been, readily apparent before the onset of 
the delay, the insurer’s explanation for its delay fails 
as a matter of law. Even where the basis for disclaimer 

A self-insured employer whose employee is involved in an 
automobile accident may be liable to that employee for uninsured 

motorist benefits, notwithstanding the exclusivity provisions 
of the Workers’ Compensation Law.
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reasonably possible” (Jetco, 1 N.Y.3d at 66 [emphasis 
supplied]). We decline to replace the Court of Appeals’ 
rule with a rule that measures the timeliness of a notice 
of disclaimer from the point in time when the insurer 
has completed its investigation of any and all possible 
grounds for rejecting the claim, regardless of when 
the insurer had sufficient knowledge to disclaim on 
the particular grounds relied upon . . . . Moreover, just 
as we would not permit the insured to delay giving 
the insurer notice of claim while investigating other 
possible sources of coverage, we should not permit 
the insurer to delay issuing a disclaimer on a known 
ground while investigating other possible grounds for 
avoiding liability. Any uncertainty as to the existence 
of coverage is irrelevant to the insurer’s ability to issue 
a timely disclaimer based on the insured’s breach of a 
condition precedent to coverage, such as late notice 

of claim, that is known to the insurer. As previously 
discussed, such a disclaimer will not preclude the 
insurer’s ability later to take the position that no 
coverage exists, should that prove to be the case.79

The First Department, in Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. NHT 
Owners LLC,80 held that a disclaimer based upon late 
notice of the occurrence, which was not issued by the 
insurer until 33 days after receipt of the late notice, was 
untimely as a matter of law.

The Second Department, in Alejandro v. Liberty Mutual 
Ins. Co.,81 held that a delay of 59 days in disclaiming, 
when the basis for disclaiming should have been readily 
apparent, was untimely as a matter of law.

In Nabutovsky v. Burlington Ins. Co.,82 the court held 
that a disclaimer of coverage made approximately 30 
days after receipt of notice of the occurrence was timely 
as a matter of law.

In USAA Casualty Co. v. Cook,83 the court upheld a 
disclaimer based upon an exclusion from coverage issued 
by the insurer 28 days after it received notice of the 
claimant’s intention to make a UM/UIM claim, rejecting 
the contention, inter alia, that the disclaimer was untimely.

In Huguens v. Village of Spring Valley,84 the court 
held that the delay in issuing the disclaimer was not 
unreasonable where the insurer “presented ample 
evidence demonstrating, as a matter of law, that the 
delay was reasonably related to a prompt, diligent, and 
necessary investigation it conducted into the question of 
whether the third-party plaintiff unduly and inexcusably 
delayed in providing it with notice of the lawsuit, in 
violation of the applicable insurance policy.”85

The First Department, in GPH Partners, LLC v. 
American Home Assurance Co.,86 noted that “[a] disclaimer 

additional insureds, had failed to give timely notice of the 
claim, as required by the policy, it “had no right to delay 
disclaiming on the late notice ground while it continued 
to investigate whether Plaintiffs were, in fact, additional 
insureds. . . .”77 As the court further explained, the plain 
language of Ins. Law § 3420(d) 

cannot be reconciled with allowing the insurer to 
delay disclaiming on a ground fully known to it until 
it has completed its investigation (however diligently 
conducted) into different, independent grounds for 
rejecting the claim. If the insurer knows of one ground 
for disclaiming liability, the issuance of a disclaimer 
on that ground without further delay is not placed 
beyond the scope of “reasonably possible” by the 
insurer’s ongoing investigation of the possibility that 
the insured may have breached other policy provisions, 

that the claim may fall within a policy exclusion, or (as 
here) that the person making the claim is not covered 
at all. Stated otherwise, the statute mandates that the 
disclaimer be issued, not “as soon as is reasonable,” 
but “as soon as is reasonably possible.”78

Finally, the court added that 

[t]o follow the DiGuglielmo rule would be in effect 
to permit an insurer to delay deciding whether to 
disclaim on grounds known to it while pursuing an 
investigation of other potential grounds for disclaiming 
liability or denying coverage. More than 40 years ago, 
however, the Court of Appeals specifically rejected an 
insurer’s argument that the statute (then codified as 
Insurance Law §167[8]) should be read to “requir[e] 
speed [in giving notice] once the decision to disclaim 
has been made . . . [but to] permit delay in making the 
decision” (Allstate Ins. Co. v. Gross, 27 N.Y.2d 263, 268 
[1970]). Thus, “[t]he literal language of th[e] statutory 
provision requires prompt notice of disclaimer after 
decision to do so, and by logical and practical extension, 
there is imported the obligation to reach the decision 
to disclaim liability or deny coverage promptly too, 
that is, within a reasonable time” (Payne and Wilson, 
New York Insurance Law §31:15, at 927 [31 West’s N.Y. 
Prac. Series 2010-2011], citing Gross. The proposition 
that an insurer is entitled to hold a known ground 
for disclaiming in reserve while investigating other 
grounds for rejecting the claim cannot be squared 
with Gross. . . . In view of the foregoing, adhering 
to the DiGuglielmo rule would be tantamount to 
deliberately setting aside the rule promulgated by 
the Court of Appeals (and flowing naturally from 
the language of the statute) that “once the insurer has 
sufficient knowledge of facts entitling it to disclaim, . . . it 
must notify the policyholder in writing as soon as is 

UM coverage is available to victims of accidents 
involving a “hit-and-run,” i.e., an unidentified vehicle 

that leaves the scene of the accident.
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her vehicle, and a Department of Motor Vehicles report 
signed by the claimant stating, inter alia, that her vehicle 
was struck from the rear, established that the subject 
accident was caused by physical contact with a hit-and-
run vehicle. Thus, the court reversed the trial court’s 
determination that there was no physical contact, as not 
supported by the record.

In State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v. Beddini,94 
the respondents were traveling on a Vespa motor scooter 
behind a pickup truck being operated by an unidentified 
driver. A large cardboard box flew off of the pickup truck 
and became lodged in the front wheel of the Vespa. This 
caused the respondents to be ejected from the Vespa and to 
sustain personal injuries. Because the cardboard box was 
not an integral part of the pickup truck, the court held that 
the respondent’s collision with the box did not constitute 
the type of physical contact required to impose uninsured 
motorist coverage.95 

In Travelers Property & Casualty Co. of America v. Mayen,96 
the court upheld the denial of the UM carrier’s petition to 
stay arbitration “since petitioner failed to meet its burden 
of proof that a hit and run accident did not occur.” The 
evidence adduced at a framed issue hearing demonstrated 
that the respondent was indeed involved in a hit-and-run 
accident. “Although the police accident report indicated 
that the respondent told the responding officer that the 
crash was the result of a blown out tire, the court reason-
ably attributed this statement to the fact that the respon-
dent was falling in and out of consciousness at the accident 
scene.”97

In Pagan v. MVAIC,98 MVAIC opposed a petition for 
leave to commence an action against it on the grounds that 
the petitioner failed to establish his compliance with the 
statutory requirement and condition precedent to qualify-
ing for benefits from MVAIC, that notice to a police, peace, 
or judicial officer of the subject accident be given within 24 
hours. In support of his contention that the alleged hit-and-
run accident occurred on July 27, 2007, and that he told the 
police of the accident on that date, the petitioner submit-
ted, inter alia, an affidavit stating that he was arrested at the 
accident scene based on eyewitness statements that he had 
been involved in a crime, and setting forth the criminal 
identification number and docket number arising from the 
arrest, as well as an EMS report, dated July 28, 2007, iden-
tifying him as a prisoner. The court held that this evidence 
only indicated that the accident may have occurred on 
July 27, 2007, and that the petitioner was in police custody 
on July 28, 2007, but did not contain any evidence that the 
police were actually told of the accident within 24 hours of 
its occurrence. Moreover, the court noted that the petition, 
the petitioner’s affidavit of no insurance, a DMV Accident 
report form, and the proposed Complaint against MVAIC 
all identified July 25, 2007, as the date of the accident. Thus, 
there was a question of fact as to whether the petitioner 
complied with the 24-hour notice requirement, which 
required an evidentiary hearing to resolve.

is unnecessary when a claim does not fall within the 
coverage terms of an insurance policy . . . [but] a 
timely disclaimer pursuant to Insurance Law § 3420(d) is 
required when a claim falls within the coverage terms but 
is denied based on a policy exclusion.”87 

And, in Progressive Northeastern Ins. Co. v. Farmers New 
Century Ins. Co.,88 the court noted that “an insurer will not 
be estopped from disclaiming coverage where, as here, it 
timely ‘reserve[d] its right to claim that the policy does not 
cover the situation at issue, while defending the action.’”89

Cancellation of Coverage 
One category of an “uninsured” motor vehicle is where 
the policy of insurance for the vehicle had been canceled 
prior to the accident. Generally speaking, in order to 
effectively cancel an owner’s policy of liability insurance, 
an insurer must strictly comply with the detailed and 
complex statutes, rules and regulations governing notices 
of cancellation and termination of insurance, which dif-
fer depending upon whether, for example, the vehicle at 
issue is a livery or private passenger vehicle, whether the 
policy was written under the Assigned Risk Plan, and/or 
was paid for under premium financing contract. 

In Global Liberty Ins. Co. v. Pelaez,90 the court noted that 
“Vehicle and Traffic Law § 313(1)(a) supplants an insur-
ance carrier’s common-law right to cancel a contract of 
insurance retroactively on the grounds of fraud or mis-
representation, and mandates that the cancellation of a 
contract pursuant to its provisions may only be effected 
prospectively.” This provision “places the burden on the 
insurer to discover any fraud before issuing the policy, 
or as soon as possible thereafter, and protects innocent 
third parties who may be injured due to the insured’s 
negligence.”91 Since, in this case, there was no evidence 
that the injured passengers in the insured’s vehicle par-
ticipated in the alleged fraud, the insurer was precluded 
from denying coverage to those claimants on the ground 
that the policy was fraudulently obtained.

Hit-and-Run
UM coverage is available to victims of accidents involving 
a “hit-and-run,” i.e., an unidentified vehicle that leaves 
the scene of the accident.

In Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. Vella,92 the court reminded 
that 

[p]hysical contact is a condition precedent to an 
arbitration based upon a hit-and-run accident 
involving an unidentified vehicle. “The insured has 
the burden of establishing that the contact occurred, 
that the identity of the owner and operator of the 
offending vehicle could not be ascertained, and that 
the insured’s efforts to ascertain such identity were 
reasonable.”93

In this case, the uncontroverted evidence adduced 
at the framed issue hearing, which consisted of the 
claimant’s testimony, two post-accident photographs of 
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doctor (malpractice), the amounts received from such 
defendants would not be included in the calculation of 
the offset or reduction in coverage. ■

1. 80 A.D.3d 1126 (3d Dep’t 2011).

2. Id. at 1127–28 (citations omitted).

3. 85 A.D.3d 1157 (2d Dep’t 2011), lv. to appeal denied, 18 N.Y.3d 803 (2012).

4. 88 A.D.3d 1053 (3d Dep’t 2011).

5. 89 A.D.3d 1401 (4th Dep’t 2011).

6. Id. at 1402 (citations omitted).

7. 84 A.D.3d 825 (2d Dep’t 2011).

8. Id. at 826 (citations omitted); see USAA Cas. Ins. Co. v Hughes, 35 A.D.3d 
486, 487 (2d Dep’t 2006); see also Gen. Acc. Ins. Grp. v Cirucci, 46 N.Y.2d 862, 
864 (1979); N.Y. Cent. Mut. Fire Ins. Co. v. Polyakov, 74 A.D.3d 820 (2d Dep’t 
2010); Utica Mut. Ins. Co. v Reid, 22 A.D.3d 127 (1st Dep’t 2005).

9. 16 N.Y.3d 349, 922 N.Y.S.2d 233 (2011).

10. Id. at 356 (emphasis added); see also Progressive Ne. Ins. Co. v. Vanderpool, 
85 A.D.3d 926 (2d Dep’t 2011) (“Here, from Vanderpool’s perspective, his 
encounter with Pullum’s vehicle was unexpected, unusual, and unforeseen. 
Consequently, whatever Pullum’s intent, the occurrence was an “accident” 
within the meaning of the SUM endorsement of Vanderpool’s policy”); 
Norman H. Dachs & Jonathan A. Dachs, Definition of “Accident” Undergoes 
Significant Change, N.Y.L.J., May 10, 2011, p. 3, col. 1. 

11. See Ciampa Estates, LLC v. Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y., 84 A.D.3d 511 (1st Dep’t 
2011); Courduff’s Oakwood Rd. Gardens & Landscaping Co., Inc. v. Merchants Mut. 
Ins. Co., 84 A.D.3d 717 (2d Dep’t 2011).

12. 90 A.D.3d 636 (2d Dep’t 2011).

13.  Id. at 636 (citations omitted); see also Columbia Univ. Press, Inc. v. Travelers 
Indem. Co. of Am., 89 A.D.3d 667 (2d Dep’t 2011).

14. See Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, PA v. Great Am. E & S Ins. Co., 86 
A.D.3d 425 (1st Dep’t 2011); Zimmerman v. Peerless Ins. Co., 85 A.D.3d 1021 (2d 
Dep’t 2011); Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. Alvarado, 84 A.D.3d 1354 (2d Dep’t 2011); 
Courduff’s Oakwood Rd. Gardens & Landscaping Co., Inc. v. Merchants Mut. Ins. 
Co., 84 A.D.3d 717 (2d Dep’t 2011); NGM Ins. Co. v. Haak, 81 A.D.3d 1458 (4th 
Dep’t 2011); Nabutovsky v. Burlington Ins. Co., 81 A.D.3d 615 (2d Dep’t 2011).

15. 88 A.D.3d 1053 (3d Dep’t 2011).

16. Id. at 1055 (citations omitted). See also Nabutovsky, 81 A.D.3d 615 (notice to 
the insurance broker for the insured did not constitute notice to the defendant 
insurer).

17. 90 A.D.3d 636.

18. Id. at 637; see also Tower Ins. Co. of N.Y. v. New Wok Hing Trading, Inc., 89 
A.D.3d 1079 (2d Dep’t 2011); Hanover Ins. Co. v. Prakin, 81 A.D.3d 778 (2d 
Dep’t 2011) (injured party failed to explain seven-month delay in notifying 
defendant’s insurer of the accident despite uncontroverted proof that they 
were informed of the existence of the policy).

19. 89 A.D.3d 1079 (2d Dep’t 2011).

20. 81 A.D.3d 1458 (4th Dep’t 2011).

21. Id. at 1459 (citations omitted).

22. Id. at 1459–50 (citation omitted).

23. 83 A.D.3d 1085 (2d Dep’t 2011).

24. 88 A.D.3d 1053 (3d Dep’t 2011).

25. Ins. Law § 3420(a)(5), as added by L. 2008, ch. 388, § 2 (eff. Jan. 17, 2009).

26. Waldron, 88 A.D.3d at 1054–55 (citations omitted).

27. 89 A.D.3d 725 (2d Dep’t 2011).

28. Id. at 726–27 (citations omitted); see also Columbia Univ. Press, Inc. v. 
Travelers Indem. Co. of Am., 89 A.D.3d 667 (2d Dep’t 2011).

29. 90 A.D.3d 532 (1st Dep’t 2011).

30. 88 A.D.3d 1053 (3d Dep’t 2011).

31. 81 A.D.3d 615 (2d Dep’t 2011).

32. 82 A.D.3d 632 (1st Dep’t 2011).

Actions Against MVAIC
In Williams v. MVAIC,99 the court held that although 
“police vehicles are exempted from the provisions of 
the MVAIC statute to the extent that otherwise eligible 
claimants are barred from filing a claim for injuries caused 
by the negligent operation of a police vehicle . . . , ‘the 
uninsured occupant of a police vehicle may file a claim 
with the MVAIC for injuries sustained in an accident 
caused by an uninsured motor vehicle.’”100 

PART III. UNDERINSURED MOTORIST ISSUES

Trigger of Coverage 
In AIU Ins. Co. v. Hibbert,101 the court held that where the 
host vehicle, in which multiple claimants were riding, 
and the tortfeasor’s vehicle had identical bodily injury 
liability limits of 25/50, the tortfeasor’s vehicle was 
not underinsured, and that payment by the tortfeasor’s 
insurer to another passenger in the host vehicle did not 
render the tortfeasor’s vehicle “underinsured” for the 
purpose of triggering the host vehicle’s SUM coverage 
“since the other passenger was also an ‘insured’ under 
the [host] policy and not an ‘other person.’”102 Thus, the 
tortfeasor’s policy limits were not reduced by payments 
made to any of the occupants of the host vehicle.103

Exhaustion of Underlying Limits
In Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. Walker,104 the court reminded 
that a claimant is not required to exhaust the coverage 
limits of all tortfeasors before being entitled to submit a 
SUM claim, provided that the claimant exhausts the full 
liability limits of at least one tortfeasor. 

Offset/Reduction in Coverage
The Second Department, in Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. 
v. Walker,105 held that while the claimant, who had 
a $100,000 SUM policy, settled with the vehicle that 
struck her for $25,000, and settled with Verizon, whose 
trucks were parked at the intersection where the 
accident occurred, for $650,000, no SUM recovery was 
possible because there was nothing to arbitrate – i.e., 
the cumulative total of the payments “received by the 
insured or the insured’s legal representative, from or on 
behalf of all insurers that may be legally liable for the 
bodily injury sustained by the insured,”106 effectively 
wiped out the SUM coverage.107

Note, however, that although in quoting the 
pertinent policy provision (Condition 6), the court 
omitted the pertinent words “the motor vehicle bodily 
injury liability insurance or bond payments,” it is clear 
that those words were important to the decision. The 
offset was applied to include the payments made by 
Verizon because those payments consisted of motor 
vehicle bodily injury insurance payments. If the second 
tortfeasor was something other than a motor vehicle 
tortfeasor, e.g., a municipality, a bar (Dram Shop), or a 
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To the Forum:
I am an attorney at a law firm with 
a large litigation practice. Obviously, 
this entails the exchange of numerous 
discovery demands between parties, 
including demands for a bill of 
particulars or interrogatories, and 
demands for discovery and inspection. 
In addition, my cases involve the 
scheduling of numerous depositions.

Because of the demands of a busy 
practice, opposing attorneys do not 
always respond timely to discovery 
requests issued by my firm. In 
addition, disputes arise between 
parties regarding what is discoverable 
and whether certain documents have 
to be produced. Parties also struggle 
with scheduling depositions when 
written discovery requests have not 
been honored. I have sometimes 
encountered attorneys who refuse to 
respond to requests for their client’s 
availability for deposition.

It is my understanding that attorneys 
are required to engage in good faith 
efforts prior to filing motions to compel 
discovery responses. However, I have 
received motions to compel from 
adversaries who have made little to no 
effort to confer with my office prior to 
filing their discovery motions. I have 
even received motions which include 
the obligatory affirmation of good faith 
efforts when no effort has been made 
by that party to speak with me about 
the allegedly outstanding discovery. 
In addition, I have often been in the 
position of making several attempts to 
contact opposing counsel with respect 
to outstanding discovery demands or 
a refusal to cooperate in deposition 
scheduling, without receiving any 
response. Phone calls and letters have 
gone unanswered.

Can the Forum please shed 
some light on what is required in 
order to fulfill the good faith efforts 
requirement prior to filing a discovery 
motion, including a motion to compel? 
What efforts are required prior to filing 
the motion by the party demanding 
compliance? How long must I wait 
before filing a motion to compel where 
opposing counsel is non-responsive 

to my efforts to communicate on this 
issue? Do lawyers have an ethical 
obligation to cooperate with each other 
during discovery?

Sincerely,
Undiscovered

Dear Undiscovered:
Unfortunately, we all have at least 
one case where counsel for the 
opposing party is non-responsive to 
discovery and refuses to return phone 
calls or respond to correspondence 
seeking compliance. Obviously, 
dealing with such an adversary can 
be quite frustrating. But in addition to 
frustration, such behavior also violates 
the Rules of Professional Conduct, 
including Rules 1.1, 1.3, 3.1 and 3.2.

Rule 1.1(c) provides that an attorney 
“shall not intentionally: (1) fail to seek 
the objectives of the client through 
reasonably available means permitted 
by law and these Rules; or (2) prejudice 
or damage the client during the 
course of the representation except as 
permitted or required by these Rules.” 
When an attorney fails to comply 
with discovery, whether by failing to 
respond to written discovery requests 
or requests to schedule depositions, 
the attorney exposes his or her client to 
a possible discovery motion, including 
sanctions and fees. Even if fees are 
not awarded to the party making the 
discovery motion, the non-responsive 
attorney will have prejudiced his or 
her client by incurring the legal fees for 
having to defend against a discovery 
motion which should have been 
unnecessary had the attorney merely 
responded to the opposing party’s 
good faith efforts to resolve the issue. 
Moreover, a failure to comply with 
discovery can also cause the attorney 
and his or her client to lose goodwill 
with the court. 

Rule 1.3(a) requires an attorney to 
“act with reasonable diligence and 
promptness in representing a client.” 
While attorneys generally think of 
this rule in terms of responding to 
client communications, an attorney’s 
failure to respond to correspondence, 
discovery requests and inquiries from 

ATTORNEY PROFESSIONALISM FORUM
opposing counsel demonstrates a lack 
of diligence in the representation and 
therefore implicates this rule.

Rule 3.1 deals with frivolous 
conduct, which includes conduct which 
is undertaken “to delay or prolong the 
resolution of litigation.” Similarly, Rule 
3.2 provides: “In representing a client, 
a lawyer shall not use means that have 
no substantial purpose other than to 
delay or prolong the proceeding or to 
cause needless expense.” An attorney’s 
deliberate refusal to cooperate during 
discovery, thereby delaying the 
resolution of the proceeding, violates 
both rules. Unfortunately, it is not 
always possible to determine whether 
an attorney is deliberately failing to 
respond.

When faced with unresponsive 
opposing counsel, it is important to 
document all efforts to obtain com-
pliance, both by phone and in writ-
ing, so that you can demonstrate that 
you made good faith efforts to obtain 
opposing counsel’s compliance. Cor-
respondence with opposing counsel 
should detail the issues; it should also 

The Attorney Professionalism Committee 
invites our readers to send in comments 
or alternate views to the responses 
printed below, as well as additional 
hypothetical fact patterns or scenarios to 
be considered for future columns. Send 
your comments or questions to: NYSBA, 
One Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207, Attn: 
Attorney Professionalism Forum, or by 
e-mail to journal@nysba.org. 

This column is made possible through 
the efforts of the NYSBA’s Committee on 
Attorney Professionalism. Fact patterns, 
names, characters and locations presented 
in this column are fictitious, and any resem-
blance to actual events or to actual persons, 
living or dead, is entirely coincidental. These 
columns are intended to stimulate thought 
and discussion on the subject of attorney 
professionalism. The views expressed are 
those of the authors, and not those of the 
Attorney Professionalism Committee or 
the NYSBA. They are not official opinions 
on ethical or professional matters, nor 
should they be cited as such.
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opposing counsel pursues a motion 
to compel despite diligent efforts, you 
can then argue that he or she failed 
to engage in the requisite good faith 
efforts to resolve the issue.

An attorney’s failure to respond 
to efforts to secure compliance with 
discovery not only violates several 
rules of professional conduct, it can 
lead to unnecessary costs and fees 
for motion practice on an issue which 
should be resolved. On the other hand, 
counsel seeking compliance also has an 
obligation to engage in diligent good 
faith efforts to resolve discovery issues 
prior to seeking court intervention. 

Sincerely, 
The Forum by
Jennifer Lewkowski, Esq., 

 Traub Lieberman Straus & 
Shrewsberry LLP 

Vincent J. Syracuse, Esq., 
 Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse 
& Hirschtritt LLP

QUESTION FOR THE NEXT 
ATTORNEY PROFESSIONALISM 

FORUM:

To the Forum:
I am a partner in a 10-person law 
firm and I regularly see prospective 
clients for initial consultations, which 
I provide at no charge. We do not take 
every case presented to us. When we 
decline a representation, do we have 
a duty to provide a no-engagement 
letter or to warn the person about 
statutes of limitations that may apply 
to his or her case? What is our risk 
of malpractice exposure if we decline 
a representation although the person 
did have a viable claim and, if the 
person later pursues it on his or her 
own, finds that the claim is time-
barred? Finally, if a prospective client 
provides me or one of my partners 
with confidential information during 
that initial consultation and I do not 
take the case, am I obligated to keep 
the person’s confidential information 
confidential, and can information 
acquired that way create a conflict that 
would prohibit me from taking some 

Synagogue v. Schueule Paint Co., 30 
A.D.3d 1055, 1057 (4th Dep’t 2006). 
Courts generally require a showing 
that a diligent effort was made to 
resolve the dispute prior to seeking 
court intervention. See Baez v. Sugrue, 
300 A.D.2d 519 (2d Dep’t 2002). This 
effort includes actual communication 
between the parties. Natoli v. Milazzo, 
65 A.D.3d 1309 (2d Dep’t 2009). 

While there is no fixed time frame 
before the party seeking compliance 
can make a discovery motion, a good 
faith effort to obtain compliance 
should require more than simply one 
letter or phone call. It is important 
that opposing counsel be afforded a 
reasonable opportunity to respond 
before any discovery motion is filed. 
Your communication with opposing 
counsel should also set forth a date 
by which you expect a response or 
compliance. 

In our experience, discovery motions 
can be avoided if attorneys have the 
courtesy to respond to voicemail mes-
sages and correspondence seeking 
compliance. A continued refusal to 
respond to the opposing party’s efforts 
to resolve an issue, whether deliberate 
or inadvertent, may cause unneces-
sary rancor between the parties which 
could have been avoided. Attorneys 
routinely encounter situations where, 
due to the demands of a busy practice, 
they cannot always provide meaning-
ful responses to correspondence or 
messages as quickly as they would 
like. When this occurs, the best practice 
is for counsel to acknowledge receipt 
of the communication by a quick email 
or voicemail message to the party seek-
ing compliance. This acknowledge-
ment should state that counsel is oth-
erwise engaged and unable to respond 
fully at this time and should set forth a 
time by which he or she will provide a 
meaningful response. Even a voicemail 
from a secretary or another attorney at 
the firm notifying opposing counsel 
that you have received the message but 
are out of the office or on trial, can go a 
long way toward preventing an unnec-
essary motion to compel and preserv-
ing a cordial relationship between the 
parties. Moreover, in the event that 

advise the adversary that you intend 
to seek court intervention based on 
continued non-compliance. 

Opposing counsel may not respond 
to good faith efforts to obtain compli-
ance, thereby necessitating a motion 
to compel discovery responses or for 
other relief, such as preclusion or strik-
ing pleadings. In the event you must 
seek court intervention, you must 
demonstrate that you engaged in good 
faith efforts to secure the opposing 
party’s compliance prior to submitting 
the motion. Pursuant to 22 N.Y.C.R.R. 
§ 202.7(a), any motion “relating to 
disclosure or to a bill of particulars” 
must include an affirmation by coun-
sel noting “that counsel has conferred 
with counsel for the opposing party in 
a good faith effort to resolve the issues 
raised by the motion.” Section 202.7(c) 
requires that the affirmation “indi-
cate the time, place and nature of the 
consultation and the issues discussed 
and any resolutions, or shall indicate 
good cause why no such conferral 
with counsel for opposing parties was 
held.” Courts strictly construe this 
requirement, and have routinely held 
that discovery motions which did not 
include the requisite good faith affir-
mation must be denied. 148 Magnolia, 
LLC v. Merrimack Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 62 
A.D.3d 486 (1st Dep’t 2009); Molyneux 
v. City of New York, 64 A.D.3d 406 (1st 
Dep’t 2009); Cerreta v. New Jersey Transit 
Corp., 251 A.D.2d 190 (1st Dep’t 1998); 
Barnes v. Nynex, Inc., 274 A.D.2d 368; 
711 N.Y.S.2d 893 (2d Dep’t 2000). 

Courts have also held that it is not 
enough simply to state that counsel 
engaged in good faith efforts to secure 
an adversary’s compliance. The First 
Department has held that a motion for 
sanctions based on an opposing party’s 
lack of compliance with discovery was 
properly denied where the affirmation 
of good faith “failed to detail the good 
faith effort to resolve the discovery 
disputes.” Reyes v. Riverside Park 
Community (Stage I), Inc., 47 A.D.3d 
599 (1st Dep’t 2008). In this regard, an 
affirmation of good faith is considered 
deficient where it fails to comply with 
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.7(c). 148 Magnolia, 
62 A.D.3d at 487 (quoting Amherst CONTINUED ON PAGE 60
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Task Force’s work, which will serve as 
an useful resource as we participate in 
this debate at the national level.

Legislative Efforts
Last year, we were proud to play 
an important role in the successful 
campaign for marriage equality in 
New York State, and to take part in 
the advocacy effort that led to the 
passage of Governor Cuomo’s 
government ethics reform bill. We 
are maintaining that momentum, 
and our efforts this legislative session 
include work on a comprehensive 
package of reforms that would help 

In light of the thoughtful treatment 
of the subject by the Commission on 
Ethics 20/20, we recently implemented 
a State Bar Task Force charged with 
re-examining our Association’s 
position on non-lawyer ownership, 
to formulate a response to the 
Commission’s discussion paper. The 
Task Force, led by immediate past 
president Stephen P. Younger, has been 
charged with evaluating our position 
with an eye toward protecting the 
core values of our profession. I look 
forward to receiving the results of the 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Repeal of Expanded Estate Recovery, 
Retention of “Spousal Refusal”

The repeal of an expanded definition of “estate” in Medicaid 
recovery cases was a top priority of the Association this year. “A 
2011 change in the definition of estate would have placed undue 
financial and legal obstacles on the resolution of an estate,” said 
President Vincent E. Doyle III of Buffalo. 

The expanded Medicaid recovery law gave the state expanded 
powers to recover assets from the estate of a Medicaid recipient. 
It also broadened the definition of “estate” to include “any other 
property in which the individual has any legal title or interest at the 
time of death,” including jointly held property, retained life estates 
and interests in trusts. The law took effect April 1, 2011, but it was 
never fully implemented. 

Had it not been repealed, the 2011 measure would have caused 
confusion over well-established legal rights and triggered lawsuits 
over the rightful ownership of the real property and other assets of 
an estate.

“This victory came about through no small effort by the Elder 
Law, Real Property Law, and Trusts & Estates Law sections of the Bar 
Association,” Doyle said. “Through their persistence, dedication and 
keen analysis, they persuaded policymakers to repeal the measure.”

The Legislature also rejected a proposal to eliminate the “spousal 
refusal” provision of the state Medicaid program, which Governor 
Cuomo had proposed as a cost-saving measure, retroactive to April 
2011. The proposal would have established eligibility for Medicaid 
home care services based on the financial resources of both spouses.

“The removal of this vital protection might have forced elderly 
couples to divorce or separate just to maintain their homes and 
quality of life,” said Doyle. “We are pleased to see that common 
sense and compassion prevailed.”

to prevent wrongful convictions. 
We have been urging lawmakers to 
pass a series of other measures in 
addition to DNA database expansion, 
including videotaping interrogations, 
improving police lineups to achieve 
more accurate eyewitness testimony, 
requiring prosecutors to turn over 
more exculpatory evidence, and 
allowing defendants to obtain DNA 
evidence even after they have pleaded 
guilty. Wrongful convictions are an 
unacceptable affront to our justice 
system, and these reforms could 
provide important tools to prevent 
the incarceration of innocent parties 
while also serving an important crime-
fighting function.

Improving the Practice of Law
In addition to all of these initiatives, 
we are also focused on improving 
the practice of law in New York State. 
Earlier this year, we released our first 
mobile app – the NYSBA Mobile Ethics 
App features the full database of all 
of our ethics opinions, from 1964 to 
the present. The app allows you to 
search the database of opinions by 
keyword, category or opinion number, 
and makes them available on your 
phone even when you are offline. This 
is just the first of a suite of apps that 
are in development, and we hope that 
you find it to be a convenient and 
helpful resource. 

We also launched eLAP, the first 
online Lawyer Assistance Program 
resource featuring thousands of articles 
on mental health topics, assessments 
and self-help modules and offering 
direct electronic communication with 
a lawyer assistance professional. This 
allows attorneys to access helpful 
resources from the comfort and 
privacy of their homes, in a completely 
secure and confidential online format. 
The eLAP site has already made 
help available to attorneys in need of 
support. If you or someone you know 
is facing challenges related to stress, 
mental health issues or substance 
abuse, I encourage you to explore the 
eLAP website, which is available at 
www.nysba.org/elap; use the access 
code: NYLAP.
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A Team Effort
All of this tremendous work was 
made possible by a great team of 
officers, volunteer lawyers and staff. 
It has been a pleasure to work with 
President-elect Seymour W. James, Jr., 
Treasurer Claire Gutekunst and Sec-
retary David Miranda. We have also 
received excellent support and assis-
tance from the State Bar’s staff under 
the outstanding leadership of Execu-
tive Director Patricia K. Bucklin. Most 
importantly, all of this work is driven 

by and relies upon the extraordinary 
volunteer efforts of our attorney mem-
bers, who give so generously of their 
time, talent and energy to accomplish 
all this important work. I would like 
to thank each and every one of our 
members who played a role in making 
this past year such a success and urge 
everyone to become more involved 
with this Association’s work, so that 
our successes will continue for years 
to come.

I am also extremely grateful for 
the support and understanding of my 
partners and colleagues at Connors & 
Vilardo. I would also like to thank my 
wife, Kerry, and my children Aidan, 
Blaise and Isabella. I have many fond 
childhood memories of accompanying 
my father to State Bar functions, and 
I am glad that my children have been 
able to share that experience as well, to 
get to know the family of lawyers that 
makes up our Association. ■

N E W  Y O R K  S T A T E  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N

Lawyer Referral and 
Information Service
Interested in expanding 
your client base?

Why Join?
> Expand your client base      > Benefit from our marketing strategies      > Increase your bottom line

Overview of the Program
The New York State Bar Association Lawyer Referral and Information Service (LRIS) has been in existence since 
1981. Our service provides referrals to attorneys like you in 44 counties (check our website for a list of the 
eligible counties). Lawyers who are members of LRIS pay an annual fee of $75 ($125 for non-NYSBA members). 
Proof of malpractice insurance in the minimum amount of $100,000 is required of all participants. If you are 
retained by a referred client, you are required to pay LRIS a referral fee of 10% for any case fee of $500 or 
more. For additional information, visit www.nysba.org/joinlr.

Sign me up
Download the LRIS application at www.nysba.org/joinlr or call 1.800.342.3661 or e-mail lr@nysba.org to have 
an application sent to you.

Give us a call! Give us a call! 
800.342.3661800.342.3661

Join the Lawyer Referral & Information Service
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NEW MEMBERS WELCOMED
FIRST DISTRICT
Daniel M. Aires
Peter J. Alfano
Samina Shan Ali
Christopher Gregory Arko
Katharine Barry
Jarret William Berg
Lauren Grace Bernard
Zachary Daniel Blumenthal
Kelly Ann Bonner
Karen Boutros
Desiree E. Busching
James Averitt Buttry
Marisa Kristin Cabrera
Jessica D. Cameron
Charles Edward Carey
John Crosby Carroll
Kathy Huna Chang
William Kuo Chang
Matthew L. Charles
Roshni Chaudhari
Hilary Christian
Maria Cilenti
James Clair
Justine Marie Clark
Karina Clarke
Lisa Collier
Matthew John Cursio
Jamison Michael Isaac Davies
Eva Marijke De Grauw
Heta Arundev Desai
Alexis Diaz
Christine M. Dicrocco
Sean Dennis Dugan
Jason Durschlag
Denis Joseph Dwyer
John J. Eagan
Matthew Thomas Farrell
Daniela Feibusch
Alison Fenton-Willock
Katherine Letitia Fields
Eric Fishman
Dolya S. Fleck
Jeremy Bradford Francis
Sansan Symone Fung
Christopher Bradley 

Gallagher
Vasilios Georgiou
Lisa Ann Giunta
Steven H. Goldberg
Craig Michael Goldwasser
Katherine Gotelaere
Shawn Grover
Andrew Haber
Chad T. Harlan
Devin J. Heckman
Melissa D. Hill
Rachel Dara Hisler
Jesse Hoberman-Kelly
Douglas Hertlin Hoffmann
Joe Hurtado
Mikhail Izrailev
Jasmine Alicia James
Matthew Hodgdon Jasilli
JooYun Kim
Daniel Korenstein
Jeffrey Steven Kramer
Nitya Kumar
Erica Kyzmir

Daniel S. Lee
Leia Diana Lefay
Xianming Lei
Barton Paul Levine
Caroline Ling
Caroline Malka
Ottavio Vincenzo Mannarino
Gunnar K. Martz
Virginia Eileen McDonald
Jin McElwain
James B. McInturff
Daniel Edward Scha Merker
Michael Stanley Nacmias
Mary Kathryn Nagle
Glenn William Nick
Jessica Oliva
Kimberly W. Ong
Niel Kwadwo Osei
Andrew Galway Owen
Michael Ross Patrone
Alicia Marie Perez
Valerie Portillo
Laura Cheryl Prager
Stephanie Ann Prince
Samuel Raymond
Mina Sophia Reiman
Emily Rottier
Stephanie Ruth Rudolph
Andrew Ross Samuels
Elina Saviharju
Benjamin Stephen Savitsky
Evan Robert Schnittman
Jacob Scott Segall
Suemyra Ayeesha Shah
William J. Shepard
Katherine Mary Rose 

Sheridan
Andrew Michael Shogan
Andrew Silver
Joshua Smith
Melanie Mary Speight
Katherine Anastasia Stefanou
Anthony Sun
Megan Teesdale
Olivia Drusilla Thorndon
Patrick Christopher Toomey
Uzay Topuz
Benjamin John Traverse
Megan Vasios
Alisa Waxman
Anthony Edward Wehrs
Andrew Douglas Weitz
Camele-Ann Dalkaye White
Lawrence Elliot Winegrad
Julie Beth Wlodinguer
Daisuke Yuki

SECOND DISTRICT
William Baney
Heather M. Barney
Vlad Bendersky
Cheryl-Lyn Bentley
Sherif Bishara
Brian Matthew Budnick
Ashley Carter
Kristina Maryann Cerrone
Carina Cilluffo
Yvette Leah Creightney
Melvin C. Dalere
Matthew DellaBetta

Christina Mary Dieckmann
Marc P. DiMatteo
Angel Francine Dipietro
Stephanie Nicole 

Duff-O’Bryan
Raul Andres Garron
Alexander Golant
Alberto Moises Gonzalez
Randolph Warren Hall
Pavan Kumar Hari
Nyasa Lisa Hickey
Michael Francis Higgins
Ashley Jean Hintz
Vrinda Jagan
Matthew B. Kauget
Elizabeth Shira Kilstein
Eva Korol
Lauren Ng Lee
Mark Levin
Shari Sura Levy
Jessenia Maldonado
Justin Lee Marrus
Danielle J. Moss
Emily Blair Nagrotsky
Anders Shelton Nelson
Ayana Nkenge Partee
Christopher Paul Perks
Daniel Rabaev
Joanne Marie Reece
Danielle Regis
Samantha Jane Reid
Justin Robert Romano
Rachel Suzanne Roseman
Nethaniel Rosenberg
Stephen Brett Sandover
Ilana Michelle Seidman
Angad Singh
Binyomin Travis
Amanda Clare Venturi
Elizabeth Nora Verillo
Alexis Mary Vigilante
Joel Naim Yacoob
Mark Young
Steven Ross Yuniver

THIRD DISTRICT
Corey Argust
Ryan Artis
Joshua Brody
Joseph Brucato
Matthew D. Cabral
Michael J. Carroll
Charles E. Gary
Lela Gray
Roman Griffith
Richard M. Karo
Nicholas O’Rourke
Timothy Payne
Andrew D. Rikard
Joseph T. Ristau
Jesse Shepherd Sommer
Jason St. James
Matthew Waite
Kristian Ziegler

FOURTH DISTRICT
Chana Anolick
Mary E. Kissane
Samantha E. Koolen
Richard R. Wissler

FIFTH DISTRICT
Michael R. Daum
Lesley Carder Germanow
Justin D. Howland
Ashley Megan Kaplan
Andrew Koldin
Melisa Moonan
Aaron Schiffrik
Carl L. Schmidt
Jill Fadia Spielmann
Robert J. Thorpe

SIXTH DISTRICT
Andrew Bailey
Jessica L. Cambridge
Veronica Coletti
Albert Fang
Brad Helmetsie
Jeremy Hourihan
Isaac Donald Lindbloom
Ryan E. Manley
Maeve McCarthy
Stephen Ramsey
Nichole Smith

SEVENTH DISTRICT
Ali Benchakroun
Phillip Borrelli
Brian Conlon
Jarrel Delottinville
Shelby George
Damien M. Hallatt
Erin Marisa Hammond
Janet Horne
Meghan K. McGuire
David R. Morabito
Shaun Carter Morrison
Erinn Prestidge
Christine Barbara Seppeler
Cory Patrick Steckler
Raha Torabi
Nicole S. Twardzik
Marcy Wehling

EIGHTH DISTRICT
Aaron Jacob Aisen
Emily Grace Catalano
Joanna J. Chen
Leah Costanzo
Douglas J. Curella
Michael A. Donlon
Kristie DuRei
Thomas J. Fennell
Kathleen Feroleto
Patrick Fitzgerald
Jennifer Hilburger
Michael Hilburger
Jesslyn Holbrook
Heidi I. Jones
James Kalec
Matthew C. Laufer
Chanel Paulette Maddigan
Sean Robert McDermott
Lindsay Marie McKenna
Catherine Barbara 

McPherson
Daniel J. Michalek
Nicole Middleton
Joseph Stephen Montagnola
Erica M. Moore
Richard J. Morrisroe

John A. Mosychuk
Jack John Niejadlik
Matthew Palmieri
Katie Lynn Renda
Joel Rubin
Amil Sarfraz
Amanda M. Scarnati
Scott H. Silverberg
William J. Simon
Sean Richard Sterling
Natalie Munoz Stutz
Michael Joseph Tedesco
Kimberly Thrun
Christopher J. Tyrpak
Christine Vogel
Clayton Waterman
Kenneth E. Webster
Melissa Dorothy Wischerath

NINTH DISTRICT
Dayna M. Adamek
Yaa Boatemma Anyane-yeboa
Dana A. Cates
Christopher Slocum Clark
Christopher George Covucci
Marcos Fernandez
Daniel Harvey
David Carl Hymen
Zachary H. Klein
Patrice J. Koeneke
Graciela Langone
Courtney Elizabeth 

McGowan
Nancy Y. Morgan
Jack Dempsey Mullen
Jill K. Sanders
Steven David Schwartzman
Amir B. Shmueli
Richard Craig Solow
Thaddeus S. Stringer
Cara Ann Whalen
Jeffrey Winston
William W. Youngman

TENTH DISTRICT
Amy Elizabeth 

Abbandondelo
Michael Alliance
Bryan Louis Arbeit
Michelle Ann Bholan
Michael Joseph Buccino
Sean Patrick Burke
Teresa Butler
Patrick Joseph Carney
Jennifer Chen-Tran
Anita Babette Douglas
Rebecca Marcella Ebbecke
Melissa Lauren Edwards
Edward Albert Flood
Michael Geeraerts
Nicole C. Glenn
Steven Goodstadt
Eric Ross Greenberg
John A. Gresham
Ashley Hall
William Harvey
Jennifer Lynn Hernandez
Eric Juergens
Scott Daniel Kagan
Akshara Kannan
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Andrew Philip Kates
Steven Andrew Kotchek
Daniel J. Larose
Lauren Victoria Lieberman
Melissa Ann Lockhart
Stephanie Marie Mazzotta
Ryan McMahon
Timohty Ignatius McNulty
Colin Joseph McSherry
Meghan Maureen Moroney
Kittric Motz
Stacey Nigro
Crystal Sherell Pannell
John Papadopoulos
Giuseppe Beniamino Parise
Serge M. Pierre
Brian David Prushik
Hillary Reinharz
Timothy Michael Riselvato
Elisa Strassler Rosenthal
Michael Adam Schulman
Angelito R. Sevilla
Wesley David Sheldon
Martha Dixon Shepard
Scott Hyun Shin
Natalie Socorro
Alyssa Heather Solarsh
John Charles Stellakis
James J. Symancyk
Jadwiga Szajner
Takami Takasu
Megan Marie Tomlin
Justin Adam Touretz
Jeffrey Howard Weinberger
Doreen Yiqiao Xia
Gregory Stephen Zak

ELEVENTH DISTRICT
Elena Ahn
Emin Akopyan
Nicole Renae Broussard
Michael Cataliotti
Xiao Di Chen
Pamela Jean Cullington
Renee Jennifer Diakun
Bita Goldman
Sandra Hornberger
Kamil Karczmarczyk
Jordan Kirshner
John Baptist Latella
Hyein Lee
Merium Sajjad Malik
Damien O’Hara Maree
Charity Evangeline Nelson 

Abdi
Joseph Porretto
Eva Danielle Stein
Sarah Marie Stepanek
Nada Torabi
Michael Vanunu
Bradley Michael Wanner
Jack Tsung-Ta Yang
Adrienne Marie Yasunaga

TWELFTH DISTRICT
Christopher Bouriat
Dylan Heaton Gordon
Meghan Alice Horton
Stephen Iannacone
Bess Louise Stiffelman

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT
Samantha Canterino
Adam Brian Cohen
Jason Ginsberg
Mario Francis Mattei
Christina Marie Parello
Melanie Lauren Scotto

OUT OF STATE
Stephanie Ackerman
Gwendolyn L. Adrion
Ryan Aggergaard
Mohammed Ahmad
Aimee Albright
Courtney Alvarez
Sharon Amobi
Sofia Arguello
Michelle Argueta
Adam C. Arnold
Christopher W. Audet
Leigh Bagarazzi
Sue J. Bai
Anthony Gerard Bajorek
Noel Barnes
Jason Belzer
Rose Victoria Berardi-

McKenna
Hali Berber
Jeremy Birch
Matthew Bobb
Justin Bonus
Erica Bosio
Ashley Boutte
Stephen Bowne
Sylvia L. Breitowich
Kasmira Brough
Lisa E. Brown
Rick L. Brunner
Joon Ho Bu
Miriam McEvoy Burke
Hannah Burrows
Martin Cabalar
Howard Cabaot
Jennifer Cadillo
Corey Anne Calabrese
Erin Callahan
Rosa Louise Campbell
Patricia Carbone
Charlie Carrillo
Benjamin John Carter
Renata Sarur Casillas
Yikkan Chan
Beverly Chang
Chanson Chang
Richard Y. Chasney
Coralie Chaufour
Cheryl Cheung
Tamilia Lia Chiu
Sungil Cho
Brian Wonil Choi
In Young Choi
Sungdo Choi
Sunghwan Choi
Yun Kyung Choi
Won Hee Chough
Elaina K. Christakis
Marisa Christensen
Thomas M. Cioce
Nicholas Clark

Shaylyn Cochran
Michael Coco
Danielle E. Cohen
Fred L. Cohen
Ryan D. Cole
Rashad Collins
Sarah Comeau
Nabela Conte
Mikka Gee Conway
Joshua Cooley
James Cormie
Brooke Daley
Spencer Daly
Anouk Danan
Maria E. De La Garza
Timothy DeBruyne
Jessica Anne Deihl
Judith Del Cuadro-

Zimmerman
Ciaran Sean Delargy
Geeta Dharmappa
Elizabeth a. DiMarco
Christopher Paul Dinkel
Jeremy Dixon
Thomas Paul Dodwell
Laura Drummond
Claire Duffy
Ryan Dunmire
Annie Dwight
Santiago Chehani Anuka 

Ekaratne
Mohamed Ahmed El 

Ghabbari
Gail Dowyn Ellington
Caroline Erol
Bryan Evans
Sarah Mercer Farham
Juan Fernandez-Barquin
Owyn Fischer

Jeremy Fisher
Emer Ann Fitzhenry
Denise Foley
Friederike Fronius
Austin A. Frye
Tomoyoshi Furuleawa
Daniel Gagliardi
Amita Gandhi
Michael Gavigan
Daniel G. Giaquinto
Kathleen Ginder
Andrea Gleasure
Kimberly Goins
Amy Michelle Goldlust
Louis Brett Goldman
Regina Goldman
Darren Goodman
Noah Grabisch
Robert Grad
Jennifer N. Graham
Kelly Lynn Graziano
Jacqueline Greene
Elana Greenway
Joseph Gridley
Caitlin Gritt
Nicole Grzeskowiak
Matthew Gutierrez
Hanna B. Haddad
Ryan Hagain
Deborah Ann Halturewicz
Bing Han
Sean Handler
Milli Hansen
John R. Harney
Adam Harper
Peter T. Hauck
Amanda Hedrick
Elizabeth Hennigan
Brad Henry

Colleen Hibbert
Taylor Hicks
Shawn Higgins
Elin Hofverberg
Nathan Howe
Bo Huang
David Huang
Alexandrine Huck-Ananou
Keith F. Huffman
Itrat Zehra Hussain
Ashley Hutto-schultz
Okeroghene Pearl Ighoyivwi
Jeremiah Chika Ike
Stephanie Imbornone
Patreka Iphill
Linda Irerua
Jennifer Elaine Isaias
Emily James
Siddharth Jhans
Vijay Bhawani Jhinga
Gregory Johnson
Liam Jones
Jae Wen Joo
Steven Joseph
Hyun Jin Jun
Anita Sue Jwa
Michael Kabat
Yoojin Kang
Natasa Karambatsos
Justin Kasprisn
Jennifer Keane
Jonathan Kelly
Ian Kennedy
Andrew Keutmann
Sarbpreet Simon Khinda
Anita D. Khushalani
Paul Wesley Killian
Hyungtae Kim
Sungmin Kim

In Memoriam
Philip Barash

Point Lookout, NY

William P. Barbeosch
New York, NY

Andrew J. Dipaola
Glen Cove, NY

Muriel T. Dorff
West Babylon, NY

Joseph A. Fischette
Rochester, NY

James T. Gerardi
East Northport, NY

Mark Goodman
Granite Springs, NY

Stephen J. Grifferty
Latham, NY

Lanny A. Horwitz
Jupiter, FL

Margit M. Karollus
Linz, Austria

Don Isaac Levy
Fayetteville, NY

Euclid F. Maggiani
Flushing, NY

Charles E. Mann
Woodmere, NY

James C. Oster
Wilmington, NC

Roy D. Pinsky
Syracuse, NY

Vincent L. Prandi
Fort Mill, SC

John Sciortino
Rochester, NY

Harvey E. Soicher
Garden City, NY

Arbie R. Thalacker
New York, NY
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Foundation Memorials

A fitting and lasting tribute to a 
deceased lawyer can be made 

through a memor ial contribution to The 
New York Bar Foundation. This highly 
appropriate and meaningful gesture on 
the part of friends and associates will 
be felt and appreciated by the family of 
the deceased.

Contributions may be made to The 
New York Bar Foundation, One Elk 
Street, Albany, New York 12207, stating 
in whose memory it is made. An officer 
of the Foundation will notify the family 
that a contribution has been made and 
by whom, although the amount of the 
contribution will not be specified.

All lawyers in whose name contri-
butions are made will be listed in a 
Foundation Memorial Book main-
tained at the New York State Bar Center 
in Albany. In addition, the names of 
deceased members in whose memory 
bequests or contributions in the sum 
of $1,000 or more are made will be per-
manently inscribed on a bronze plaque 
mounted in the Memorial Hall facing the 
handsome courtyard at the Bar Center.

Lisa Anne Kinsella
Kate Kountzman
Victoria Kryzsiak
Daniel Edwar Kwak
Margot Lacoste
Jemma Lalwani
Elena Larkin
Elizabeth Godofsky Leavy
Amanda Jayne Lee
Jee Eun Lee
Kerri Lee
Peng Yao Lee
Andrew Lennon
Jacqueline Leonard
Jennifer M. Levanchy
Xinjun Li
Yuandi Li
Michael Lieberman
Doris S. Lin
Johnathan Lindsey
Aaron Lipton
Shucong Liu
Yumin Liu
Catherine Longkumer
Paulo Lopes
Omar A. Lopez
Harold A. Lorman
Kalina R. Lovell
Diem-Mi Lu
Erik Bryan Lundin
Jing Xiong Luo
Xuan Luo
Olivia Lynch
Bennie J. Mackey
Shane Maguire
Savail Majid
Lubna R. Malik
Meghan Marcelo
Pedro Angel Martinez
Hollie Marx
Sarah Marie Mathews
Jason McCumber
Melanie McDonald
Donnelly McDowell
Brigette Geraldine McGrath
Maeve McKeane
George Gerard Mealy
Eric Meehan
Maryam Meseha
Erin Michael
Noura Michelle
Jacqueline Elizabeth Miller
Jenna L. Miller
Nicholas Misek
Peter Mitchell
Kathryn Ann Molchan
Miquel A. Molina
Bradley Wilson Moore
Shanna C. Moore
Huma Muhaddisoglu
Susan Mulholland
Christine Mundia
Dennis Richard Mundy
Victoria E. Munian
John Lloyd Murphy
Mohamed Riaz Musani
Meghan Musso
Mythili Nadella
Sonalee Naik

Kaom Nakamura
Hideyuki Nakayama
Samuel August Neff
Naree Nelson
Carla M. O’Donnell
Sean Michael O’Hara
Muireann O’Keeffe
Steve D. O’Meally
Peter O’Neil
Akalhi C. Ojimgba
Sergey Okoev
Jessie Ol
Stephen Ifeanyi Orubor
Yihuan Ou
Paulo Palugod
Joseph Palumbo
Michael Paragano
Bumsoo Park
Jaein Park
Jenny E. Park
Kathleen Farrell Parsons
Angira Patel
Joshua Pease
Heyue Peng
Juan Pablo Penuela-Velez
Megan Peolquin
Desmonae G. Perry
Jillian Piccione
Loren W. Pincus
Stephen Franklin Pinson
Arian Pirayesh
Milena Portillo
Laura Jane Priddle
Rose Giovannina Proto
Matthew M. Pustay
Kristen Quigley
Austin Randazzo
Max E. Rawn
Karmella Ressler
Robert Scott Rewak
Soh Young Rhee
Amara Michelle Riley
Rebecca Rittenhouse
Abraham Samuel Robinson
Sal Roccaro
Fabian Roday
Jillian L. Romaniello
Daniel Rosenthal
Jennifer C. Rota
John Andrew Rubino
Shannon Rushing
Thomas Ryan
Dustin Saldarriaga
Jennifer Ann Santiago
John O’Hara Sawyko
Rebecca Scholtz
Stephanie Schuster-Lezell
Allison Jolie Schwarz
Michelle Seo
Dean Shaffer
Kunal Shah
Sapana Shah
Sonali Shahi
Evan Sheets
Jacob Shwergold
Kirill Skopchevskiy
Jeffrey A. Slavin
Lucia Smalikova
Aaron Burton Smith

Anik K. Sood
Matthew Starr
Deborah S. Stern
Kristen Marie Stewart
Christina Stivaly
Alissa Stockage
John R. Stoelker
William Stoltz
Jason Stone
Kelli Stout
Andrew Strong
Daniel S. Suh
Sylvia Sultanyan
Tae Kyung Sung
Caroline Swartz-Zern
Laura Allis Szarmach
Tang Tang
Paul Tanpitukpongse
William Teeling
Chika Teranishi
Elizabeth Threatt
David Taylor Tipton
Rodrigo Canias Tordecilla
Chia-Jung Tsai
Tina Tsao
Evan Turgeon
Nathaniel Uchtmann
Harry L. Uniman
Marissa Vahlsing
Joseph Valenzuela
Matus Varga
Zachary Vaughan
Sven Verschufren
Tai Vivatvaraphol
Jude Volek
Konstantin Von Dryander
Garry Voskrensky
Daryl Wander
Xinghao Wang
Ya Wang
Yazhou Wang
Laura Warnock
Michael Watson
Elizabeth Wesrtbrook
Edward A. Wicklund
Delphine Wietek
Sean Williamson
Bradley Lee Wilson
Shany Winder
Nicole E. Wise
Scott Wise
Jakub a. Wronski
Wang Yan Xiang Xiang
Roger Yamada
Shingo Yamada
Charlotte Yutong Yan
Xing Yang
Zenchao Yao
Philip Yen
JiaAn Yin
Andrea Zakko
Chenyan Zhang
Le Zhang
Taisu Zhang
Feng Charlie Zhao
Chenhyao Zhou
Alanna Zuchelli
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these jurisdictional defenses in your 
answer. Otherwise, you’ve waived 
them.7

If you’ve already moved to dis-
miss pre-answer, you may raise non-
jurisdictional grounds as affirmative 
defenses in your answer. You may later 
raise non-jurisdictional grounds as a 
basis for a summary-judgment motion. 

(The Legal Writer will discuss sum-
mary judgment motions in upcoming 
columns.)

Some grounds for dismissal are 
never waived. You may assert the fol-
lowing grounds until the trial: failure 
to state a cause of action (CPLR 3211(a)
(7)) or absence of a necessary party 
(CPLR 3211(a)(10)). You may raise lack 
of subject-matter jurisdiction (CPLR 
3211(a)(2)) as a basis for dismissal for 
the first time on appeal. If you move to 
dismiss late in the proceedings, a court 
might become displeased.8 After all, 
moving to dismiss under CPLR 3211 is 
meant to dispose of issues early in the 
litigation. Don’t wait until the last pos-
sible minute to move to dismiss.

You may not move under CPLR 
3211 to dismiss an action commenced 
by summons with notice. If you’re the 
defendant, wait to move to dismiss 
until after you’ve been served with the 
complaint. If you haven’t been served 
with a complaint, you may prepare a 
demand for the complaint. If you’re 
not served with a complaint within 20 
days of your demand, you may move 
to dismiss at that point under CPLR 
3012(b).9

If you’re the defendant and you’ve 
moved to dismiss pre-answer, your 
time to answer the complaint will be 
delayed until 10 days after the court 
serves its order for your motion to 
dismiss. You’d answer only if you’ve 
lost the motion and the court doesn’t 
dismiss the complaint.

You may move to dismiss under 
CPLR 3126 when a party has failed to 
submit to disclosure.

You may also move to dismiss 
under CPLR 3216 if one party neglects 
or delays in prosecuting the action.

Practitioners often move to dismiss 
under CPLR 3211, a focus of this Legal 
Writer column and the next.

CPLR 3211
CPLR 3211(a) contains the grounds 
for dismissing a cause of action. Any 
party against whom a cause of action 
has been asserted may move under 
CPLR 3211(a).4 CPLR 3211(b) contains 
the grounds for dismissing a defense. 

You may raise the grounds provided 
in CPLR 3211(a) in a motion or assert 
them in your answer as defense. The 
motion is optional. You may raise some 
grounds in your dismissal motion and, 
if the court denies your motion, you 
may assert the remaining grounds 
in your answer.5 Eleven grounds are 
provided in CPLR 3211(a). Some are 
discussed below. 

Under CPLR 3211(e), you may move 
to dismiss only once for the grounds 
specified in CPLR 3211(a) against any 
one pleading.

Raise all the grounds for dismissal 
in your motion. You waive a dismissal 
ground under CPLR 3211(a) in your 
motion to dismiss or as an affirmative 
defense in your answer if you don’t 
assert it.

If you fail to raise jurisdictional 
grounds in your pre-answer motion to 
dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(8) or CPLR 
3211(a)(9), you won’t be permitted to 
raise those jurisdictional grounds in 
your answer.6 CPLR 3211(a)(8) provides 
for dismissal on the basis of personal 
jurisdiction; CPLR 3211(a)(9) provides 
for dismissal on the basis of in-rem or 
quasi-in-rem jurisdiction. If you choose 
not to move to dismiss, you must assert 

Sometimes it’s too soon to tell 
whether to move to dismiss. You might 
need more information about the case 
— information that might be available 
only during disclosure. If you’re 
the defendant and you need more 
information to prepare a defense, it 

might be better to plead the defense in 
the answer without moving to dismiss. 
If you’re the plaintiff, you might need 
to hold off on the motion to dismiss 
the defendant’s defense(s) until you’ve 
completed disclosure. Consider the 
amount of time and money it’ll cost 
your client to prosecute the claim. 
Consider the time and money it’ll 
cost your client if you eliminate the 
defense once you’ve won your motion 
to dismiss.

All isn’t lost if you don’t move to 
dismiss. You can later move for sum-
mary judgment or partial summary 
judgment.

If you move to dismiss on the basis 
of a deficiency in the pleadings, a 
court might, depending on the type 
and severity of the deficiency, grant 
your adversary leave to amend — that 
is, to correct, or cure, the deficiency. 
If you move to dismiss for improper 
service and prevail, your adversary 
may re-effectuate service, subject to 
whether the statute of limitations has 
run. A dismissal for failure to serve 
properly is not on the merits.

What Ground(s) Do You Have to 
Move to Dismiss
You may move for dismissal under 
CPLR 327 if the forum is inconvenient.

You may move to dismiss under 
CPLR 3012(b) when the plaintiff failed 
to serve the complaint within 20 days 
after you’ve made a demand for the 
complaint.

THE LEGAL WRITER

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64

Sometimes it’s too soon to tell whether to move to dismiss. 
You might need more information about the case — information 

that might be available only during disclosure.
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summary judgment under CPLR 3212; 
the court will consider your affidavits 
and EBT minutes, for example, in 
determining whether to dismiss the 
case.

In opposing a motion under 
CPLR 3211(a)(1), a plaintiff may 
submit evidence demonstrating that 
the defendant’s evidence doesn’t 
conclusively resolve the action. 
A plaintiff may also “invoke CPLR 
3211(d) to forestall a decision on 
the merits of the motion pending 
the plaintiff’s receipt of evidentiary 
materials necessary to frame its 
opposition.”19 

Subject Matter Jurisdiction Under 
CPLR 3211(a)(2)
A motion to dismiss under CPLR 
3211(a)(2) is appropriate when fed-
eral law preempts the subject matter 
of a state court action. The areas of 
law where federal preemption exists 
include employee retirement income 
under ERISA, tort claims against the 
federal government, securities regula-
tion, and patent infringement.20 If no 
specific preemption provision exists, a 
court has subject-matter jurisdiction to 
hear state law claims.

Sometimes a federal law may pre-
empt state law, but the law may autho-
rize federal and state courts to exercise 
concurrent jurisdiction. If concurrent 
jurisdiction exists, the state court has 
subject-matter jurisdiction to hear a 
claim based on federal law.

A dismissal motion under CPLR 
3211(a)(2) is also appropriate when a 
claimant seeks damages in state court 
against state agencies or state officials 
acting in their official capacities. 
These cases must be brought in the 
Court of Claims. Actions against state 
employees brought in Supreme Court, 
however, are appropriate even if the 
state may ultimately be liable under 
respondeat superior.21

A court also lacks subject-matter 
jurisdiction when a claim violates the 
state’s sovereign immunity. The court 
would have subject-matter jurisdiction 
if the claim is properly brought as 
a declaratory judgment action or an 
Article 78 proceeding.22

truth of the factual allegations in the 
pleading, extrinsic proof is unnec-
essary for the court to dismiss the 
complaint. If you’re contending that 
the pleading is adequate on its face 
but that the pleading lacks merit or 
requires dismissal, you’ll need extrin-
sic proof.13

Attach a copy of the complaint, or 
relevant pleading, if you’re moving to 
dismiss.

The CPLR 3211(a) Grounds: 
Defense Founded on Documentary 
Evidence Under CPLR 3211(a)(1)
Moving to dismiss under CPLR 
3211(a)(1) is available when the defense 
is based on documentary evidence. 
Courts have defined “documentary 
evidence” narrowly. A paper qualifies 
as “documentary evidence” only if (1) 
it’s unambiguous; (2) it’s of undeniable 
authenticity; and (3) its contents are 
essentially undeniable.14

New York state courts have found 
that mortgages, deeds, leases, contracts, 
judgments, stipulations of settlement, 
and judicial records and the like are 
acceptable documentary evidence 
that CPLR 3211(a)(1) contemplates.15 
Also, “the paper must, standing alone, 
warrant dismissal.”16

Affidavits in support of your 
motion to dismiss are not acceptable 
“documentary evidence.” Nor are EBT 
minutes permissible “documentary 
evidence.”17 Unacceptable as well are 
“medical records, letters, newspaper 
articles, printouts of Internet web 
pages, and transcripts of radio and 
television interviews.”18 In the event 
that all your evidence for dismissal is 
contained in your affidavits and EBT 
minutes, you’ll have to forgo your 
dismissal motion and, instead, answer 
the complaint. You may move for 

How to Write the Component 
Parts of a Motion to Dismiss
Bring your motion to dismiss either by 
notice of motion or by order to show 
cause. Whichever method you use will 
depend on your time constraints. The 
faster you need the court to intervene, 
the better to bring your motion to 
dismiss by order to show cause.

If you bring your motion by notice 
of motion, your notice of motion must 

contain the following: (1) the time and 
place of the hearing on the motion; (2) 
the supporting papers on which you 
rely for the motion; (3) the relief you’re 
seeking from the court; and (4) the 
grounds for the relief you’re seeking.10 
The relief you’re seeking from the 
court could be to dismiss the action, to 
dismiss one or more causes of action, 
to dismiss one or more affirmative 
defenses, or to dismiss one or more 
counterclaims or cross-claims.

Begin your notice of motion with 
a caption identifying the name of the 
court, the venue, the title of the action, 
the nature of the paper (“Notice of 
Motion”), the index number, and the 
assigned judge or justice.11 (The Legal 
Writer discussed notices of motion 
in Part XIII of writing civil-litigation 
documents.)

Regardless on which ground(s) you 
move to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a), 
the court may consider affidavits, 
minutes (transcripts) from an exami-
nation before trial (EBT), documen-
tary proof, admissions, letters, and 
any other “papers or proof having an 
evidentiary impact in the particular 
situation.”12 An exception exists for 
motions under CPLR 3211(a)(1), dis-
cussed below. If you’re contending 
that the pleading is facially defective 
as a matter of law and concede the 

All isn’t lost if you don’t move 
to dismiss. You can later move for 

summary judgment or partial 
summary judgment.
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In upcoming issues of the Jour-
nal, the Legal Writer will continue 
with motions to dismiss under CPLR 
3211. ■

GERALD LEBOVITS, a New York Civil Court judge, 
teaches part time at Columbia and Fordham 
law schools. He thanks court attorney Alexandra 
Standish for researching this column. Judge 
Lebovits’s email address is GLebovits@aol.com.

1. The rules are the same for summary 
proceedings and plenary actions.

2. David D. Siegel, New York Practice § 257, at 
438 (4th ed. 2005).

3. 1 Michael Barr, Myriam J. Altman, Burton N. 
Lipshie & Sharon S. Gerstman, New York Civil 
Practice Before Trial § 36:61, at 36-15 (2006; Dec. 
2009 Supp.).

4. Siegel, supra note 2, at § 257, at 438.

5. Id. at § 258, at 439.

6. Barr et al., supra note 3, at § 36:03, at 36-11.

7. CPLR 3211(e).

8. Barr et al., supra note 3, at § 36:54, at 36-14.

9. Id. at § 36:04, at 36-11.

10. CPLR 2214(a).

11. CPLR 2101(c); 22 N.Y.C.R.R. 202(b).

12. Siegel, supra note 2, at § 257, at 438.

13. Id. at § 257, at 438.

14. John R. Higgitt, CPLR 3211(a)(1) and (a)(7) 
Dismissal Motions — Pitfalls and Pointers, 83 N.Y. 
St. B. J. 32, 32–33 (Nov./Dec. 2011) (citing Siegel, 
Practice Commentaries, McKinney’s Cons. Laws 
of N.Y., Book 7B, C3211:10 at 22).

15. Id. at 33.

16. Id.

17. Siegel, supra note 2, at § 259, at 441.

18. Higgitt, supra note 14, at 33.

19. Id.

20. Barr et al., supra note 3, at § 36:101, at 36-18.

21. Id. at § 36:110, at 36-18.

22. Id. at § 36:111, at 36-18.

23. Id. at § 36:120, at 36-18.

24. Id. at § 36:231, at 36-23 (citing Carrick v. Cent. 
Gen. Hosp., 51 N.Y.2d 242, 434 N.Y.S.2d 130 (1980)).

25. Siegel, supra note 2, at § 261, at 441.

26. Barr et al., supra note 3, at § 36:221, at 23.

27. Id. at § 36:200, at 36-22.

28. Id. at § 36:201, at 36-22.

29. Id. at § 36:210, at 36-22.

30. Id.

interposed by an “irrelevant person,” 
moving to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)
(7) would be appropriate as well: the 
complaint would fail to state a cause 
of action. In this scenario, invoke both 
grounds under CPLR 3211(a): CPLR 
3211(a)(3) and (a)(7). (The Legal Writer 
will discuss CPLR 3211(a)(7) in upcom-
ing columns.)

Legal capacity issues also arise with 
foreign corporations or limited liabil-
ity companies doing business in New 
York. Under Business Corporation 
Law § 1312, an out-of-state corporation 
doing business in New York may not 
maintain an action in New York until 
the business becomes licensed and pays 
fees, taxes, and penalties.27 Section 1312 
doesn’t forbid the corporation to com-
mence the action; § 1312 bars the cor-
poration from maintaining the action. 
An out-of-state corporation may defeat 
a dismissal motion under CPLR 3211(a)
(3) once it gets licensed and pays fees, 
taxes, and penalties. A similar provision 
exists under Limited Liability Company 
Law § 802(a) for limited liability compa-
nies doing business in New York.

Unlicensed foreign corporations or 
limited liability companies not doing 
business in New York may maintain 
an action.28 Whether the plaintiff is 
doing business in New York might be 
a factual dispute. A court may conduct 
a hearing on the issue. The court may 
also deny the motion to dismiss but 
allow the defendant to plead it in the 
answer as an affirmative defense.

Use a motion to dismiss under 
CPLR 3211(a)(3) when you’re chal-
lenging whether an entity (a county, 
municipality, or public authority) has 
appropriate authorization before com-
mencing the action.

Move to dismiss under CPLR 
3211(a)(3) when challenging the state 
Attorney General’s powers under 
Executive Law § 63.29 Under Execu-
tive Law § 63, the Attorney General 
may seek an injunction, restitution, 
or damages if a defendant is engaged 
in illegal activity. Other statutes, like 
§ 112(a)(1) of the Not-for-Profit Cor-
poration Law, may give the Attorney 
General the power to commence an 
action.30 

A dismissal motion under CPLR 
3211(a)(2) is further appropriate when 
a claim is nonjusticiable: The judicial 
branch may not usurp powers best 
left to other branches of government. 
Examples of nonjusticiable claims are 
political questions, claims not ripe for 
review, academic matters, and cases 
that seek an advisory opinion.23 

Lack of Capacity to Sue Under 
CPLR 3211(a)(3)
Move to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(3)
if the party asserting the claim lacks 
the legal capacity to sue. Invoke this 
ground if, for example, an infant sues 
pro se or purports to retain an attor-
ney. Only someone listed in CPLR 
1201 may represent an infant. Also 
invoke this ground for a claimant 
who’s mentally incompetent.

When a representative is appointed 
for a person or entity, the representa-
tive has no capacity to bring or main-
tain an action. Move to dismiss under 
CPLR 3211(a)(3). If a representative has 
not yet been appointed, the representa-
tive has no capacity to bring an action. 
Even if the appointment of a represen-
tative is completed after the action is 
commenced, a court will dismiss the 
action.24 

Capacity-to-sue issues arise in post-
bankruptcy situations. If a plaintiff’s 
claim isn’t listed in the bankruptcy 
proceeding but should have been, the 
plaintiff cannot sue because of lack of 
capacity.25 That claim would belong 
to the trustee in bankruptcy, not the 
plaintiff. A bankrupt claimant, how-
ever, may bring an action in a represen-
tative capacity. This situation would 
arise when the action is in the name of 
a corporation in which the bankrupt is 
the sole shareholder.26

No clear definition exists for “legal 
capacity to sue” under CPLR 3211(a)(3).
Practitioners are sometimes confused 
about whether to move under CPLR 
3211(a)(3) or (a)(7), failure to state a 
cause of action. If you have any doubt, 
move for dismissal on both grounds. 
If, for example, a plaintiff who has no 
title or right as a trustee sues on behalf 
of the trust, the plaintiff lacks capac-
ity to sue. Because the complaint is 
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future litigation? Recently, we had a 
situation where one of my partners met 
someone at a Friday evening cocktail 
party who talked with her about a 
potential litigation. By coincidence, I 
had met the opposing party and had 
set up a meeting in our office to take 
the case. We ended by deciding not to 
take on the matter, which we thought 
was the only possible decision that we 
could make. Were we correct?

Sincerely, 
W.E. Declined 
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like notorious, which once described 
only undesirable behavior. Now it 
also means “famous.” The modifiers 
prevalent and widespread were once 
opposites. The statement, “Disease was 
prevalent” described only unpleasant 
circumstances; now prevalent can 
mean “widespread.” On the other 
hand, widespread is still noncommital, 
meaning “occurring widely.” 

Words also change by widening. 
People used to be “healthy,” but food 
was “healthful.” Have you heard the 
word healthful recently? Neither have 
I – the adjective healthy has taken 
its place, and in consequence it has 
considerably widened. The word 
robust has widened too. It used to refer 
only to people or animals, but it now 
modifies conditions, finance, weather, 
and numerous other subjects.

Another modifier that has virtually 
disappeared is uninterested. Some of 
us will miss it, for it permits narrow 
distinctions from a similar negative, 
disinterested. The distinction, for those 
who do not recall it, was that disinter-
ested indicated objectivity and lack of 
bias, while uninterested indicated lack 
of interest. Now one has to decide from 
the context which of those disparate 
meanings “disinterested” intends. 

Words can also narrow in meaning. 
The word problematical meant 
“questionable, debatable, or difficult 
to solve.” But it now means only “a 
problem” (and has lost its -al ending).
The noun corn used to mean “grain.” 
The word meat, meant “meat and drink,” 
its meaning in the biblical phrase “meat 
and drink.” “To starve” meant “to die”; 
but it did not explain how.  ■

thigh, and leg and were replaced by 
white meat, first joint, and drumstick. 
What had been “bulls,” became 
instead “sires,” “male animals,” or 
even “gentlemen cows.” 

Meaning change also occurs 
by what is called amelioration and 
pejoration. We try to improve an idea 
by giving it a more pleasant name, 
but the euphemism we substitute then 
becomes pejorated. For opponents of 
the theory of global warming, “clear-
cut forests” became “healthy forests,” 
and “climate change” became “climate 
variability.” Both new phrases will 
lose their pleasant connotation as 
they continue to be used to describe 
unpleasant conditions.

When the name “drug stores” 
took on unpleasant connotations 
by association with phrases like 
“drug wars,” drug stores became 
“pharmacies” and “druggists” became 
“pharmacists.” Readers of Chemical 
& Engineering News wrote letters to 
the editor urging the banning of the 
word chemical because it had become 
“tainted” by pejoration. When the new 
euphemisms takes hold, they too will 
suffer pejoration. 

The noun censure once meant 
“opinion” (both good and bad), but 
it was so often used to mean “bad 
opinion” that it has pejorated as has the 
verb form censor. More recently attitude 
has pejorated to mean “bad attitude” 
as in the sales clerk’s comment, “That 
customer arrived with an attitude!” 
The word criticize has also worsened, 
so that it now means “to criticize 
unfavorably.”

Look what has happened to the 
word lewd. It originally referred merely 
to people who were not clergymen. 
Then it degraded to mean “ignorant,” 
then to “base,” and it now means 
“obscene.” The term vulgar has had a 
similar downward path. It came into 
English from the Latin noun vulgus, 
meaning “the common people” (the 
current 99%). Now to be called vulgar 
is a slur.

Some words improve in meaning 
but may also retain their original sense 

Question: The phrase lucked out 
used to mean “out of luck,” 
thus, “in bad luck.” Now that 

phrase seems to have changed 180 
degrees, so all my young friends use 
it to mean “out of bad luck,” thus, “in 
good luck.” Which does it mean? Talk 
about ambiguity! 

Answer: The phrase “lucked out” 
has completely changed meaning, 
though it has kept its original form. 
Public usage probably can be credited 
(or blamed) for that change. Originally 
the word “out” was thought of as it 
appeared in phrases like “out of gas,” 
so “lucked out” carried a negative 
connotation. Gradually, however, 
young people began to think of “luck” 
as in phrases like the luck of the draw. 
So for them, “to luck out” is positive, 
confusing their elders.

The English vocabulary contains 
plenty of ambiguity. Look at 
dictionary definitions of common 
English words. Randomly opening an 
American Heritage Dictionary (AHD), I 
found the word “cover.” The editors 
listed 23 definitions of “cover” as a 
transitive verb and four definitions 
as an intransitive verb. Add seven 
more definitions for when you use 
“cover” as a noun, you get a total of 34 
meanings for that one word.

In a word like where there’s a differ-
ent ambiguity, not of what it means, 
but of what word follows it. Since 
where means “the place at” or “the 
place in which,” the question: “Where 
is she going?” is sufficient. But when 
you ask, “Where did she come from?” 
you do need a word after it: “from.” 
When you ask, “Where is she going?” 
adding to is ungrammatical. You must 
omit the word to. For “Where did she 
come from?” you must add from. Not 
logical, but grammatical. 

Sometimes words change meaning 
because people consider the former 
meaning offensive. English speakers 
were extremely prudish during the 
19th century. They called chicken legs 
limbs, because the word “legs” aroused 
sexual images. Other body parts were 
also considered too explicit, so breast, 

LANGUAGE TIPS
BY GERTRUDE BLOCK

GERTRUDE BLOCK (block@law.ufl.edu) is lecturer 
emerita at the University of Florida College of 
Law. She is the author of Effective Legal Writing 
(Foundation Press) and co-author of Judicial 
Opinion Writing (American Bar Association). 
Her most recent book is Legal Writing Advice: 
Questions and Answers (W. S. Hein & Co.).
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Drafting New York 
Civil-Litigation Documents: 
Part XV — Motions to Dismiss

THE LEGAL WRITER
BY GERALD LEBOVITS

If you’re the defendant and the 
court grants your pre-answer motion 
to dismiss, you won’t need to file an 
answer. Even if the court doesn’t dis-
miss the entire complaint, it might still 
dismiss one or more of the plaintiff’s 
causes of action. Interpose an answer 
with respect to the remaining por-
tions of the plaintiff’s complaint. The 

worst that’ll happen is that you’ll incur 
expenses for preparing and filing the 
motion and the answer.

If, after receiving the defendant’s 
answer, you, the plaintiff, move to 
dismiss, or strike, one or more of the 
defendant’s defenses under CPLR 
3211(b) and the court grants your 
motion, you might have saved valu-
able time and money instead of con-
ducting disclosure and preparing for 
trial. You’ll also save time and money 
if the court grants your motion to dis-
miss the defendant’s counterclaim or 
the co-plaintiff’s cross-claim.

If you’re the defendant and the 
court grants your motion to dismiss 
your co-defendant’s cross-claim, you’ll 
have more time and money to focus on 
your defense of the plaintiff’s claims 
against you.

interpose an answer. The modern view 
is that you may move to dismiss even 
after interposing an answer as long as 
you’ve preserved your right to move 
to dismiss by raising the ground as a 
defense in the answer.3

If a court denies your motion to 
dismiss, that doesn’t mean you lose 
the case. If you’ve moved to dismiss 
before you’ve interposed an answer 
and you lose the motion, you may 
still interpose your answer in certain 
circumstances. If you win the motion 
in its entirety and the court dismisses 
the complaint, you don’t need to 
interpose an answer. If you’ve moved 
to dismiss after you’ve interposed an 
answer and you lose the motion, the 
case continues.

If you as the plaintiff lose your 
motion to dismiss, or strike, the 
defendant’s defense(s), the defendant 
may pursue the defense at trial. If you 
win, the defendant won’t be able to 
pursue the defense. 

Why Move to Dismiss
In deciding whether to move to 
dismiss, you’ll need to determine the 
advantages and disadvantages.

Think about your strategy before 
moving to dismiss. Also think about 
the ramifications of winning or losing 
the motion. Think several steps ahead 
of your adversary. Think about the 
time, money, and consequences for 
your client. It’s usually more expensive 
to prepare a motion to dismiss than, 
say, to prepare an answer. Also 
consider how the court will perceive 
your motion. You don’t want the court 
to think that you’re bringing a frivolous 
motion. Just be ethical.

In the last issue, the Legal Writer 
continued its discussion on motion 
practice. In this issue, the Legal 

Writer discusses drafting motions to 
dismiss.

Questions to ask yourself before you 
consider moving to dismiss include 
these: Who may move to dismiss? 
When may you move to dismiss? Why 
should you move to dismiss? On what 
grounds can you move to dismiss? 
How do you move to dismiss?

Who May Move to Dismiss, 
Generally
If you’re a defendant (or respondent),1 
you may move to dismiss a cause 
of action or the entire complaint (or 
petition). 

As the plaintiff, you may also 
move to dismiss, or strike, defensive 
pleadings — the answer. Once you’ve 
received the defendant’s answer, you 
may assert that the defendant has 
failed to state a defense or that a 
defense is meritless.

If you’re a plaintiff, you may move to 
dismiss the defendant’s counterclaim.

If you’re a plaintiff, you may also 
move to dismiss your co-plaintiff’s 
cross-claim.

If you’re a defendant, you may 
move to dismiss your co-defendant’s 
cross-claim.

If you’re a third-party defendant, 
you may move to dismiss the third-
party claim.2

When to Move to Dismiss
As the defendant, you may move 
to dismiss before you interpose an 
answer (pre-answer motion to dismiss) 
or, in limited circumstances, after you 

Think about 
the ramifications 

of winning or 
losing a motion 

to dismiss.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 57
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